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PREFACE
This volume contains the texts of speeches made at the international conference organized recently by the Interparliamentary Assembly on Orthodoxy in Thessaloniki, on the
topic «Christianity – Orthodoxy and the Media in modern world», on the occasion of
the 20th anniversary of its establishment.
We hope these texts prepare the ground on which the relevant dialogue is taking
place. Indeed, their publication in English is expected to contribute to this effect.

The Secretary General

Anastasios Nerantzis 			
Member of the Hellenic Parliament
Former Minister

The President of the General Assembly

Sergei Popov
Member of the Russian
State Duma
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ΕΙΣΑΓΩΓΙΚΟ ΣΗΜΕΙΩΜΑ
από Την Α.Μ. Αρχιεπίσκοπο Κύπρου κ.κ. Χρυσόστομο

Η σύγχρονη εποχή του 21ου αιώνα χαρακτηρίζεται ως εποχή της ταχύτητας και μάλιστα της
ταχύτητας στη μετάδοση της πληροφορίας. Σ’ αυτή την πορεία πληροφόρησης εισέρχονται
και οι άνθρωποι της Εκκλησίας, κληρικοί και λαϊκοί.
Η πληροφορία, ως ενημέρωση ιδιαίτερα στον κυβερνοχώρο, χρειάζεται ειδική μεταχείριση.
Χρειάζεται υπευθυνότητα, προσοχή, ουδετερότητα και σοβαρότητα. Από τη μια η Εκκλησία
δυσκολεύεται, ένεκα της πνευματικής φύσης της, να διαφημίζει το έργο της. Από την άλλη
καλείται να πληροφορεί και να προβάλλει το έργο και τη διακονία της χάριν των ανθρώπων
και με σεβασμό προς τον άνθρωπο. Βέβαια, δεν είναι λίγες οι φορές που διαπιστώνεται είτε
να μην ακούγεται ευρέως η φωνή της είτε, ακόμη πιο επικίνδυνο, να αλλοιώνεται βάναυσα.
Η πληροφορία εκτός από ενημέρωση για εκκλησιαστικά γεγονότα και δράσεις, θα πρέπει
να διακονεί και τη θεολογία και την πνευματική ωφέλεια καθώς και τη σωτηρία των ανθρώπων, δηλ. την κατά χάριν θέωση και ένωση με το Θεό. Έργο απαραίτητο, το οποίο δεν θα
πρέπει να περιφρονείται στο βωμό της ακροαματικότητας ή τηλεθέασης από τη μηχανή της
παραγωγής ή διανομής της πληροφορίας.
Συγχαίρουμε τη Διακοινοβουλευτική Συνέλευση της Ορθοδοξίας, που είχε την πρωτοβουλία να ανοίξει το μεγάλο και ενδιαφέρον θέμα, μέσω του εν λόγω Συνεδρίου, στη Θεσσαλονίκη, στις 12 με 16 Μαΐου 2014.
Η συμμετοχή μελών των Κοινοβουλίων των Ορθοδόξων χωρών και εκπροσώπων των
κατά τόπους Εκκλησιών, δημοσιογράφων, ακαδημαϊκών δασκάλων κ. ά., είμαστε βέβαιοι ότι
έδωσε την ευκαιρία να ακουστούν ποικίλα και ενδιαφέροντα ζητήματα τα οποία περιστρέφονται γύρω από το θέμα των Μέσων Ενημέρωση στο σύγχρονο κόσμο που ζούμε.
Εκ μέρους της Εκκλησίας της Κύπρου, παρακολούθησε το Συνέδριο ο Διευθυντής του Συνοδικού Γραφείου Ενημερώσεως και Επικοινωνίας, Θεοφιλέστατος Επίσκοπος Μεσαορίας κ.
Γρηγόριος, ο οποίος έχει και την ευθύνη της επίσημης ιστοσελίδας της Εκκλησίας της Κύπρου
(www.churchofcyprus.org.cy). Η παρούσα έκδοση βλέπει το φως της δημοσιότητας από το
εν λόγω Συνοδικό μας Γραφείο και την ευγενική χορηγία της Εταιρείας Ecommpay.
Προσευχόμαστε όπως η ευλογία του Θεού στηρίζει όλους τους συντελεστές της παρούσης
έκδοσης.
Μετ’ ευχών

Ιερά Αρχιεπισκοπή Κύπρου, Νοέμβριος 2014
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
by H.B. Archbishop of Nova Justiniana and all Cyprus Chrysostomo

The modern era of the 21st century is characterized as the era of speed, especially of the
information’s transmission speed. Along this process of information are also included the
people of Church, both clergy and laity.
The information as a briefing method, particularly in the cyberspace, needs a special
handling. It requires responsibility, caution, neutrality and seriousness. On the one hand
the Church has difficulties, because of its spiritual nature, to advertise its tasks. On the
other hand, the Church is required, with respect towards each and every person, to inform
and to promote its work and assistance in the interest of the people. Certainly, the times
when it is noted that its voice is not being widely heard or, even more dangerous, is being
brutally altered, are not few.
The information, besides the briefing process about ecclesiastical events and actions,
should also serve the theology and the spiritual benefit, as well as the salvation of humankind, i.e. the deification by Grace and the union with God. This is a necessary task which
should not be disregarded by the machine which produces or distributes the information
for the sake of the audience ratings.
We congratulate the Interparliamentary Assembly on Orthodoxy for having the initiative to
open this great and interesting issue, through this conference, in Salonika, 12-16 of May 2014.
We are sure that the participation of members from Orthodox countries parliaments
and of representatives from local Churches, journalists, academic teachers etc., provided
the opportunity to be heard a variety of interesting topics which revolve around the Media
issue in the modern world in which we live in.
On behalf of the Church of Cyprus, the Chairman of the Synodic Office for Information
and Communication of the Church of Cyprus, His Grace Bishop of Mesaoria Gregorios,
who is also responsible for the official website of the Church of Cyprus (www.churchofcyprus.org.cy), attended the Conference. The current publication is released by our Synodic
Office and with the kind sponsorship of Ecommpay Company.
We pray that God’s blessing will support all those who have contributed for the current
publication.
H. B. Archbishop of Nova Justiniana and all Cyprus Chrysostomos
Church of Cyprus, November 2014
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Welcoming address
by the President of the General Assembly of the Interparliamentary
Assembly on Orthodoxy (I.A.O.) Mr. Sergey Popov

Your eminences!
Dear Secretary General of the Interparliamentary Assembly
on Orthodoxy Mr. Nerantzis!
Dear colleagues – MPs from the Hellenic Parliament and the representatives from other
parliaments of the Orthodox world!
Dear participants and guests of the solemn ceremony!
I welcome you cordially at the inauguration of the conference-seminar “Christianity-Orthodoxy and mass media”!
Both the topic of our conference, which takes place under the auspices of I.A.S., and
the venue, the picturesque city of Thessaloniki, are timely as ever. Time and again are
the mass media getting the upper hand in the life of humankind. As a result, the political consequences of this influence are close to unlimited and, in some cases, can be
compared to the wars of the previous centuries. A new term “information war” came to
exist. It makes no problem for the mass media to create either a new role model or a
new image of enemy. What especially ails us is that our traditional spiritual and cultural
values are being attacked in an unprecedented manner. It is more frequently that you
witness information campaigns aimed at discrediting church institutes and individual
ministers. At times these campaigns are deliberately masterminded provocations which
have been plotted in advance.
At the same time, we see that a range of tragic events across the globe are being
cushioned. Unofficial censorship is another case in point and, in some cases, a premium
is only put on the beneficial information. Impartiality is sacrificed to the current situation. Spiritual priorities are substituted with an exaggerating demonstration of the
lowest and the most vulgar. What is the most frustrating is the efforts to rehabilitate
Nazism and fascism.
Whereas Christianity pursues to heal the sores and evils of the human society, mass
media take advantage to irritate them, by manipulating the penchant for the breaking
news, interest to the secret private life of celebrities and chronique scandaleuse etc. As
a result, in the pursuit of rating, the prize goes to those who were the first to “conquer”
10
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the share of the “information field” and bring up the target audience which depends on
it, sometimes by corrupting people.
Christian mass media will never be competitive compared to the secular ones and will
never attract the wide audience of readers and spectators. There is even no point in trying it. Yet, the Orthodox mass media enjoy one competitive advantage which is a must
to fully exploit – the capability to evaluate global events, society and the life of each
and every individual from the perspective of the Christian truth and Christian values.
In conclusion, dear friends, I would like to wish all the participants of the conference
fruitful work, interesting debates and marvelous impressions!
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Opening of the works
by the Minister of Macedonia and Thrace Mr. Theodoros Karaoglou

Your Eminences, Honorable Bureau, Distinguished Guests,
Welcome to our city, welcome to Thessaloniki, the capital of Macedonia.
I wish your Conference here is fruitful and constructive. Christ has Risen! My best wishes to everyone!
It is my turn to welcome you to Thessaloniki for the Conference titled “Christianity Orthodoxy and the Media in modern world”, which aims at displaying the rules and the
code of ethics that must govern the news in the field of religions and how such news are
broadcast via the mass media. I am sure that all speakers will elaborate thoroughly on
the subject of the Conference, as they are distinguished and well-acknowledged in their
area of expertise, thus they are most competent to speak on this matter.
I would only like to stress that Christianity and journalism are governed by the same
inviolable principle: to profess the truth. This is the real purpose of information; because
information is not just a human need, it is a human right, and indeed one of the most
sacred ones. Of course, in the era of technology and constant flow of information,
journalists’ function is a social office, not just an occupation, and, thus, answering the
main five questions –What, How, Who, When, Why- does not suffice. Very often, as it is
reasonable and self-evident, journalists’ role is also to criticize. In my view, this is the
critical point we need to pay attention to. The journalist’s job is, de facto, to seek the
truth, as it is also the case in religion. In both cases, we are seeking answers to simple or
fundamental questions that concern us. This evidences that Church and journalism are
the connecting link between the question and the answer, between reflection and truth.
Therefore, the Church and the Media, through their educational power and discourse,
are able to foster the knowledge horizons of society, preserving their reliability.
With these few thoughts, I would like to wish wholeheartedly every success to the
works of your Conference. Although the British writer Arnold Bennett stated that both
politicians and journalists, strangely enough, depend on each other but hate each other,
we should not forget the saying of the French writer Albert Camus that “without freedom the press will never be anything but bad”.
Thank you very much.
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Greeting message
by the Deputy Minister attached to the Prime Minister
& Government Spokesperson Mr. Simos Kedikoglou

It was with great pleasure that I received the invitation to address your conference and
I deeply regret I am unable to attend due to prior engagements.
However, I warmly welcome your initiative and wish that it leads to a meaningful
debate about the important role of Orthodoxy in the modern world.
Let us not forget that Orthodoxy is the great root of our nation.
The nature of religious news, the ways in which religious news is reported by the
media, the rules and ethics of such reports should be issues of concern for all of us, and
we should make sure that they evolve and keep up with our times, because they can be
instruments for the spiritual awakening and development of the people.
In these times of hardship, it is vital to ensure that ideas and reflections related to religion, the practice of worship, information and new technologies, are given the ground
to bear fruit.
Our common tradition is the cornerstone of our society. Faith and religion is an endless source of goods, which will undoubtedly show us the way out of any personal and
social impasse.
Thank you. All the best.
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Greeting message
by His All-Holiness Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew

Your Excellencies, governmental representatives of Orthodox nations, Honorable and
dearly beloved members of state Parliaments, Participants of this conference, distinguished brothers and sisters in the Lord: May the grace and peace of God and our Mother Church be with you, together with the blessings and wishes of your spiritual father
and Ecumenical Patriarch, who prays fervently for the success of your deliberations and
decisions.
Inasmuch as, due to other prearranged commitments, we are unable personally to
attend the meeting of the Orthodox Inter-Parliamentary Assembly, scheduled to be held
from May 12-16, 2014, in order to explore the very interesting topic of “Christianity-Orthodoxy and Information Means in the Modern World,” we would like to address our
wholehearted greeting, as well as our sincere blessing for the successful discussions
and meaningful conclusions οη this important subject.
It is true that the approach of the Orthodox Church is normally very little promoted
on secular, rather than spiritual matters, and particularly on issues concerning the mass
media. Therefore, there is always room for increasing the presence and presentation
of Orthodoxy, especially on countries with a significant number of baptized Orthodox
Christian residents. Moreover, there is much room for improving the objectivity with
which matters related to the Orthodox Church are promoted. Of course, as a result of
the properly prevailing freedom of an editor ΟΓ journalist in the mass media with regard to issues being promoted or presented, υο one can impose any legal restrictions,
nonetheless various levels of regulation can be adopted in order to defend their objectivity and prevent the misleading submission of events and ideas.
We appreciate the difficulty that this involves, but we fervently hope that you will
carefully study and meticulously analyze all aspects of this subject so that your proposals and resolutions may contribute to the better use of the mass media and objective
information of the wider public.
As far as we are concerned, as the spiritual and ecclesiastical leader of the Orthodox
Church, we would simply like to highlight that our Lord, who declared that “to the one
who has, more will be given, even in abundance” (cf. Matt. 13.12), surely implied the
existing that we should not only preserve and creatively increase our personal potential
14
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and spiritual talents, with which our Creator has endowed those who manage various
affairs.
In this regard, Orthodoxy is the Truth, namely our Lord and God, Jesus Christ. This
means that the Truth can never be an object of negotiation but only an experience.
Therefore, we firmly believe and proclaim that your conference must also examine how
our Orthodox, and more broadly our Christian faithful can be informed by means of
the constantly developing mass media. For you are not merely considering an abstract
subject related to a God, the creator of all visible and invisible creation, whose divine
will directs all things, ΟΓ of human beings called to cooperate through their free will,
which was granted by God for such cooperation and tends toward either good ΟΓ evil.
Indeed, you are reflecting οη the revealed truth of light and justice: “One is holy; one is
Lord, Jesus Christ, to the glory of God the Father.” In addressing you, as ecclesiastical
and spiritual leaders, alongside all intellectual leaders and those working in the general
field of communication and information, we are called to bear this reality in mind.
Thus, ‘Ίet no uninitiated hand dare to touch” this Mystery of the transmission of Orthodox Truth and Witness through the various means of information. The modern means
of general information must enter into the depth of the everyday challenges, which
concern the divine-human institution of the militant Church, while avoiding the superficiality of commercial and consumer pursuit and the influence of steri1e secularism.
With these few evaluations and reflections, we address you all and express to each
of the participants at your conference our personal congratulations and patriarchal approval for this initiative, urging you in the words of the holy Archbishop of Constantinople, St. John Chrysostom, who provides the tone and perspective of your deliberations,
when he says: “Let us not endure the fleeting things of this world, which are ephemeral
and passing, but rather let us be concerned with the things that are permanent and
stable.” (Letter XLIV to John, PG 59.250)
We convey to all of you our paternal and patriarchal blessing and invoke upon you the
grace and boundless mercy of our Savior Jesus Christ.
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SpeecH ON THE MAIN SUBJECT
by the I.A.O. Secretary General Mr. Anastasios Nerantzis

I firmly believe in the position I am about to reiterate here, and I know I am joined by
many others.
I feel that the term “mass” in “mass media” is unacceptable, if not appalling, and sadly enough it has been adopted in the Greek language, too. This term connotes disdain to
the people, it suggests that human conscience may undergo industrial processing in order to produce flocks of sheep, ready to absorb the message and react in an automatic
and uniform way. Le Bon describes the masses as “people without judgment”, Nietzsche
as “tools of the powerful”. In our days, the term “means of mass communication”
has completely lost its original meaning, i.e. “means enabling communication with
the masses and offering the maximum amount of knowledge to a large number
of citizens”. Instead, it has ended up meaning “means that transform citizens into
masses, crushing them into a pulp”.
It is no secret that this pulpification is the outcome of the distortion of the main function
of the “media”, i.e. information. The verb “to inform” in Greek (πληροφορώ) etymologically
means not just “to report news”, but also “to fully satisfy the listener / reader, etc.”.
Nowadays, however, information tends to be reduced to “self-satisfaction, by distorting facts to a lesser or a greater extent and by misleading others”.
In light of these facts, which have been pointed out on many occasions by both Greek
and foreign experts, I suggest that it would be not just preferable but also wiser to
speak at long last of “means of collective communication”, since as Georges Bernanos points out “civilization exists precisely so that there may be no masses, but
rather men alert enough never to constitute masses”.
One last point on the media: it is true that progress has been made and that the function of the media has changed in quantitative, but not in qualitative terms. We are not
fully aware of the fact that citizens and their views are the “subject” rather than the
“object” of the media, that the media are supported by the citizens and are intended
for the citizens.
Let me now turn to the other strand of my intervention, i.e. “Christianity – Orthodoxy”.
Many of us experience Orthodoxy as if it were a slogan, as if it were a political party,
with everything this entails. Of course, every church is also a historically circumscribed
16
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societal organization, living and acting. This is certainly unavoidable, but also necessary.
There is no doubt that the church works within time, yet it also runs the risk of being
devoured by time. This is more likely to happen when its preachings about eternity are
reduced to slogans. Beside the other proclaimed and recognized risks for our church
(heresies, proselytisms, freemasonry, atheism, disastrous cults, etc.), there lurks one
more, much more sinister and insidious: the risk of the church itself falling into oblivion
and no longer experiencing the message it brings. People will still go to church, the
Gospels will be read, the bells will ring… However, if this is simply liturgical rites and not
partaking of eternity, it is futile. From a soteriological perspective, one thing is certain,
that only faith saves. “Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen”, according to the resilient definition of Apostle Paul, who posits an
internal affinity between fear and hope, since these two strong dispositions co-exist in
religious experience. Faith is not just conformity with tradition.
The only effective shield against all of the risks for Orthodoxy, particularly the last
one, is the return to genuineness, authenticity, spirituality. Stating being Christian is not
enough (now ID cards contain no mention of religion). The only thing one is entitled to
say is that he/she tries hard to be Christian and is deeply sorry for not having achieved
that yet. Maybe this contrition can attract Grace. So, all spiritual forces (both clerical
and secular ones) need to rally together in order to recover or acquire spiritual authenticity, self-awareness, awareness of things false and things true, of elements that have
a salvation mission and elements that doom. And, last but not least, awareness of what
is a simple (almost mechanistic) social function and what is a true spiritual attitude.
I trust that these reflections, over which I do not claim exclusive paternity and which
are not the only relevant ones, will enrich our debate.
The means of collective information of a Christian state, with the traditions and the
experience of Greece, can only have the purpose of serving and assisting, in a discrete
and modest way, the recovery of Orthodox spiritual authenticity. They need to focus on
the substance and it is high time they stopped dealing with misguided appearances.
The means of collective information and Christianity address the public and attempt
to convince it, by means of the word.
At a time of all-powerful media, the media are not just a house of knowledge for
citizens, but also a house of bondage for society. Equality, justice, adherence to truth,
accuracy, appeasement, prevention of violence, ostracism of the incitement of passions,
all are principles underpinning the backbone of both Christianity and the media, which
can and must work together in harmony.
It is true that nowhere do these principles apply fully, especially all of them. The challenge here is to delimit their intensity and scope, for the benefit of both information
and Christianity.
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Greeting address
by the Director of Communication of the World Council of Churches Mr. Mark Beach

Your Excellency Sergei Popov, President of the General Assembly
of the Interparliamentary Assembly on Orthodoxy,
Your Excellency Anastasios Nerantzis, Secretary General
of the Interparliamentary Assembly on Orthodoxy,
Respected members of the Interparliamentary Assembly on Orthodoxy,
Brothers and Sisters in Christ,
Ladies and Gentleman,
Christ is Risen!
It is a great honor for me to greet your gathering of members of the Interparliamentary
Assembly on Orthodoxy and the church and public media on behalf of the World Council
of Churches, which is the largest and most inclusive global ecumenical organization.
The importance of this event “Christianity – Orthodoxy and the media in modern world”
cannot be understated. Today when so many of us receive news and information through
a variety of media sources, when more and more news comes in small and often incomplete pieces through social media, and in a time when citizen journalism is perhaps
more trusted than traditional journalistic sources, it is vital that churches and their
leadership understand the new and fast changing media landscape. As you wrestle with
broad questions such as the church and its portrayal in the media, media and theology,
church unity, worship, politics, we offer our prayers and solidarity.
The WCC, as a fellowship of churches believes it remains incumbent upon churches to continue to speak with compassion, yet prophetically; in love, yet about truth. We must proclaim
the gospel of Christ and share about the mission of the church even when the media pay
little attention. Your gathering in Thessaloniki will help churches to share its story and message. As churches we offer a unique perspective on all aspects of life, including expressing
love and compassion to those who are suffering, hope to those without hope, and pointing
all toward the light of Christ. There will be times when the voice of the churches is a voice
in the wilderness. But, still we will proclaim our story to all who will listen.
May you continue to serve with diligence and with unswerving commitment to the risen Christ.
Yours in our Common Lord,
Rev. Dr Olav Fykse Tveit, WCC General Secretary
18
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Greeting address
by Assoc. Prof. Mr. Grigorios Paschalidis, Chairman of the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

On January 2, 1921, just two months after its first broadcast, KDKA of Pittsburgh, the
first radio station in history, aired the first religious service in the history of radio. It
continued to do so, every Sunday evening, for the next 40 years. Scores of other radio
stations across the US soon followed its example. The invention of radio allowed more
individuals than ever before to hear the gospel, to be exposed to the basic tenets of
the Christian faith. All kinds of individuals previously cut off from services, like those
living in isolated in rural communities, the sick, the old and the handicapped, could now
“almost imagine being in church” (Douglas, 1995, p. 238). This made many people to
believe that radio would ensure the imposition of Christian values in America. Many others, though, thought differently. For a long time, in fact, religion and media were widely
seen as belonging not simply to different spheres but also involved in fierce competition
between them. The French sociologist Jacques Ellul, for example, one of the most vocal
advocate of this view in the post-war period, devoted most of his widely influential work
in condemning all modern forms of mass communication for disintegrating language
and promoting idolatry, and in this way, undermining the foundations of faith, reflection,
dialogue and prayer.
In the past few decades, however, we have witnessed the systematic and skillful
adoption of various electronic and digital media – tape-recorders, television, video and
the Internet – by almost all major and even minor religions. It seems as if, in the wake of
the third millennium, religion has joined hands with communication technology in an unprecedented scale and intensity. But perhaps it is not that unprecedented. It is estimated that roughly 10 billion copies of the Bible and the Koran have been published since
the invention of typography. They are, undisputably, by far the most printed books to
date and in any language in history. At the same time, they are the sacred books of the
two most practiced religions in the world. Typography seems to have been their most
faithful ally and assistant in their world-wide expansion and ecumenical prominence.
It is absolutely certain, then, that religious discourses, practices and forms of organization change dramatically as new media are adopted. How then do the new, internet-based digital media shape religious thinking and feeling? In what ways do they re19
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define the multiple relationships between religion, media and the public sphere? These
are just a few of the critical questions that are going to be discussed in the next few
days.
I would like to thank the Interparliamentary Assembly on Orthodoxy for inviting the
Department of Journalism and Mass Communications to contribute to the realization
of this Conference with its specialized personnel, perspective and skills. The Organizing
Committee has made every effort to make this Conference a hospitable and convenient
venue. It is up to you now to make it a memorable and stimulating scientific event. I wish
you all a productive Conference, and hope you enjoy your stay in Thessaloniki.
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Greeting address
by Mr. Christos Kyritsis, Representative of the Journalists’ Union in Athens

Honorable President and Secretary General, Your Eminences, Professors, Ladies and
Gentlemen,
I am an emeritus lawyer of Athens, a retired journalist, members of the Board of the
Journalists’ Union of the Athens Daily Newspapers. I shall address this meeting in my
quality as a journalist on behalf of our President Mme Maria Antoniadou who also covers the news on Church issues, as she has not been able to attend the meeting of the
I.A.O. because of prior obligations.
It is indeed, an honor and a pleasure for the Journalists’ Union of the Athens Daily
Newspapers to have received the invitation, and we were happy to accept it. On behalf
of the Board of our Union, allow me to point out that this invitation becomes even more
interesting as the Conference is going to elaborate on, among others, journalist ethics,
which journalists, especially the Journalists’ Union, along with other sister unions, are
trying to further improve.
It is, indeed, a great honor for us that the Assembly on Orthodoxy is discussing a topic
that seriously touches upon journalism, i.e. the topic of journalism ethics. And, certainly,
your eminences, ladies and gentlemen, it should not escape our attention that journalism, despite what is being said, despite its deficiencies, along with the other three
powers of the Greek State, i.e. legislative, executive and judicial, constitute the pillars
of our democratic regime. A politician stated recently that journalism is the voice of
democracy. I want t ask you to seriously reflect on the major importance of the mission
of the press, or journalism in general.
The Journalists’ Union of the Athens Daily Newspapers is the largest union of journalists in Greece, with 5.700 members. Its goal is to protect the freedom of press against
any pressure, to ensure the provision of comprehensive and objective information to
citizens, to promote and defend the ethical, financial, professional and social security
interests of its members. Our Union struggles for the freedom of expression, of course
within the bounds of legality and the constitutional provisions on the protection of and
respect for human personality.
Any violation of these fundamental protective provisions is reviewed, on the basis of
our statutes and code of ethics, by our competent institutional bodies. We have rules,
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we have provisions, that follow the Greek laws and Constitution.
Honorable Panelists, it would be a great pleasure for the Journalists’ Union if you could
send us the conclusions of this Conference in order to study and explore the subject. We
are very much interested in any effort aiming at improving journalism and its mission.
On behalf of the Journalists’ Union of the Athens Daily Newspapers, I wish every success to your works aiming at the improvement of the journalist’s function. Thank you.
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Greeting address
by Mr. Leo van Doesburg, Manager External Affairs of the European Christian
Political Movement (ECPM)

Your Excellencies, Your Eminences, Dear ladies, Dear Gentlemen,
It is for me an honor and a pleasure to be present at the opening of the ConferenceSeminar about the theme “Christianity-Orthodoxy and the media in the modern world”.
It is for me special to stay here on the grounds where the people received from the
apostle Saint Paul the word of God as a message of Hope for the people who believed
in Him and one of the first Christian churches has started.
I would therefore like to especially like to express my gratitude to Mr. Sergei Popov,
President of the General Assembly and Mr. Anastasios Nerantzis, Secretary General of the
Interparliamentary Assembly on Orthodoxy for the invitation of this important conference.
In the 21st Century that is characterized with an ongoing globalization and pressure
from strong secularist and atheist groups, it is more than ever necessary that Christian
churches all over Europe will collaborate strongly in order to promote Christian values in
this continent. That is the reason why the European Christian Political Movement (the
ECPM) has been started about 10 years ago. The ECPM therefore has as main target to
promote the basic Christian Democratic values with its social expression, guided by the
principles of the Holy Scriptures based on promoted human dignity, freedom of religion,
belief and conscience and promoting family based on a marital union between one man
and one woman. Our network exists of Members of Parliament, European Parliament and
political parties in 21 countries from all over Europe. Since 2010, the ECPM has been
recognized as a European political organization by the European Parliament which offered
more opportunities to have an impact in different countries and in the European politics.
We also collaborate closely together with the European Working Group for Freedom of
Religion or Belief in the European Parliament and regularly also focus our attention on the
persecution of Christians in the Middle-East and the protection of converts.
That there is an increasing pressure on Christians who are active in the public sphere is
also recognized by the Organization for Co-operation and Security in Europe (OSCE). Their
Parliamentary Assembly decided in 2011 in Belgrade to accept an important resolution
about: “Combating intolerance and discrimination against Christians in the OSCE area”
Based on the recognition that respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, democ23
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racy and the rule of law is at the core of the OSCE comprehensive concept of security and also
acknowledging the positive contribution of Christians to social cohesion, cultural enrichment
and value-oriented debate in our society, they decided to intensify efforts to monitor, research
and publicize the need to fight against intolerance and discrimination in the fields of education, media, legislation, law enforcement and hate crime and to work closely with the representatives of the Christian churches” Further the OSCE recommends that a public debate on
intolerance and discrimination against Christians be initiatied and that the right of Christians
to participate fully in public life be ensured”. They also addressed the media which the OSCE
encourages “not to spread prejudices against Christians and to combat negative stereotyping” and “encourages Christian churches to continue their participation in public life contributing to the defence of the dignity of all human beings and to freedom and social cohesion”
However, according to my experience, working in the European institutions in Brussels, I believe that how we as Christians are portrayed in the media is also based on
how and what we are communicating and the way how we develop contacts with the reporters. Therefore as ECPM we are developing and building a European-wide media databases with broadcasting companies, news publications, news services and agencies,
newspapers and magazines, radio and television stations, blogs and internet media. But
also we are investigating who are the reporters, journalists, editors, producers and floor
managers, executive directors and managers, cameramen and technical personnel. We
are developing this with help of many Christian organizations in Europe. The first thing
is to have insight in the environment of the media.
The second important issue I consider is that way we are communicating to the media. The widespread perception about the media is that they are hostile and even irresponsible who are ready to destroy our professional/whatever life for a piece of information which will make them rich and popular.
From my own experience, I do not think this is the right perception. Media can also be
your friend and can make your popular, stronger and more successful, if treated in the
right way. But also can break a career overnight if treated wrongly.
In an ideal scenario, the media and me have a common interest. Then it is very simple,
things go smooth and the both sides benefit. However, there are of course cases when the
interests don’t overlap. My experience therefore is that it is good to see clearly also the
interests of the media. That the timing is good. That news really contains something new
and that it is also told on the right time, also that it has significance (that the number of
people affected by the story is important), that deals with human interest and prominence.
I was therefore then also very impressed about the topics that were addressed during
this conference, like the communicative theology and politics, towards populism and
authenticity in religion, social media and ethics and morality.
I hope that this conference will help us find new effective ways to cultivate a productive interaction between the church, the Christians and the media in the modern world.
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Church and the media
by Most Rev. Metropolitan Ierotheos of Nafpaktos, Chairman of the Synodical Committee for the
Press, Public Relations and Enlightenment of the Church of Greece

First of all, let me convey to you the wishes of His Beatitude Ieronymos, Archbishop of
Athens and All Greece, who was pleased to hear about this Conference and wishes the
best of success.
The topic of this Conference is very serious indeed. It pertains to the relationship of
Christianity and the Orthodox Church with the media in modern world. Thus, there are
three realities: the Church, the media and modern world.
This topic is ultimately part of “the Church and the world” issue and gives rise to
numerous questions, including questions like: Do the media use the Church in a positive
or a negative way? Does the Church use the media in order to highlight its own issues
and its tradition? Does the use of the media by the Church entail ecclesiazation of the
media or secularization of the Church itself?
These questions cannot be answered in full, yet I shall try to share some reflections
with you.
1. Society and information
To start with, we need to examine the relationship between the world and the media,
to look into their structure and their operation, as well as their necessity, since this will
help us look into their relationship with the Church.
Society and the so-called world need information. In every era, there have been different means of information. In our era, people are informed by means of telephone, radio,
television, internet, websites, personal blogs, etc.
However, a number of issues arise in this regard, and this is the case with every matter in the world around us and with science itself. Here, too, dualism prevails, i.e. the
same object may be a boon or a doom to humans and society.
There are many books that deal with these serious issues. In this short speech, I shall
briefly refer to two of them.
The first book is entitled The Message of the Medium and subtitled “The Communication Boom”. It is a compilation of papers written by foreign experts and communication scholars on the most relevant aspects of communication, compiled and edited
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by Kostas Livieratos and Takis Frangoulis1.
The introduction summarises the individual chapters and eloquently presents the authors’
thoughts. It is argued that over the past few centuries in the West we have witnessed the
“communication revolution”, which is more prolonged and actually “more universal than the
French, the Russian or the Chinese ones”, “more protracted than the industrial revolution”
and also “just as controversial as those revolutions”. With the spread of telecommunications
around the globe, distances in space and time have been eliminated; geographical, national
and racial borders have been lifted, and all human beings in the ecumene have communicated with each other. On the other hand, however, upon the outbreak of this revolution, critical
voices were heard “pointing out the rapid decline of bourgeois publicity, the engulfment of
communication media by economic, political and technocratic powers, the impossibility of
true media integration in the given social system, their unbridled and corrosive effect on
experience, conscience and the state of affairs”2.
This collective work presents 11 papers and some excerpts, dealing with the analysis
of communication and considerations about modern media. Although the texts were
written earlier and did not take into account the current greater media boom, they do
spell out the key concerns in this area.
The first five papers in this compilation “set the general background of modern communication and examine its significance, its structure and its function in society and
culture”3, i.e. they focus on communication and its relationship with society and culture.
Charles Cooley discusses the “significance of communication”; Robert Park presents
some “reflections on communication and culture”; Harold Lasswell deals with the “structure and function of communication in society”; Elihu Katz speaks of the “two-step flow
of communication”; Margaret Mead discusses “some cultural approaches to communication problems”.
The next three papers draw the reader’s attention to “the most typical mass media
(the press, radio and television), analyzing from a historical and theoretical perspective
some of their key features and impacts: news, advertisements and pseudo-events, publicity, journalism and public relations”4.
Thus, Walter Lippmann discusses “the nature of the news”; Daniel Boorstin explores
the key point “From news-gathering to news-making: a flood of pseudo-events”; and
Jurgen Habermas deals with the “transformation of the political function of publicity:
from editorial journalism to the mass media”.
The remaining three papers “refer to the broader implications and prospects of the media,
associating their technological idiosyncrasy with the cultural context and social change”5.
1. The Message of the Medium, Alexandria publishers, 4th edition (undated, the 3rd edition is dated 1991, Athens.
2. Ibid., p. 9.
3. Ibid., p. 11.
4. Ibid., p. 17.
5. Ibid., p. 22.
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More specifically, Bertolt Brecht discusses “the radio as an apparatus of communication: a talk on the function of radio”; Marshall Mc Luhan argues that “the medium is the
message”; and Kingsley Widmer deals with “sensibility under technocracy: reflections on
the culture of processed communications”.
The titles of the papers alone demonstrate that this book is an expert analysis of
modern communication, since it presents its overall function and structure, as well as
the way in which they manifest themselves in society and culture. This is the reason why
I briefly presented the content of this book.
It is important to underline that, with regard to the transmission of information,
scholars speak of “two-step communication” (Elihu Katz), “two-stage communication
flow” (Μ. Serafetinidou), “two-step flow” (Umberto Eco). Thus, according to Elihu Katz
“influences and information stemming from the mass media first reach ‘opinion leaders’
who, in turn, pass on what they read and hear to those of their every-day associates
for whom they are influential”. This is mostly the case with modern media that relay
information, i.e. webpages, blogs, social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.), etc. Thus, the
problem does not lie in the news itself, but rather in the formal or informal opinion
leaders, who are to blame for misinformation.
Moreover, it is interesting to note Daniel Boorstin’s view that “the new kind of synthetic novelty which has flooded our experience” in relation to contemporary information are the “pseudo-events”. These are untrue and deceptive events. A pseudo-event
possesses the following characteristics: first, “it is not spontaneous, but comes about
because someone has planned, planted, or incited it”, i.e. the report is out-of-proportion
or about a meaningless event. Second, “it is planted primarily (not always exclusively)
for the immediate purpose of being reported or reproduced” and “its success is measured by how widely it is reported”. Third, “its relation to the underlying reality of the situation is ambiguous” and, fourth, “usually it is intended to be a self-fulfilling prophecy”,
i.e. a happening is prepared so as to be later reported and extolled.
The second book is by Jean Guisnel. It is entitled Cyberwars and subtitled “Espionage
on the Internet”6. The book is structured in 11 chapters and I shall simply cite their titles,
which demonstrate how important they are for an understanding of modern communications, which link human beings with each other while restricting their freedom.
The book addresses the following topics in a thorough and substantiated way: “The
New Secret Services”, “The First Cyberwarriors”, “Cryptology, Island of Liberty”, “France,
the Fifth Wheel”, “The Jolly Roger Rides the Net”, “Privateers and Buccaneers”, “The
Golden Age of Cybercops”, “Information Wars”, “The Internet and Espionomics”, “Economics, the New Battlefield”, “High Stakes at High Noon”. At the end of the book there
is an important annex providing “Some Background on the Internet”.
This interesting book discusses the history of the Internet, which began with the idea
6. Jean Guisnel, Cyberwars, Stachi publishers, Athens 1997.
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to “link computers in a few scientific laboratories across the United States”, a project
financed by the Pentagon which had the necessary resources and then passed on to
private enterprise. As a result, the Internet has now become a more user-friendly means
of communication and more widely accessible to people, the so-called “users”. Information can be transmitted quickly and easily, and the whole world has become much more
united, time and space have been transcended.
Human beings, however, pay a heavy price for the irrational use of the mass media,
since their personal freedom is compromised and they become hostage to concepts and
things. This book also discusses broader issues, e.g. the new kind of secret war currently
underway in cyberspace, the so-called “infowar”7; that in our times “processed information” has become a “secret weapon”8; that this war includes “attacks on copyright”9;
that there are “agents”10, “hackers”, “pirates”11, “spies”12, “economic espionage”13 and,
of course, just like in every war, there are victims, i.e. ultimately the users who misuse
those media.
This book provides valuable knowledge about the cyberspace and highlights the
“greatest risks for our freedoms hidden behind the tentacles of networks”. One key
conclusion is that “the Internet and the networks will henceforth be the context in which
new types of conflicts will emerge, unimaginable until a few years ago. Espionage and
information theft, intrusion into citizens’ privacy and the cover-up of criminal activities
will in future take place over the Net. Even wars can be waged with us hardly being
aware. The general digitization of communications gives police, intelligence services
and the military hereto unthinkable technical tools for interference with citizens’ private
lives. Not even businesses can escape hackers, who are no longer just naïve young men
with pimples”14.
This is not a modern phenomenon, nor was it introduced by modern media; it is just as
old as human beings. It becomes clearer in our times because we are better equipped to
detect changes and clashes. Human societies, however, have always witnessed rivalries
and opposition between individuals, social groups, powers, countries and cultures.
This had been pointed out back in ancient times by sage Heraclitus, who spoke of
the war, the “coming into being”, and “everything is in flux”. According to Heraclitus,
the opposites are constantly in a dynamic relation and unity. The same thing (“tauton”)
may appear in different forms based on: interdependence of the opposites, since the
existence of one presupposes the existence of the other, i.e. illness makes health look
like something pleasant; succession, since the night follows the day and vice versa; the
7. Ibid., p. 42, p. 187.
8. Ibid., p. 215.
9. Ibid., p. 128.
10. Ibid., p. 137.
11. Ibid., p. 108.
12. Ibid., p. 20.
13. Ibid., p. 211.
14. Ibid., pp. 11-12.
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contrasting view to the same thing, depending on the subject’s attitude and perception,
since sea water is drinkable for fish, but not for humans; and the total unity in spite of
the apparent multiplicity of every pair of contraries, since to God all things are fair,
good and just15.
One of Heraclitus’s well-known aphorisms is that “All things come into being through
strife necessarily”. “Coming into being” is a consequence of the clash between opposites, since “all things” are ever-moving and ever-changing. On the other hand, though,
for Heraclitus “being” is included in “coming into being” and “being” is the harmonious
combination of the opposites, considering that “one thing is all things”16.
2. Church and information
So far I have briefly discussed modern media and their pros and cons, because they
are relevant for the Church, too. Modern societies are highly influenced by the operation
of the media. Moreover, rivalries are not restricted, but rather extend to great distances. There are individuals and groups that wish to rule and dominate the world.
Those who pull the strings of society place Religion within this picture, as well. Thus,
the operators of modern media view Religion as a system in society, as a social power,
or even as a culture or a socially influential community, and treat it accordingly. The media are also involved in this secret warfare. At best, they want Religion to play a social,
balancing role, to be a sort of social homeostasis, to provide care to the victims of the
economic war they wage and limit its disastrous effects.
Fairly often we see that they wish to incorporate Religion in their system and they
attempt to do that in different ways: by exerting pressure, taking advantage of its
weaknesses, and resorting to sensationalism.
In any case, I ought to stress that the world described as religious is not a single one.
It includes Religion, Christianity and the Church. Each is a different magnitude. Religion,
through the various expressions of its function in the system of society, may either wish
to exercise part of the secular power, to take part in it, or deny it and remain on the
sidelines, since many forms of Christianity also exercise some sort of secular power.
The Church, however, in its true expression, functions in a different way. It lives and
works in the community, without identifying itself with it, and this is why it does not
remain in a mystical world nor does it become secularized. It works within the community and, by the grace of God, it transforms the community and sanctifies it, without of
course abolishing the freedom of every human being. The Church aspires to the transformation and to the subversion of the post-Fall system. It aspires to a new creation.
Following the teachings of the Fathers of the Church, I argue, just like many Orthodox
theologians do, that the Church functions like a spiritual Hospital. This can be seen in
the parable of the Good Samaritan and in other hagiographic and patristic texts. The
15. Konstantinos Vamvakas, The Founders of Western Thinking, Crete University Press, Herakleion 2001,
pp. 242-243.
16. Ibid., pp. 245-247.
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image of the Hospital illustrates how the Church works. The Hospital primarily cures
physical conditions, it provides doctors, nurses, medicines and, most importantly, treatment. However, in order to deal with various operational and administrative issues,
it also runs offices, it employs administrative staff and, of course, it uses the modern
media, computers, fast information exchange, computer-assisted research centres. For
example, modern biomedical research projects could not have been conducted successfully without modern technology, this is why we speak of genetic engineering.
Similarly, the Church lends meaning to people’s lives, it develops the culture within
which human beings live and tackle their issues, and it also uses the new communication means in order to fulfill its dual role, i.e. confession of faith and pastoral work.
From another perspective, the Church is a divine-human organization. Just like the human body has internal functions, which are not visible to the eye, the Church has both a
visible external life (worship, events, charity) and an internal life, which is not (nor does
it need to be) visible to the media.
Walter Lippmann has pointed out that “the news is not the mirror of social conditions,
but the report of an aspect that has obtruded itself. The news does not tell you how the
seed is germinating in the ground, but it may tell you when the first sprout breaks through
the surface. It may even tell you what somebody says is happening to the seed underground. It may tell you that the sprout did not come up at the time it was expected”.
Daniel Boorstin gives an example to illustrate this. One looks at a mother’s baby and
says: “My, that’s a beautiful baby you have there!” And she responds: “Oh, that’s nothing—you should see his photograph”.
This means that the media are primarily interested in when the sprout breaks through
the surface or what the photograph looks like, i.e. “appearances”, whilst the Church is
interested in life itself, in the “being” of humans.
The Church, however, does not ignore social reality. Thus, the Holy Synod and the Holy
Dioceses of the Church of Greece have long ago established Press and Public Relations
Offices, to ensure access to information about what is happening in the society and in
the world, inform media people, the press and other bodies about the work carried out
by the Church and manage any negative publicity concerning them.
Of course, the Holy Dioceses and the Parishes use the Internet positively for their
administrative, pastoral and catechetical work. They run radio stations, websites, TV
stations in order to communicate with the Christians, i.e. they attune to the times without secularizing themselves. Instances of secularization cannot be ruled out, but the divine-human organization of the Church is very strong and can put any deviations right.
Moreover, in accordance with the Charter of the Holy Synod of the Church of Greece,
there is a Synodical Committee on Press, which I have the honour to chair. Its secretary
is the Very Reverend Father Timotheos Anthis, with whom we discuss various issues
within our remit, both at a theoretical and a practical level. We try to identify the ex30
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isting problems in the field of information and communication, and respond to them
appropriately. Recently, we have drawn up a Code of Operation for the Press Offices of
the Holy Dioceses. Our intention is not to be isolated and cut off from society, while not
losing our sacramental, spiritual character and secularizing ourselves. The Church has
always worked within history. We are also interested in informing people about the work
carried out by the Church and in managing crises, in a theological and ecclesiastical
way, with a level head, seriously and responsibly; also, in responding to criticism to the
Church, in good or bad faith, as a result of real or fabricated events.
All in all, I am of the opinion that one can take three possible stances vis-à-vis modern
media: the first one is “deification”, when the media are understood in absolute terms
and are vested with divine attributes, as was the case recently with Google, since some
Americans established the “Church of Google”, because the vast amount of information
available on it make it come closer to God. The second one is “demonization”, when the
media are thought to be demonic tools, the source of all evil in society. The third one
is the proper use of the media, when they are considered godsend, tools for the sound
organization of society, with the ultimate goal of man being the master of the media
and the master of all creation, rather than their slave.
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Religion, communication
and public space
By Mr. Ioannis S. Petrou, Professor, School of Theology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

To start with, what is public space? The term should be defined for the purpose of understanding. It is the space in which people communicate, meet and act. It is not the
space in which power is exercised. This aspect could perhaps be better rendered with
the term “sphere of exercise of public power”. The public space is, therefore, the space
which ensures freedom of action, expression of views and dialogue. In its classical form,
this space presupposed a physical and direct relation of encounter or, at least, the use
of classical means of communication. Over the past 20 years, this space has expanded
through the development of cyberspace and the emergence of various electronic communication media.
In this public space, as described above, the Christian Churches and the known religions at large may move freely and freely express and promote any views they consider
interesting, using any traditional or modern electronic communication media, advertisements to promote their work, impressive pictures and, generally speaking, any medium
they consider appropriate for the promotion of the message they wish to take across to
the faithful and society. The same applies to any citizen who would wish to express his/
her views by using religious language or convey or promote news with religious content.
This shows that, in principle, there is no barrier (certain necessary restrictions will be
discussed later) for religious institutions, collectivities or individuals to act in the public
space, in its extended form described above, and express themselves freely. Developments over the past 20 years in particular have made it possible for religions to move
freely across Europe and the developed world at large. Based on the right to religious
freedom and the right to freedom of expression, everyone is free to express themselves,
including in religious terms, in the public space. So, what is the matter raised openly
or covertly by the religious institutions and some representatives of their views and
claims?
Before answering this question, I feel I need to briefly remind you of what the right
to religious freedom means. The meaning and the content of this fundamental right is
clearly set out in Article 18 of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which
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reads as follows: “Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either
alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or
belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance”.
A similar clause is included in Art. 9(1) of the European Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. In the Convention, however, it is complemented by another provision which makes it clear that the right to religious freedom
shall not be exercised in an abusive way. More specifically, “freedom to manifest one’s
religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and
are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the protection
of public order, health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others” (Art. 9(2)). This means that the right to religious freedom must be exercised in
such a way that public safety, public order, health or morals, or the rights and freedoms
of others are protected.
In recognition of the importance of the right to religious freedom, along with freedom
of thought and conscience, the Member States of the European Union have included a
relevant provision in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, which has
been incorporated in the Lisbon Treaty, in effect since 200917.
The constitutional enshrinement of religious freedom means that the following shall
(or should) apply: First, the state shall have no official religion; It should treat every
religion and religious community, be them large or small, majority or minority, equally
and ensure that citizens enjoy their individual, civil and social rights irrespective of their
religious beliefs. Second, every religious community must recognize and respect the existence of other religious communities. Moreover, every religious community may freely
express and disseminate its religious beliefs. Only the so-called “abusive proselytism” is
banned, i.e. proselytism by illegitimate means. Third, religion is a “private” or personal
affair, in the sense that it cannot be imposed by the state. Thus, citizens are free to
determine their religious identity and change it at will, or have no religious identity.
Political and social developments in the last 20 years following the changes in Eastern Europe after 1989 have made it possible for the Christian Churches and other religions to act freely in the public space in every European country.
We have recently conducted a survey of the Constitutions of all European countries
(both Western and Eastern), with the help of the Internet. According to the findings,
the Constitutions in effect in all European countries include provisions that safeguard
freedom of thought, expression, religion and conscience. In fact, they have incorporated
the provisions on freedom of religion and belief contained in the Universal Declaration
17. The provision reads as follows: “Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion.
This right includes freedom to change religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in community
with others and in public or in private, to manifest religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and
observance”.
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of Human Rights. Moreover, either indirectly by means of interpretation or expressly18,
it is prohibited to use the state in order to impose or promote religious, ideological or
political beliefs.
This further corroborates the view that religion in all European countries is the citizens’ “private” or personal affair and cannot, therefore, be a state affair or be imposed
with the use of state power. As the citizens’ personal choice, it is exercised freely, individually or collectively, in the public space.
Nonetheless, realizing the challenges for gaining acceptance, religions raise the issue of their functioning in the public space. This, however, means that they are trying
to break open doors. They are free to act in the public space, but their authority is
not mandatory. It is true that, especially in the 1980s and the 1990s, there was a lot
of debate about the possibility for all views to be expressed in the public space. This
possibility, however, does not go hand in hand with “authority”, but rather with free
assessment and the approval or rejection of the views expressed and disseminated in
the extended public space.
This is again an issue that cannot be discussed here thoroughly, due to time restrictions, but has been discussed in depth with the contribution of great thinkers from the
field of political philosophy. The debate has led to the conclusion that, in the context
of contemporary democracy and pluralist society, there is room for understanding as
long as the fundamental rights are safeguarded and considered to be the basis of dialogue and encounter, over and above the existing differences in society on a number of
grounds (religion, ideology, political pursuits, interests, etc.). Due to this fact, and also
due to the current de facto religious and cultural pluralism in modern developed societies, religions are free to act in the public space, but they cannot form the basis of a
broader understanding on social issues, nor can they impose their views on citizens in
a compulsory way. They can, however, contribute to the positive functioning of society,
if they so opt for.
The Christian Churches and religions at large in countries where religious freedom is enshrined have no “normative power”, i.e. they cannot impose anything upon people. People
are free to accept or reject their ideas. Thus, and this a key point, they may freely express
their institutional positions and religious views on a variety of issues in the public space,
including the extended public space with the use of electronic media. However, given that
they no longer have “normative power”, such views cannot be imposed and can only function as moral exhortation. I do not have enough time to discuss whether or not such views
are accepted and to what extent, through e.g. a typology of acceptance. In principle, it
could be said that logical argumentation, renewal, clarity, consistency between words and
deeds, adjustment to modern reality instead of simply projecting religious authority, could
18. A provision expressly prohibiting the use of the state for the promotion of religious, ideological or
political beliefs is included in several Constitutions currently in effect in Eastern European countries.
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facilitate a broader acceptance. In any case, what is important is that religions cannot
use the state in order to impose their views. This would go against religious freedom and
would result in a return to some form of “theocracy”.
I spoke earlier about the expansion of the public space with cyberspace. A number of
questions arise in that regard. Can religious bodies or individuals express their religious
beliefs freely by using various electronic media? How does one deal with the issue of
objectivity when it comes to the promotion of religious beliefs, events or actions? What
about the negative use of religious beliefs, not only by those who oppose religion at
large or a specific religion, but also by those who disseminate fanatic and often false
theories/myths about religion or use religion as a means to achieve their own ends?
Those who have an interest in disseminating such views take advantage of the Internet
to “propagate” them.
The Web, through the social media and other electronic communication media, made
it possible for people who would otherwise have no access to or voice in the public
space to take a stance, at times showing an appallingly threatening face, fostering
phobias, animosity, exclusion and confrontation. Until some years ago this could not be
done easily, because it could only happen within specific religious circles or with the use
of print media. In such a case, if there was no “propagation”, i.e. if the mainstream media did not reproduce such negative views or events, their dissemination was relatively
limited. The structure and the function of the mainstream media left no room for the
publication or promotion of fanatic, intolerant, etc. views. Now, however, anyone may
post anything on the social media. This gives rise to problems that did not exist in the
past. Consequently, if one looks at such cases from a legal perspective or takes an approach that highlights the serious problems that arise, then one ought to point out that
the right to free expression is very important indeed, but there is also the prohibition
of abusive exercise referred to earlier, under Art. 9(2) ECHR (European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms)19, particularly when persons
may be insulted or defamed, when such views go against institutions or collectivities or
when they foster, in particular, religious intolerance and fanaticism, which are clearly a
threat to society and its cohesion.
Religious institutions now have their own access and their own media. However, they
are no longer capable of convincing the whole of society, unlike what possibly happened
very long ago. Because the views they express are not accepted indisputably. Not everyone follows the views expressed by the Church media, and those who do follow them
do not accept them as written in stone. There is the so-called “à la carte religiousness”.
Religious institutions are free to speak in the public space, but this does not mean that
their “authority” is accepted. The reason why this is so, they should try and find in them19. The Greek Constitution includes a general provision banning the abusive exercise of all the rights of
citizens enshrined in it (Art. 25(3)).
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selves and in the way they shape their communication, as well as in the need to find
ways to make a more meaningful reference to modern reality.
What is of great importance is that the invocation of religion alone does not suffice
for it to function positively in society. This should be pursued in very concrete and constantly renewed ways, including by expressing opposition to various opportunists who
are supposedly imbued with religious ideas, yet take advantage of the possibilities of
modern media in order to vent their frustrations, their hatred for others and possibly
their wish to confront others. They believe that this is the way to create safety and
cohesion within their groups, and avoid desertions. Such negative developments within
restricted circles are not widely followed or known.
Religious institutions have actually no problem in accessing the public space, since
they also use advertisement to give more visibility to their work, including by overstating their success and efficiency in responding to challenges20.
Fanatic “practitioners” however, who use the social media, voice all kinds of nonsense
and extreme views, and post disparaging comments about many people and many
things. This shows that all sorts of frustrated individuals have access via the Internet.
They pretend to be someone, to know everything. Of course, their posts only reach those
who search for “nonsense” on the Web. Still, they do poison society little by little, by
fostering phobias, rivalry and exclusion.
The Internet and its media facilitate the dissemination and propagation of views and
other pursuits. In this particular case, it facilitates the dissemination of religious views
or the negative use of religious beliefs for the attainment of intolerant objectives. Such
acts fall within cybercrime and content-related offences. I use the term “content-related
offences”, because this is the term used in the 2001 Budapest Convention on Cybercrime, in the typology of Internet-assisted crimes.
The problem lies in that references to religion are made in various declarations and
directives pertaining to discrimination. On the other hand, there are no references to
the intolerant use of religion or to the use of religion for the defamation of other
persons or groups of persons, or the spreading of false news with the use of religious
categories or beliefs in order to instigate fear. Religious institutions are mostly interested in protecting themselves against all kinds of verbal abuse or insult, but they are
not equally sensitive in condemning the use of intolerant expressions or views by their
own adherents or officials against others, who may or may not be related to them. Fanaticism, intolerance, libel and slander, the spread of false news tend to be addressed
to society, with a religious packaging and a religious content, with a view to promoting
the “dominance” of religious beliefs and pursuits. This is illustrated by the provisions
on the protection of Religion in the Greek Criminal Code (Arts. 198, 199 and 200), but,
20. Cf. advertisement of “Apostoli” about its assistance to the homeless, posted on 19-4-2014 on www.
in.gr.
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since they are old, they do not cover the intolerant use of religion by fundamentalists
and fanatic practitioners. Moreover, computers now make it much easier to process
images, making the construction of false news and myths much more “subtle”, just like
the defamation of persons and collectivities.
The 2003 Additional Protocol to the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime refers to racism and xenophobia. However, religion has not been included, although it is used in various forms of criminal activities or incitement to criminal activities. Religious institutions,
on the other hand, pay no heed to such uses. It is absolutely necessary to include in modern provisions both the misleading use of religious beliefs and the fostering of intolerance
and fanaticism with the use of religious beliefs. In many cases, this is just a preliminary
stage for the development of “racist” attitudes, or a form of violation of the personal freedoms of others and calumny. The targets may belong to a religious group, in the broad
sense of the term, or not belong or be religiously indifferent; in any case, this process is
about offending and defaming those persons in society, in the workplace, in their social
or even in their religious environment. Moreover, one should not forget that international
terrorism uses religion for its own purposes. The same holds true for racist movements.
The Christian Churches should realize that grand theories and theologies have no
direct appeal to modern reality, because it is hard to understand how they relate to it
and what their consequences on human action are, since they fail to prevent the negative use of religious beliefs by fanatics or otherwise adherents. They need to become
aware, however, that those who use their beliefs in some way of their own may easily
turn against them.
At this point, we all need to realize that such uses of the Internet cannot fall under the
freedom of expression or religion, because they involve attacks against the personality
and the freedom of others and promote religious fanaticism and intolerance, an area in
which religions have become “champions” due to their negative use. Therefore, religions
have to monitor, avert and condemn such uses of religion.
On the other hand, religion must be included in the prohibitions due to dangerous, insulting, libelous or misleading content. There are several provisions on the protection of
religions; it is necessary for societies and citizens to protect themselves against those
who use religion in order to stigmatize, disgrace, cause fear of imaginary dangers, mislead, foster intolerance and lead to exclusions and confrontations that are meaningless
for the society, which respects their right to religious expression. They simply cannot
exercise this right “abusively” or impose their phobias and intolerant views on others. The
states that have signed the Budapest Convention but have not yet ratified it should do so,
including its additional protocol, together with the reference to religious intolerance. Last
but not least, it is important that all of us take these challenges and risks for society more
seriously and refrain from “propagating” intolerant views and beliefs which use religion as
their carrier, either through the mainstream media or through the new media.
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“Postmodern trends:
Christian dimension”
by Prof. Valery Alekseev, President of the International Foundation
for the Unity of Orthodox Christian Nations (IFUOCN), I.A.O. Advisor

Your Excellencies!
Your Eminencies and your Reverends!
Dear participants of the conference, colleagues!
Ladies and Gentlemen!
It seems to become a commonplace that we are living in a rapidly changing world.
Indeed, this is partly true. It would be more accurate to say that we are experiencing
the moment of drastic shift to the other world unknown to the humankind ever
before. The question is how good or bad will this unexplored world be and what will it
bring to the humankind?
Thirty-forty years ago when the world kept the tendency to complication, we witnessed live, multicolor mosaic of global events and processes, and were enriching our
knowledge about the past, present and future i.e. the world was developing within
the shaped modernistic model with its traditional beliefs and values of enlightenment and culture, potential for reasonable renewal within the framework of revolution with the sentiment of missionary, heroics, great deeds and self-sacrifice. That is to
say that dynamics was in presence just like the dialectical struggle between the perfect
and the good or the out-of-date. By all means, were the unfolding processes crystal
clear, with their own logic.
The modern world got bogged down in uncertainty, both at the very individual level and at the global one. The present period can be characterized by the time
of colossal disorientation with no clear understanding of reasonable actions and no
adequate comprehension of the very existence. It is also characterized by the lose of
sense and values of existence by substituting them with such a postmodernist
surrogate.
The US is widely considered as a kind of a center which generates post modernistic impulses. Yet, a number of public famous personalities are skeptical about it. Let’s
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take, for instance, Farid Zakaria, distinguished American political scientist and a CNN
observer, or Charles Kupchan, professor of the Georgetown University, just to name a
few. They hold that «post-American world» is coming in with no place for the dominating world within the prevailing model, announcing the landslide defeat of the European
Christian values model in the historical stage.
In his definition of the post modernity, a Russian philosopher Alexandre Rubtsov argues that this model enjoys “distinctive and almost unlimited interruption of the “correct” links and approaches, where it makes no problem to stand for the contrary opinion
which has just been confronted on the basis of the same source of information”, when
«abandoning the antecedent» is not an accident but has come into practice,
with no code of conduct or constrains – neither internal logical consciousness nor
external criticism, if neglectful.
The post modernistic syntax, and that is to say semantics in its semantic order, are
characterized by distinctive, almost unlimited interruption of correct liaisons and the
denial of traditional values and meanings. Generally speaking, post modernity disrupts the world “big order” by substituting it with the imitated lived reality
fabricated by mass media news and the true values and meanings displaced by
the false ones.
Post modernity in politics blurs the distinct constitutional order, makes the electoral
legislation illogical and contradictory, substitutes freedoms with its erzats at all the levels. Post modernity in politics makes a cult of the strategy titled as “let things rip” and
«everything goes”. It is hard to say whether we have to decide how irreversible
this process is.
Furthermore, just like any other megaproject, post modernity prefers act under the
disguise of the benefactor helping the humanity to cast off the shackles of captivity and
injustice by imposing its own recipe for “the happiness of the peoples” as the program
of rational total world order. Post modernity offers a project of peoples’ “appeasement”.
Yet, this is rather reminiscent of I.Kant’s prevision claiming that such an appeasement
will end up the common cemetery of peoples’.
Angela Merkel, a moderator of the modern Western world, has recently argued that
the Russian leader Vladimir Putin is losing his connection with reality. However, the reality per se has been refracted, with the West was and is still playing a unique
role in it. As Alexandre Rubtsov put it, post modernity as the conflict world lies beyond
the relationships between leaders, states, blocs – something fundamental is broken and
something unexplored and uncertain but likewise colossal is being shaped.
We are confronting the phenomenon which is measured outside the current
geostrategy but by means of megatrend from some other civilization which,
for example, does not connect itself with the heritage, commitments and conditions of
World War II. We are forced into forgetting this historical époque, which is still unfolding
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by the way, on the assumption that this page of human history has been turned and
there is no sense in appealing to former values and meanings. Mass media are playing
the key role in the promotion of these imperatives. Frequently, they may even be ignorant of the fact that they are leading not only to stylistic conflicts in culture, philosophy,
art, international law, but also to a clash of generation and civilization models
between the North and the South, the West and the East.
In 2009-2011, at International conferences in Belgrade, Jerusalem, Paris and other
cities where my colleagues from I.A.O also participated, I noted, with the foreboding of
evil in my heart, that the world in general and Europe in particular are witnessing the
growing uncertainty bordering with lost hope for peaceful resolution of the accumulated problems connected with the demise of the global socialistic system and
the fast-track of the European integration, with world powers engaged into belligerent
redivision of the spheres of influence.
These days it is to my deep sorrow that I am becoming more convinced in my belief
that a big global conflict is coming in and it will be ushered in by a military conflict in
Europe. There are extremely influential groups of interest which are vitally interested
in the ignition of new big world war. Once again, as I have already said, even the
biggest conflict outside Europe can not be the world war in essence which is so
vitally desired by various global groups of interest - first and foremost, transoceanic ones. Likewise, any military conflict in Europe without Russian participation will not lead to the world war. That is to say, these sinister groups need to
ignite Europe by forcing it into the war with Russia, if against its will.
However vehemently does Russia desire to avoid a war, Ukrainian events does not
allow it to remain neutral. Nor do they leave Europe unfazed. This is exactly what the
masterminds of the new world took into account since they realize that Russia will pay
any price for Ukraine.
A big European war will allow the US to postpone the inevitable state catastrophe
within the present model of the world leader. This seems like one and only option
for the USA. That is why they are so actively involved into the Ukrainian events, by trying to turn Russia and Ukraine against each other and by engaging the leading Western
European states into the conflict.
It would be naïve to believe that Ukrainian and Syrian events alike came out of the blue.
It took a long time to shape Ukrainian political, economic, financial crisis which was connected with the global events, including the ones in Syria. In case of Syria, the competent
deterrence of America by Russia did not sober the US and their allies from NATO and
some Arabic countries. This only infuriated transatlantic hawks. It is clear by the number of indicators that the fast-track of a big global conflict has been initiated.
It seems that anyone with basic understanding of the international politics could not
help feeling that since late 2012 the world has come into inquietude. According to the
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recently published report on world investments prepared by the Secretariat of the UN
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the recent a year and a half showed
a dramatic global shrinkage of direct investments (DI). The shrinkage of direct investments is observed in all the three main groups of states. In particular, in developed
countries direct investments fell to the record low – by one third (!), up to 32%. As to the
EU countries, the decrease was even more dramatic – up to 42%. In its expectations
of something frightening and uncertain, the global big business is keeping a
low profile. It is how a looming big war can scare people. Realizing that the risks
could be totally destructive, the world bankers and their richest clients decided not to
take risks and keep money to themselves in spite of the costs.
The report focuses on unusual economic revival over the last period of non-investment
process, i.e. the fast-track comeback to the homeland (repatriation) of the assets
and enterprises created earlier by transnational companies. The report comes up
with the list of leading American companies which recently decided to bring all their capacities and assets back to the US from China, Europe, India just to name a few.
Pending global natural disasters, animals feel instinctively the upcoming misfortune,
usually earlier than humans, and flee their habitat. Isn’t it the same sub-conscious instinct the world is facing today when a range of peoples jettison the habitual forms
of statehood on a massive scale, deny what seemed to be time-tested models
for different nations to live together and try to save themselves separately.
Thus, the Scottish leave the English, Basks and Catalonians – Spaniards, the Flemish
- Belgians just to name a few. The EU is falling into pieces, the Eurosceptic sentiment
is taking hold of the continent. As experts put it, the forthcoming elections to the Europarliament scheduled for late May are likely to bring the victory to the opponents of
the European Union.
Left-wing groups are gaining momentum. Class struggle is still here to stay, as
was argued not a long time ago. Class wars are shaking the Old World. The NorthSouth conflict also carries a powerful class charge accounted for by the development
gap among peoples and states, labor overexploitation, large-scale unemployment, lack
of prospects for the youth.
The demise of the communism can not be used as a justification for capitalism, which is finally revealing its true disgusting predatory nature. Capitalism is a
skillfully disguised system - which is more and more frequently exposing itself - of
the tyranny of money and, that is to say, the system which inherently and permanently reproduces inequality, widens the gap between social groups, encourages the vilest,
animal insects and vices ever embedded in the human nature.
By promoting so-called consumption standards, the modern capitalistic system is
vitally interested in dehumanizing society and filling it with ersatz culture, bringing
human needs down to the satisfaction of instincts and, as a result, depriving society of
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high spiritual potential. That is the true face of post modernity.
Christian leaders of traditional confessions are trying their best to withstand total
spiritual impoverishment of the society. Pope Francis criticizes the capitalist system
from left-wing views, Orthodox primates are more and more actively call on political
forces to seek for more just socio-economic solutions to the problems of their peoples. All in all, traditional Christianity is deeply concerned about the belligerent
offensives by post modernity disguised as liberal and aimed against classical
cultural and spiritual values, which took shape on the basis of Christian teaching.
Fundamental family values are being attacked first and foremost. The line between
male and female is being persistently blurred in the public conscience. A barrage of criticism is unleashed on Christian beliefs about human nature and mission, sins, including
sodomites.
Mass media are playing a pivotal role in this global campaign to mislead public consciousness. The owners and sponsors of the Internet and social networks are
assigned with a special task since it is in their capacity to promptly get the message
across to billions of individual Internet users.
Brazil, San-Paula, has recently hosted a global conference Net Mundial (Global network) which hotly debated who and how must coordinate the billion army of the users
of the Global net. The Unites States, motherland for the Internet, directors of the NPO
ICANN responsible for the dissemination of domain names and IP-addresses faced sever critique at that forum. Snowden’s exposure brought great damage to the reputation
of the US as the main cyber-spy of the planet. San-Paula conference claimed that the
second billion of the Internet users will come from the South of the planet and that it
is a must to build, under the UN auspices, new relationships aimed at the Net routing
bypassing the US territory.
It is true that the main tool of the US penetration into all the countries of the
modern world – within the so-called transnational “soft power” project– has
been severely damaged. Ultimately, it turned out that the ostensibly humane mask
conceals from view cruel and cynical American interest. Another tool for American global dominance – the promotion of “democracy and human rights” throughout the globe
– is also jeopardized. Its true objective was revealed by means of bloody examples of
how these “free world values” rejected by national and peoples were introduced into
Yugoslavia, Iraq, Syria just to name a few.
One more threat to the US, much more significant, is coming to the fore– peoples
and the ruling elite together tend to realize how fatal for the world is the international
dollar-based monetary system imposed by the US on the whole world which allows
America to live at the expense of the rest of humanity.
The status-quo with the hegemony of dollar as the global means of payment enables America to keep and use huge military forces holding the rest
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of the world in abject terror. That is why America is interested in the preservation
of the status-quo in the global arena. However, it can not promote post modernity
single-handedly by breaking traditional values and meanings, the rules of classical diplomacy and formal logic.
America is running out of historical time. Hence, it has to hurry, act off-the-cuff,
reflexively. As Konstantin Leontiev put it, in the historical scale this will inevitably lead
to «the second simplification» of the world process and a new demise of the modern
civilization headed by its leader, the US. That is why the American ruling elite sticks
to the “end of history” theory to threaten the rest of the world and presents
itself as one and only Protector of the current world.
Those who consider themselves the owners of America have been deluded by this
theory. As Alexandre Kramarenko, a Russian diplomat accurately stated, “the immanent
incompleteness of the human potential denies the very idea of the end of history”. The
US with its 200 year-long history falls short of historical heritage big enough
to refer to its experience, let alone to rely recklessly on it while designing future strategy.
Conceited Americans overlooked the Chinese phenomenon and underestimate the
Russian potential deeply entrenched into its history and space. Russia has historical
time on its hands. It was even a hundred years ago that Sergey Vitte argued that “time
is the Russian best and most reliable ally”. Russia stands a chance to wait and, of
course, to get focused in compliance with definition by Alexandre Gorchakov. Does
America have the same privilege? That is the main question of the entire world.
The quality of unfolding transformations will, up to a certain extent, depend on how
far are mass media capable of collecting and conveying through its channels these
“high currents” of global processes obedient to cosmic impulses of the divine energy of
the Creator.
Thank you for your attention.
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Ecclesiastical information through
the abyss of Internet:
Prospects and weaknesses
by Mr. Andreas Loudaros, Journalist, Director at Religious News Network

I guess that most of you will remember that with the advent of Internet in Greece and
in other countries, a large part of the religious population, clergy and laity, regarded
this new invention with skepticism. Some had even referred to books like the Revelation in order to identify the biblical references that would confirm that the internet
is a... beast!
As the years passed, suspicions declined and today, the world of the Church uses almost exclusively the internet for its communication and information.
In 2003 I made the first attempt to use the internet for information purposes in
the Greek speaking Orthodox Church. In March of the same year the Religious News
Network was founded aiming at collecting the entire ecclesiastical news at one node,
accessible to the whole world.
The success of the project was such that it soon served as a source of information
not only for the readers but also for the traditional Mass Media, newspapers, television
and radio stations that used the RNN several times.
Moreover, thousands of readers from all over the world started being informed on a
daily basis on ecclesiastical issues which were at the center of developments together
with a series of events.
Similar efforts have also been undertaken over the years which have in turn created a
bunch of nodes of ecclesiastical information over the internet.
The example of the RNN, its rise, fall, replication and revival, is the best case study
in my attempt to present the weaknesses and the prospects of informing people on
ecclesiastical issues over the internet.
Let us start from the problems, we can then come to what will happen in future and
in my view the development can only be a positive one.
I’ll ask you a question…
What is news? And in particular… what is ecclesiastical news? Can anyone give us
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an answer? I am certain that if we now have a debate several different answers and
approaches will be given.
In my opinion however, the source of most problems facing the ecclesiastical internet-based information pages is behind our inability to clearly answer this question.
Is it news that a bishop visited one of the Churches of his province on Sunday to celebrate the Sunday Mass? Is it ecclesiastical news that a bishop attended a club’s New
Year cake cutting ceremony?
The question is not rhetorical. It has an answer. Of course not. None of the above is
news. At best, both examples are simple chronicles.
Is anyone interested in them? Yes! Many!
Is there any substance in these chronicles? No.
At least, most of the time. 8 out of 10 of these posts serve as food for social discussions.
In fact, if we want to call a spade a spade, this is ecclesiastical gossip. These are
posts that essentially satisfy one’s curiosity than the need for information.
This is the reason why even those who constantly read these posts condemn them
just like the readers of muck-racking magazines or viewers of gossip tv broadcasts who
although they watch such programs at the same time they feel the need to denounce
what they saw.
By its nature the internet is a fast and direct means. The Church on the other hand
is an organisation the prospect of which is to continue existing in eternity. So what
happened when the new fast and demanding means met with eternity? A flow of trivial
“news”. A generation of clergy and laity active around the Church who have turned the
insignificant into a first class issue.
The debate around this issue is so complex and multifaceted that we could organize
an entire conference to analyze it.
All the above would just be insignificant if the information system functioned adequately; if actual information on all serious and substantial issues of the ecclesiastical
world was provided.
Is this the case; I am afraid not.
I ask you and I dare you, if you wish, to ask all the Archbishops you know about the
issues of the Pan-Orthodox Synod that will be convened in 2016 in Istanbul. In order to
avoid unpleasant surprises I would like to inform you in advance that you will find not a
single one of them having a clear picture.
How many know the substantial differences between the Patriarchates of Constantinople and Moscow or what are the ecclesiastical implications of the issue in Ukraine?
Why are we discussing with the Roman Catholics? What are the issues?
So unlike the multitude of insignificant news that is being reported from everywhere,
the actual news is not transmitted. Why? Because such news are read by much fewer
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people. And to make it simple I will use the example of books with illustrations that are
preferred by a large number of people while those without pictures that are read by
fewer people.
Of course this is a huge problem that should concern both us, the representatives of
the Press as well as the people of the Church, who at some point should consider seriously the quality of news supplied to the ecclesiastical web press. Of course the Church
should see to something else. What kind of relationship it wants to have with the Press.
It wants to use it as a means of healthy communication with the society or is it only
interested in a good picture and a couple of good comments?
At this point it would be particularly important to also look at the relation of faith and
worship with daily news. We should also examine the role of the journalist and especially the role of the ecclesiastical journalist, in order to make up our minds on what is
right and what is wrong.
Although I do not want to turn this presentation into a course on journalism, certain
things need to be said in order to have a clearer view.
There are two aspects in ecclesiastical life. One is Faith, Worship, and Theology together with all their parameters. The other is Administration, Authority.
In my opinion the journalist does not and should not have anything to do with the first
aspect. On the contrary he should monitor, record and control anything related to the
administration.
All the above, combined with the grey and dark area around the legal and financial
status of certain information portals, give us a clear picture of what is happening today.
Because when the discussion comes up about the seriousness, the viewpoint and the
general attitude of the Media, it would be good to have a picture of their financial status and of course of their funding.
Therefore, funding is an equally large problem of ecclesiastical internet.
Here we are at the beginning of another abyss. Where do ecclesiastical portals find
the money to cover their operating costs? Under what legal form do they operate?
No doubt the only way to highlight and safeguard the seriousness of ecclesiastical
press is to tell the truth. And the truth is that currently black and unholy money is circulated through the ecclesiastical internet, whatever this implies.
Greece for example is a small country where we know each other. We know who is
with whom, who supports whom and why.
As a result there is a daily fall if not degradation of ecclesiastical Press because unfortunately the majority is of the opinion that everything can be bought.
You know one of the reasons the Greek society did not understand or was slow to understand what would follow was the fact that the Press had fallen first and the contact
of the public with the facts had virtually stopped long before the crisis. I am sorry to say
so but something similar is going to happen in the field of the Church.
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The scriptures say that truth will set you free. This is the positive aspect of the phrase
because if we interpret the phrase in a different way we will realize something frightening, that the lack of truth or the manipulation of truth enslaves.
I think I’ve said enough about the problems of my field and as I noted at the beginning
of my speech my goal is to get something positive out of all this.
It is highly important to acknowledge that now a large part of the world surrounding
the Church uses the Internet. What does this mean? That day after day, year after year
the presence of the Church in the Internet is consolidated.
If we take a look back we will see that all this has been happening during the last
decade. It’s only a short time. The system is at its early stages of development and is
getting tweaked.
So if we learn from our mistakes, we can accomplish great things.
First the Church itself should see the matter seriously and should work towards building up qualified personnel in this field.
Moreover, the Press and the Church should work together in order to create the next
generation of ecclesiastical journalists who will have the background and skills to cover
major ecclesiastical events.
If we succeed in this no one will have anything to fear and no one will come out a
loser.
Currently, societies are going through crisis and the Church has the answer, the solution to the problem but there is no communication channel.
All we have to do is to create one or update it.
The ecclesiastical reportage is one of the most important, most difficult and most
beautiful ones. It is a branch of journalism the importance of which is understood by
very few. So let us look ahead...
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Factors shaping the Vox Populi in
the history of Eastern Christianity
Mr. Efstathios Lianos Liantis, Doctoral Candidate Dept. of Theology,
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

The sound of an uproar from the city!
A sound from the temple!
The sound of the LORD
Isaiah 66, 6
1. Introduction
Vox Ρ ο p u l i is the non-institutionalized expression of the consciousness of Church’s
laity, which is however capable of determining the validity of Synods, the doctrinal
soundness of state decisions and the acknowledgement of the sanctity of persons. The
equivalent of Vox Ρ ο p u l i in secular society would be public opinion, with two major
differences, though: public opinion a) is shaped in the short run and b) is easily changed,
while Vox Ρ ο p u l i is developed over time, even over several generations, achieving
what Italians say P e n s i a m o i n s e c o l i (we think in terms of centuries) and once consolidated, it remains unchanged under various historical conditions.
Guiding the pleroma of the Church, the holy nation, was the hoped-for result of the
following three factors over time: institutional ecclesiastical expression, state power
and «charismatic church», expressed by influential and eminent theological personalities. All three factors tried to formulate trends sometimes orthodox and sometimes
heretical ones. Popular consciousness had the power to marginalize the official ecclesiastical or state theology and impose the «charismatic» one as dominant. The fall of
Arianism, despite the imperial endorsement, together with the predominance of Monophysitism in the eastern Byzantine provinces, despite state repression, constitute two
examples demonstrating that the will of the people was imposed on the Christian world.
People called for understanding and clarification of theological concepts and supported
the person who provided them.
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In the current presentation we will consider Vοx Ρ ο p u l i shaping methods and factors
in the East from the establishment of Christianity as the official religion of the Roman
Empire until the invention of modern means of mass media. Historical examples of
movements and individuals together with references to texts of Christian literature will
help us for this analysis.
2. Arianism: From the royal to Patristic moderation
Arian controversy was an «early stage malfunctioning» of legitimized Byzantine church.
It led to the development of the type of the Ecumenical Synod and the relationship
between the church and the imperial authority, while, during the controversy, the limits
were put to the test to which people’s ecclesiastical consciousness could be affected by
the above mentioned three factors.
The Council of Nicaea, convened by Emperor Constantine, was the first political attempt to address the difference of views within the body of the Church. It was an ecclesiastical senate which has been asked to resolve the doctrinal difference between Trinitarian monotheists and strict monotheists (Arians). The imperial court, under strong
Arian influence, desired a compromise that would satisfy both parties. Constantine the
Great, in his letter to Alexander of Alexandria and Arius, invited them to concur with
each other because: «the holy people, after being split in two parts with the first part
taking the side of the one and the second the side of the other, lost the harmony that characterizes a united body» . Thus, the First Ecumenical Synod did not personally condemn
Arius, although it established the consubstantiality of the Holy Trinity. The subsequent
persecutions of Arian bishops were attributable to disobedience to the decisions of the
Synod, due to the fact that they were under imperial aegis.
At this initial stage, the pro-Arian Court seams to take into account the will of the
people that according to historical evidence tended towards Trinitarianism. Theodoret
wrote that: «the clergy had many members who belonged to the heretical pollution,
but the majority of the people defended the right doctrines». However, the supporters
of Arianism, with strong political and ecclesiastical support and presence, managed to
neutralize the decisions of the Synod by imposing their theology as the official theology
of the Palace almost throughout the Neo-Flavian and Valentinian dynasties.
For more than half a century, the upper clergy of both parties came into conflict
with each other until the election of emperor Theodosius who removed/until emperor
Theodosius chose to remove the state’s safeguard of the Arians. It was the time of
appeasing Basil the Great who tried to use a type of political theology and reconcile
the moderates of both parties. The ecclesiastical consciousness of the people accepted
Basil’s theological proposal, doubly isolating the extremists, as illustrated by the episcopal reconciliation in Antioch: « T h u s , a f t e r t h e p l e d g e s w e r e m a d e , t h e p e o p l e
l i v e d i n h a r m o n y a n d w e r e n o t i n c o n f l i c t » . However, the dramatic change in
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Vo x Ρ ο p u l i by Gregory the Theologian, in Constantinople,, proved the importance of
a “charismatic” bishop’s intervention who explained in a logical way what seemed to be
incomprehensible.
Arianism was gradually eliminated from the East, proving that it did not take root
in the people of early Byzantium; yet, it was brought to the gothic West where it determined its V o x Ρ ο p u l i . People’s interest in understanding theology of that time is
also shown in the mocking remark of Gregory of Nyssa in the D i s c o u r s e o n D i v i n i t y
o f S o n a n d H o l y S p i r i t : “If you ask someone about coins, he will philosophize on
the nature of being born and unborn. If you ask about the price of bread, he will reply
“The Son is subordinate to the Father, the Almighty God”. If you ask whether the bath is
ready, he will reply that “the Son is created ex nihilo”.
3. John Chrysostom and the effort to shape public morality
In the wake of major doctrinal conflicts, the personality of John Chrysostom shone
through. He was a prominent ecclesiastical orator who focused his teaching on shaping
public morality and opposed heresy on the grounds of social criteria.
He got his start in Antioch providing an early indication of his subsequent social activity. During the Riot of the Statues he sought to calm the reaction against the Emperor
by blaming foreign troublemakers and asking the City of Antioch to repent. For Chrysostom the riot was a blasphemy, a challenge to the king, who ruled by divine consent.
Of course, in Constantinople, things changed when he himself was faced with imperial
authority; yet, even then, he did not politicize the conflict.
The citizens of Constantinople considered Chrysostom as an unearthly phenomenon.
They treated him with awe and admiration, though they were not convinced by his calls.
In his speeches, he often reproaches the listeners for their very attitude. He was a hermit-saint living amid the city. People crowded to listen to him preach against spectacles
but afterwards they went back to the hippodrome.
In his speeches, he used aesthetic terminology to show the love of believers for his
preaching by saying: «you showed me your unsaturated love», «your heart warmed and
desire increased», «fullness became pleasure». Yet, dissatisfied by their way of living,
he reproached them for their lukewarm faith and their rare presence in churches. For
example, during his preaching on the day of the Epiphany he said: «You are not able
to understand even a small part of all these, you come here once as if this is not your
primary priority, you come here because of the habit of celebrating this very day rather
than of mental reverence...».
Historians and biographers of Chrysostom recorded, in at least two cases, the failure of
his opponents to turn the City against him by using slander. People understood his moral integrity and were not convinced by this kind of defamation; however, they were not
convinced of changing the urban lifestyle with urban ascetism, promised by the Bishop
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of Constantinople. The roman city showed respect to the desert but refused to become a
desert itself.
Saint Chrysostom was exiled twice from Constantinople and twice the will of the
people imposed his recall from exile, even though the second time he was dead when
the pleroma of the Church welcomed and honored him as a Saint. In the case of Chrysostom ecclesiastical consciousness of the people supported the charismatic shepherd
and acknowledged his sanctity without absorbing his ascetic teachings.
4. Iconoclasm. Two voces Ροpuli
Iconoclasm is the most complex and divisive of all theological controversies in the Christian Empire of the East. For historians it was not an easy puzzle to resolve, mainly with
regard to the causes of its onset and the trouble-free end to it, while the administrative
skills of iconoclast rulers that made them popular among the people did not facilitate
subsequent theologians to draw conclusions.
With regard to iconoclasm, we notice that two v o c e s Ρ ο p u l i , two ecclesiastical
expressions of the pleroma have been developed. On the one hand, there was the iconophile and monastery-friendly consciousness of the Hellenic area and Asia Minor; on the
other hand, there was the iconoclastic and reform-friendly will of eastern provinces and
large part of the imperial army.
Emperor Leo III, who introduced iconoclasm, in order to measure the reaction of the
city to the ecclesiastical reform he was preparing to introduce, chose an early form
of «poll» by sending Julian, his spatharios (imperial bodyguard), to remove the icon of
Christ from the Chalke Gate. The crowd reacted violently to this act by killing Julian
and stoning the iconoclast Patriarch Anastasius. So Leo realised that the immediate
enforcement of his plan was impossible and opted for its gradual implementation. But
in the end, thanks to his political ability and skill, he managed to win a large part of the
army and civil servants as well as a large part of the empire’s population over to the
iconoclast side.
The son and successor of Leo, Constantine V, named Copronymus, followed a more
aggressive policy than that of his father. Yet, the triumphant reception of General Artabastos, usurper of the throne, in the capital, in 743, revealed that, at least in Constantinople, the majority of the people still remained iconophile. Eleven years later, this
climate seemed to have changed when the citizens of Constantinople slandered and
killed Stephen, the igumen of the iconophile Monastery of Mount Auxentius.
The first phase of iconoclasm ended by gaining again popular support and acceptance, since Augusta Irene decided on reintroducing the veneration of icons and selected
an iconophile Patriarch in the presence of the people. Thus, the officials and the people
were invited to the Palace of Magnavra where they hailed the election of Tarasius to
the Episcopal office. At this point, it’s worth noting that since the time of Constantine
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V, major iconophile ecclesiastical writers, John of Damascus being the most prominent
one, wrote works in favour of the veneration of the icons, helping thus people understand the theology of imaging holy persons.
During the second period of iconoclasm an effort was made to revive the policy of
Isaurian Emperors. The military were pressing towards this direction after the failure
of iconophile emperors to face effectively the external enemies of the Empire. In this
historical phase, the iconophile ecclesiastical consciousness was already consolidated
in the wider grass root classes, a fact that has been proven by the bloodless and definitive cessation of the controversy and restoration of icons in 843 under the guidance of
Augusta Theodora.
In conclusion, we come to the understanding that iconoclasm was the theological proposal of an Emperor and his ecclesiastical advisors that attracted support from part of
the population that had relative unspoken concerns. When this theological proposal was
treated and answered in a convincing way by the iconophile Fathers, it was left without
popular support, which shifted towards the reasonable interpretation of patristic theology.
5. Institutionalized and «popular» sanctity
In the last part of this presentation we will briefly summarize a phenomenon that links
the Byzantine past of Eastern Orthodoxy to its modern present; the acknowledgement
of the sanctity of the reposed and its institutionalized or popular nature.
Manuel Gideon in his work on Canonizations made a distinction between popular
piety towards holy personalities and the acknowledgment or declaration of sanctity
by institutional actors. This view is scientifically related to the Weberian sociological
route from charisma to canonization. In practice, it is shown that charisma, veneration offered by the people, always led to canonization. On the contrary, the inclusion
of persons in the canon by the Church did not always lead to their being accepted by
the people.
Saints like Cosmas of Aetolia and Nectarios of Pendapolis are included in the first
category. But the most typical case is that of Martyr Phanurius. In Byzantine synaxaria
and compilations of hagiographies no references were made to Saint Phanurius. He
appeared suddenly «like Venus from the sea» Louis Petit wrote, when in the ruins of a
church in Rhodes island, discovered accidentally in 1350, Bishop Neilos read the name
Phanurius in a mural of a saint. The reestablishment of the church by Bishop Neilos in
the name of Saint Phanurius and the miraculous liberation of three Cretan priests from
pirates, attributed to him, initiated the worship of a saint whose biography had not
been written. « S o b e c a u s e h e w a s m a r t y r e d a t a n u n k n o w n p e r i o d o f t i m e ,
t h e c h u r c h a n d h i s n a m e w e r e u n k n o w n t o e v e r y o n e . . . » an old scholar noted. People linked his name to the recovery of lost persons and things and made him a
popular Saint.
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Despite his popularity, the Greek Church, in the late 19th century, forbade the inauguration of churches in his name because he was considered as non-existent. This approach was repeated in the 1920s by the Metropolitan of Athens, Meletios Metaxakis.
But the people continued to honour him and in 1947 a theological-historical debate was
launched between Ezekiel, Metropolitan of Thessaliotis, Theodotos Chouthaverthoglou
and Gregorios Papamichail, which resulted in the acknowledgement of Saint Phanurius’
existence by the Church of Greece and approval of the veneration paid to him.
T h e inclusions of Byzantine emperors in hagiological documents, whose lives cannot
justify such an act, constitute major examples of canonization without the support of
Vοx Ρ ο p u l i . Among those emperors we can mention Theodosius II the Little, Constantine III and Justinian II, called the Rhinotmetos. This practice seems to be followed up
to and including the 10th century as a possible roman/pagan survival of «deification»
of dead emperors. Despite the will of the church, the people did not venerate a large
number of canonized emperors whose memory gradually disappeared from hymnology
and devotional life.
The Council of Bishops of each local Church is the one that officially sanctions the
veneration of a person, taking into account the popular piety, Vοx Ρ ο p u l i . According to
the late scholar Nikodimos Valindras, Metropolitan of Patras, the said council can even
propose the canonization of a person to the pleroma. But even in the second case it’s
the people who will accept or reject his sanctity over time.
6. Conclusion. The media as a new factor influencing the Vοx Ροpuli
We have discussed about the three traditional factors shaping the Vοx Ρ ο p u l i : institutional Church administration, political power and «charismatic» ecclesiastical expression. Already since the 19th century the mass media has been added to these three
factors and after being freed from state control it exercised and still exercises a new
independent type of power.
The interaction between Christianity and the Media is shown in the public’s perception of technology, society and social progress and how much these concepts are assimilated by the Church. Christian rhetoric developed the way modern orthodox nations
codified means of mass communication and information and established their communication technology in the public and private field.
The three traditional factors in the history of the Eastern Christianity intertwined
and borrowed elements, persons and practices. Similarly, today, the mass media co-influence and co-determine the consciousness of the pleroma. Despite the fact that the
Church and the mass media often seem to be at odds, they borrow political and rhetorical forms and information strategies, facilitating the clerical to mutually interpenetrate
(perichoresis) the secular and fueling modern ecclesiastical and cultural production.
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Church and social networks
Mr. Bruce Clark, Editor of “The Economist” on religious issues

Greetings to all. Before I offer a few remarks, I’ll just say a couple of words in the other
two official languages of the Conference. In Greek first.
“I am grateful for the invitation, I am grateful for the technology that allows me to
communicate with you in a way. Of course it would be much better if I were able to be
physically present; however, in lack of the physical presence, let us be grateful for the
technology that enables us to communicate.”
Let be begin by stating something obvious. The advent of the printing press and then
of universal education and mass literacy had a transforming effect on human society.
And in particular they had a transforming effect on the way that ideas were transmitted
and on the way that groups, including religious and ideological groups, were formed.
The monopoly of power that was enjoyed by older hierarchies, including religious hierarchies, was profoundly challenged. And in fact, there is a famous political theory which
says that the advent of the nation-state was made possible by mass literacy and also
by a cheap reading material which constituted new forms of community.
Now, in Orthodox Christian lands, many people still remember the old hierarchies, the
old monopolies on information. In fact, in a traditional village, the priest, and perhaps
also the village teacher, was the only person who could read and write. He was the only
channel for conveying information from the outside world. He had a natural monopoly
over certain documents, like baptism certificates or wedding certificates that people
badly needed. And so, the village priest had a natural sort of control over many aspects
of people’s lives.
Now, in the last ten years or so, we’ve gone to the very opposite kind of situation.
Through the electronic media, new ideas can be transmitted, and new groups can be
formed, indeed groups with hundreds of thousands of members within a matter of
days or even hours. Now, this had a transforming effect on religious life all over the
world, especially perhaps in North America. There are now churches whose sole or main
existence is on line. And there are human beings who communicate with one another
at a deep spiritual level –or at least think they are communicating at a deep spiritual
level- although they would never meet physically, they never meet in person. It is also
possible for people to have very angry and destructive arguments with other human
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beings whom they will never meet.
Now, to state the obvious again, a revolution occurred a few centuries ago, when it
became possible for the Christian to read the Bible in his or her language. And a much
greater revolution occurred in the last few years: it is now possible for any religious believer to consult not just one sacred text, but many different versions of that text, many
different translations, many versions that until then were only manuscripts, to get all
that information in a few seconds, and also to consult alternative theories about how
those texts should be interpreted.
Now, that is extremely challenging for any religious community which reveres not only
a sacred revealed text, but also a particular tradition in the reading of that text, a tradition which is passed on from generation to generation. And it is especially challenging
for Orthodox Christianity which attaches great importance to the virtue of obedience
–obedience to spiritual fathers, to bishops, to teachers and to tradition itself. And yet,
in religion, as in everything else, the world of physical reality is never completely disconnected from the world of virtual or electronic reality. And in certain ways, as the
electronic media become more sophisticated, that connection seems to get closer and
closer. For example, it is possible to have the sensation of being present or almost
present at a great spiritual event, like the coming of the Holy Fire at the Holy Sepulcher
in Jerusalem at Easter time, as a result of laptops and i-pads and all other electronic
media, which actually bring us at those holy places and those holy events. So, liturgical
chanting from an Athonite monastery or magnificent icons by Andrei Rublev. All these
sensations can be conveyed almost instantly to people all over the world, creating new
communities of viewers and listeners. And yet, there are great dangers in the illusion
of perfect access –or almost perfect access- which electronic media create. People can
think that they were present at certain events, even though the images they are viewing were in fact carefully selected by the cameraman of other transmitter. Electronic
images and electronically formed communities can create in us a sort of absurd pride,
a pride based on omniscience, the illusion of omniscience. And pride, as we know, is at
the root of many other sense.
So, how can we then negotiate a healthy relationship between physical reality and
virtual reality? How can we live in a world that combine both? Where people, for example, meet physically at church or at pilgrimage site and then in-between those meetings
communicate rather intensively through electronic media. I think that both the theory
and the practice of the Orthodox Christian faith can provide us with some important
guidance in dealing with this question.
As an everyday experience, Orthodox Christianity is something intensely physical and
tactile. We do not speak of hearing or following a service; we speak of participating in a
divine liturgy, ‘leitourgia’, which literally means ‘work by the people’, an act of sacrifice
and worship in which one can only participate by being physically present. Our experi55
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ence tells us that Divine Grace is probably present in certain places: at certain altars, by
certain graves, in certain pilgrimage sites, and also occasionally with certain very holy
individuals who have led lives of self-discipline and prayer and in whom there are palpable fruits from that life, such as great love and presentiment. None of these feelings
and sensations can be transmitted electronically. They can of course be transmitted in
non-physical ways, because prayer and presentiment, and what the secular world would
call ‘telepathy’, are mysterious things, but they certainly can’t be transmitted automatically at the press of a button.
What about the teaching, the doctrine of Orthodox Christianity? How does that help
us? Well, let me recall a remarkable lecture I once heard from His Grace Bishop Ioannis
of Pergamon, known in his theological life as professor Ioannis Zizoulas. This lecture in
Brazil was written on a piece of paper on the flight from Portugal to Brazil; I know that
because I watched him write it. And yet, it was remarkable. He gave us a sort of compressed history of the whole of Western thought. He began by saying that for the early
Church Fathers a huge task was to challenge Neo-Platonic forms of thought which gave
too much importance to some abstract imaginary realm and too little importance to the
material world. And he continued by saying that a similar mistake had been made again
and again in the history of Western thought. For example, the scientist Francis Bacon,
who lived 500 years ago, who said that he was determined to master and conquer the
material world. Or even the famous formula by the French philosopher Rene Descartes,
who said “I think, therefore I am”. In the Bishop’s view, these are all symptoms of a
wrong way of thinking, which upgrades the abstract, the intellectual, the cerebral, and
downgrades the material. He went on to say that the computer age, the electronic
age, was yet one more symptom, one perhaps even graver symptom of an unhealthy
disconnection between mind, body and spirit. And finally, because he was in Brazil, he
said that the physical destruction of the environment was yet another symptom of a
way of thinking that excessively upgraded science and technology and downgraded the
material.
Now, that was a lot of ground for a bishop to cover in 40 minutes, and it’s a lot of
ground for me to cover in 10 minutes! But, what the bishop was doing was giving expression in his own highly intelligent way to a natural Orthodox suspicion of excessively
or purely abstracted or cerebral approached to life and a deep-rooted Orthodox Christian reverence for the material world, for material, tangible things, which are bearers of
God’s grace, and which we are called on to offer back to God in gratitude.
As the liturgy says, “Thine own of Thine own we offer unto Thee”. That’s an offer that
cannot be made electronically or in a purely cerebral way; it has to remain physically in
our worship and in our lives.
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Christian values –
political parties –
public space
Mr. Volen Siderov, Member of the Parliament of Bulgaria,
Chairman of the I.A.O. Committee on Mass Media

Dear colleagues, friends,
Our forum is taking place in a time when historical events are happening in our continent. Europe is not the same any more. The way the West is organizing its campaign
against the biggest Orthodox country in the world –Russia- demonstrates a new phase
in geopolitics.
Washington has opposed bluntly against Russia and in a provocative manner, thus
involving Brussels in this dangerous game. The reason is that Russia is once again a geopolitical factor, and thus balances this one-pole model set after 1990. This has caused
a hysteric state among the ruling elite of the USA.
We will see whether this clash is going to turn into Cold War or whether it will put
“hot” elements in today’s tense situation in Ukraine. To us as parliamentarians supporting the orthodox unity, the ideological future of Europe is important. Europe will not be
the same any more, but what will it become?
In my opinion, the new European Parliament will have a very strong presence of patriotic anti-globalist parties. They will demand that the EU decisively end its dependency
on the USA and will demand the end of the cunning manipulative game against Russia
and sanction policy. They will call for open and honest discussion about whether the EU
in its present sate should exist- as a huge bureaucratic pyramid where decisions are
taken in secret by the freemasonry on top.
This new power in the European Parliament will include the party which I founded
and has been ruling since 2005 – ATAKA party. One of the main demands of ATAKA
party in the European structures will be the revision of the EU Treaty and the inclusion
of the Christian values and principles in its founding principles. Because today those
principles are not included. We hear about “common human values”. But could there be
values outside God? Most certainly not! This God-playing game of the mason-talmud
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circles has been going on for quite a long time. It seems that these circles have reached
a successful phase. However, I think that it only seems like it. Truth is stronger than the
lies because God is stronger than His foes.
What is the role of Orthodoxy in this titanic clash of values? I have said many times
that today’s world is the world of the media. All that could get across and reach the
people goes through the media. And what the media present to people is deemed real.
People see the world though the prism of the mass-media. Many times when I have
talked to people and they have spent time with me in informal environment, they have
said “But you actually are so different – a good man, intelligent, sophisticated, and full
of reason. Why do the media present you as an extremist, unbalanced or some kind of
a half-wit?”
“Because I got in the way of the political game in Bulgaria and showed them that
there could be another kind of politics apart from the pseudo-right and pseudo-left behind which the same people stand”, I reply. I have shown that in the 21st century you can
actually fight for your national dignity, for Orthodoxy and against the double standards
of the West.
I have made a calculation: the population in Bulgaria is 6 million adults who have the
right to vote. I would need 20 minutes to talk with each one of them. And what would
the result be? What do you think? How long would it take me for such a discussion with
each person? And how many times would I have to discuss with each person? Well, it
would take me 379 years to talk with everyone and express my opinions to every single
citizen of Bulgaria. If we assume that I would live for so many years, if we accept that I
would be like Methuselah of the Bible, even in this case I would lose the fight against the
mass media. I will never be able to win this fight. Because the mass media are launching
their black propaganda to millions of people. The only thing I can do is speak in private
with some people.
One more topic I would like to raise. Many people ask me “Why is this black propaganda taking place against you and not against somebody else?” Well, I reply the same:
“Because I destroy the model of the political game and I have shown that there could
be another kind of politics apart from the pseudo-right and pseudo-left. Because it is
the same people who are standing behind the politics of the pseudo-right and the pseudo-left, people who are trying to colonize our country.”
I have proven that I could be a modern politician who attracts the young people.
This terrifies today’s screenwriters of the present world whose objective is to colonize
and plunder the countries instead of encouraging their development and decent living
standards. That’s why all over Europe political leaders like me and parties like ATAKA
party are subject to defamation and slurring.
But this smearing campaign also targets the Orthodox and purely spiritual spheres,
even though they are not politically affiliated. But they are in the basis of the opposing
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forces against colonization of the world and the destruction of the nation States. In my
country for example, the religious Orthodox representatives are presented in a negative
manner. If a journalist starts talking about the Bulgarian Orthodox Church, the slurring
of Orthodox monks and priests as homosexuals is brought out first. I am convinced that
the percentage of homosexuals among journalists is much higher! However, nobody
talks about homosexuals in the media. Because this is not an interesting topic. Nevertheless, it is far more interesting to attack the Church and to spread out information
that all members of the Church are immoral. For those manipulators, it is also interesting that sometimes homosexuality is “good and progressive” and other times it is “bad”.
When ATAKA party organizes protests against street gay-parades, we are accused of
being intolerant and homophobes. But when instructed journalists attack the priests,
there is no intolerance.
The objective is one: to revoke people from the Orthodox Church. Since 1989, the
majority of the Bulgarians have been seeking their spiritual origin. It has been set in
humans and they instinctively seek the shrine, but immediately the fight for souls commences. Dozens of aggressive unscrupulous sects have appeared. The book-shops were
flooded with occult literature so as to distract people’s attention from Christian literature. Many people have given in to the deceitful signs for spiritual enlightenment
and elation. Meanwhile, the media have been busy spreading deceitful anti-Christian
propaganda. One of the most popular show programs on one of the biggest Bulgaria
TV channels –BTV- mocks and makes fun of the Orthodox priest, presenting him as a
drunkard, stupid and ignorant man.
When speaking of this deliberate smearing campaign against the Orthodoxy, we need
to wonder: Who is the owner of the Media that mock and smear our Church? In Bulgaria,
there is only one truthful television, only one independent broadcaster: ALFA TV, which
belongs to the ATAKA party. I have launched a program on ALFA TV “Sunday, the day of
God”, where I have incorporated the live broadcast of the Divine Liturgy.
My colleagues and I are working in a hostile environment. BTV that regularly mocks
the Orthodoxy is owned by the Lauder clan whose head is a multi-billionaire and also
head and protector of the World Jewish Congress. Big TV channels and newspapers
have been owned for many years by foreign companies, which do not care about Orthodoxy, on the contrary Orthodoxy is their direct enemy.
I will give you another example. Another monopoly TV in Bulgaria is property of a
Swedish company. Only a few days ago, the Swedish Foreign Minister, Carl Bild, former
Prime-Minister of the country, openly and explicitly stated that “Orthodoxy is the biggest enemy of the Western civilization”.
Dear friends, Christian brothers and sisters,
Can’t you see that we are faced with an open war against us? Orthodoxy has been
announced as the biggest enemy of the Western civilization. When there is a war, there
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should be tactics and strategy. As a Chair of the Media Committee in our Orthodox
Assembly, not only do I see lack of interest in Orthodox topics in the Media, but I also
propose that we find a remedy for it.
We need strong involvement of organizations such as the Interparliamentary Assembly on Orthodoxy, of foundations and persons in countries such as Russia, Bulgaria,
Greece, Serbia, Armenia and others. This involvement should be manifested through
acquiring and enlarging existing Media that will present the position of the Orthodox
peoples and communities. So, we must launch a counter-attack actually. We need to
take full action and recruit all available resources and energy.
We need to break the monopoly of the anti-Orthodox media owners in Europe, and of
the information agencies and leading TV channels owned by the same people.
I know this is not easy, but I believe it is possible. Maybe I am the only politician who
actually knows how to do it. When I created ALFA TV as an ideological continuation of
ATAKA party, many people tried to dissuade me. They told me it would be extremely
difficult to make a TV channel and compete with the already existing big channels.
I have proven, though, that this is possible. Today, three years after the creation of
ALFA TV, it is watched all over Bulgaria and everybody in the country has heard of its
existence. Three days ago I attended an event celebrating the Victory Day in the Russian
Cultural Center in Sofia. There, the worldwide famous Bulgarian singer Biser Kirov told
me that his wife only watches ALFA TV. His words are a true reward for the efforts I
have put in.
So, it is possible indeed!
Let’s do what is needed in order to make the Orthodox values be heard and seen.
We can do it and it is high time we did!
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International Media
and religious events
Mr. Marco Politi, Writer and Vatican affairs expert (Il Fatto Quotidiano)

Good Morning. Many thanks to our Greek hosts for the interesting seminar. Let me also
send some special greetings to the Russian delegates, because in the early ’90s I had
the pleasure and the honor to be a founder of the first Foreign Press Association in
Moscow in former Soviet Union and later Russian Federation.
Certainly, the Ukrainian crisis is touching also our seminar. I am not a political leader,
I am a journalist, I am an observer, but I think that Europe has a role to play in bringing
this tension to a positive outcome. An I remember that some weeks ago there was a
very wise statement by the former Secretary of State of Washington, Henry Kissinger,
who said that a good solution would be a neutral Ukraine, open to East and to West,
with a federal structure. I think these are words and proposals on which one should
think.
“International Media and religious events” –I would add “in a global society”. Karol
Wojtyla, Pope John-Paul II, before dying, had a dream: a great prayer moment of Christians, Jews and Muslims on the Mount Sinai. He couldn’t concretize this dream, but John
Paul II was a man of vision. What does it mean in my opinion to be a man of vision? A
man of vision is a personality able to foresee the roads into the future. It is not important where he lives, whether he is the Roman Pontiff in Rome or he is in Constantinople
or in Jerusalem or in the Al-Azhar University. In 1986, John Paul II anyway succeeded
in organizing a religious Summit in Assisi with all the religious leaders of the world in
order to pray for peace. It was a tough moment of the Cold War. But what did this religious Summit mean? It meant first of all a great respect for the road of every individual
and community towards God.
The vision of John Paul II is still valid today. There had to be no war between religions,
and he was also pushing for a self-critical attitude of everyone’s history, about the past
violence of religion. I was here in Athens when he came to Athens, and in front of the
Orthodox audience made a self-critical statement about the violence of the so-called
Crusade of the year 1204. So, no war between religions, self-critical attitude about the
past, about the tensions, the violence, the clashes of the past, a cooperative attitude
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between the religions, in order to foster peace, justice and defense of human dignity.
I remember that in every country where John Paul II was coming –and I repeat I tell it
as an observer, let’s say from outside, as a journalist, with a secular way of seeing and
reporting- in every country where John Paul II was coming, he always wanted to meet
with the other religious leaders: with the Jewish leaders, with the Muslim leaders. When
he was in Thailand, he went to pay a respectful visit to the Buddhist patriarch. And even
in Africa, he met regularly with the tribal chiefs of the old traditional religions of Africa,
just to underline this mutual understanding between men of God.
Twenty five years later, after the first Assisi Summit, Pope Benedict invited to Assisi in
another occasion not only the religious leaders, but also what he called the ‘humanistic
seekers of truth’. It was agnostic philosophers from different countries of the world, and
one of them was the distinguished and very famous French-Bulgarian psychoanalyst
and philosopher and semiologist Julia Kristeva. So, this meant that in Assisi there were
together religious leaders and non-believers. let me tell you here that as a journalist, as
an observer of global society, I think it is time also to overcome this definition: ‘believers’ here and ‘non-believers’ there. This definition, this label is outdated, and it is not
real. In a pluralistic global society, there are all believers in a different way. Some have
values rooted in a religious dimension, others have values rooted in a more horizontal,
human dimension. But they have all values. A very famous Cardinal and great personality who has now died, Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini of Milan who spent his last years
in Jerusalem, was always emphasizing that there are not in the society ‘believers’ and
‘non-believers’; there are people who think and people who don’t think.
So, I think that for instance Leon Tolstoi is no more true than Albert Camus. Both
Tosltoi and Camus have values, in different ways. And in a pluralistic global society it
is important to recognize this different way of having values. This morning, one of the
fathers of India was quoting Mahatma Gandhi. So, I would say that Mahatma Gandhi or
the Muslim Sufi and mystic Al-Rumi or the Rabbi Hillel or Saint Francis of Assisi or St.
John Chrysostomos are all fragments of high values. If I can use a metaphor, there is no
one of these great spiritual personalities who is more saint than the other. Everyone is
speaking and bringing or has brought a great spiritual message.
So, what is the role of the Media in this situation, where the religion is active in the
global society? Mr. Nerantzis yesterday criticized the word of mass media. I can understand him, I think that nowadays we have to speak about ‘global Media’ in the time
when Twitter or Internet break every geographical border, and where also the border is
broken between media specialists and the simple citizen who uses Internet and Twitter.
We can only speak about ‘global Media’.
What is the role of the Media? We can now make a seminar specified on the role of
the Media. But I think there are two attitudes. One is Media conceived simply as mirror
of the events. This is a very passive attitude, this is the journalist being only sort of
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tape-recorder of the events. And the other way of understanding the role of the Media
is to see the Media as instrument of understanding the complexity of the nowadays
real situation in the global world where so many local and global communities are intertwined. This means that a journalist not only reports facts; because can be fragments.
This means to report facts, but also to report the clash of opinions of the players on
the public scene. This means for instance very practically to interview both or many
sides, the right and left, the white and the blue, the yellow and the red. This means,
as Mr. Loudaros said this morning, to tell also when Churches are empty, or maybe if
one religious personality is stealing the money of the community. This doesn’t mean to
demonize the Church or another social institution. This means only to report what is
going on and to oblige everybody to be accountable about his deeds. This means also
to remember the context. Sometimes, or many times, especially the television language
is so quick that you have these fragments of reality and you don’t give the context.
So, if you speak for instance about the Crimean crisis, context means to see all that is
going on the global scene, and it means also memory. We cannot speak about Crimea
not remembering for instance what has happened with Kosovo or with Bangladesh, or
with states like Czechoslovakia which has divided peacefully into Slovakia and Czech
Republic. So, a reporter, a journalist in this active sense of giving the understanding of
the complexity of the real situation has to fulfill many tasks.
Religious events are an important part of the geopolitical situation today. It is completely wrong to see religion as a private affair. Of course, it is a private choice of
every individual, but religions as such have always been a social phenomenon. And
in different times and different situations, their social way of acting can be different,
but it is always a social presence. So, it is important to follow the development in the
nowadays situation of the different religions with the same care as we often follow
economic phenomena. Because all has an impact on our situation and on the situation
in different scenarios of the world. It is important to analyze what happens between religions, what happens inside religions. It is important to analyze when there is abuse of
religion, manipulation of religion, falsification of religion due to political reasons, which
can bring to terrorism, fundamentalism, extremist populism, crisis. So, information must
fight ignorance about the religious phenomena and about the religious community. It
is very important to have mutual information about the different religious worlds. It
is important to analyze the differences. It is important to catch every sign of a call to
self-determination. When Iranian women, for instance, nowadays use Facebook to send
out images without the veil, or when Jewish women go to the Wailing Wall because they,
too, want to have the same right to pray like the male organizations.
And I think that when we speak about freedom of religion and when we speak against
the persecution of religious minorities, or of religious groups, it is always important o
have this global scenario in mind. I don’t think it brings a lot if everyone defends only his
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family. Jews speak about Jewish persecution, Muslims about anti-Muslim persecution,
Christians about anti-Christian persecutions. I think that it is more important to fight
a common battle against any persecution. Let’s not forget for instance that in Nigeria
the terrorist group Boko Haram is destroying both communities of Muslims and of
Christians. Let’s not forget that in Syria there have been crucified people, both Muslims
and Christians. So, this battle must always be made in the name of human dignity for
everybody.
The idea of a State religion in this sense, in my opinion, is an obstacle to the full
equality. There must be distinction between faith and state. And this distinction is good,
both for the believers and for the citizens.
Let me say a final word about Orthodoxy. I think that it is important that Orthodoxy
opens up more and more towards the world, because there is a great richness in the
Orthodox tradition. There are many spiritual values in the Orthodox experience which
must be shared in a global society. We all must learn, believers of religion of believers
of philosophical thought, to get form each other. And important events are underway.
There is a Great Synod of Orthodoxy in preparation. It is important that this event is
also shared to non-Orthodox public opinion. There has been a couple of years ago, in the
year 2007, an important ecumenical study meeting between a pan-Orthodox delegation
and a Catholic delegation in Ravenna. It was a very important moment, because on one
side there was the recognition that to have for all the Christianity a sign of unity, a
Bishop as sign of unity, would be a powerful message to the society, and on the other
hand it was important for the Catholic side to understand that it has to learn form the
experience of synodality of the Orthodox tradition. The new Pope Francis speaks often
about the necessity to learn from the synodality of the Orthodox tradition, which means
that the Church must be ruled, in the Catholic view, not only by the Pope, but with the
Bishops together. And what is going on now in Rome is a great attempt or process of
deep reforms and evolutions. Pope Franciscus wants to overcome the imperial structure, the absolute monarchic structure of the Catholic Church. He wants to have a more
communitarian structure. He wants a Church who doesn’t spread out dogmas but who
is more merciful, a Church who is poor and for the poor. These are all phenomena which
are important not only for the believers of a single community, but for the public opinion. And for this reason I think that we must look at all these reforms and developments
with attention. We don’t know what the outcome is. As reporters we have only to report
and to see what will happen. Thank you.
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Power of the State,
religion and Mass Media
Mr. Ihsan Yilmaz, Associate Professor of Political Science, Fatih University (Istanbul)

I will talk about State power, religion and Mass Media, by looking at the Turkish case,
and especially how Islam has been marginalized and even demonized by the hegemonic
power elite of the hegemonic establishment, especially in the republican period. I will try
to show you how Media has been used for this purpose. And then, in the second part of
my speech, I will try to look at the current developments that are taking place in Turkey,
with regards to counter-hegemonic, anti-hegemonic and non-hegemonic powers and
their Media and the multiplication of the resources with regards to religious resources
in the Media, diversity of the discourse in the public sphere and their clash and interaction.
As you all know, Gramsci, an Italian political activist, has talked about fabricating
consent. So, when he was analyzing the Fascist regime, he said people can not be ruled
just by sheer power, by sheer physical force, and many people are actually willingly
obeying the power of the state. And he is trying to analyze how this has been possible,
how these people have been acting in opposition to their own interest. And he came up
with the concept of ‘fabricating consent’. So, these masses, these individuals have been
brainwashed to think that whatever the rulers are saying to them is for the people’s
interest, so they willingly, sheepishly, obeyed the state.
If we use the French theorist Althusser’s concept of ‘ideological apparatuses of the
state’, we see that especially the modern states –this includes the liberal democratic
ones as well- have been using this ideological apparatuses of the state. And these are
generally: law, education, religion, art and media.
The American Media theorist Chomsky talks about manufacturing the consent. And he
looks at the American foreign policy. By looking at several cases, he shows how American foreign policy-makers have been brainwashing people to get their consent. Major
criticism to Habermas’s concept of the Public Sphere is that he is very optimistic and
he doesn’t come up with a solution to the problem, how minorities, marginalized people, weak people can have an equal say in the public sphere. He says that in the public
sphere everybody will have an equal voice and so on, but how this will work in practice,
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especially when we look at weak marginalized minorities -ideological minorities, religious minorities, ethnic minorities and so on? They can have a voice in the public sphere
even in a liberal democratic state, but then in this civil democratic state they do not
have the resources to simply talk about their issues, agendas, concerns and so on. This
will not be a public sphere with equality, with equity.
So, even in liberal democracy, by resorting to the ideological apparatuses of the state,
generally speaking, states, modern nation-states have been marginalizing, vilifying and
even demonizing minorities. And this is of course more the case with emerging nation-states or with nation-states that are at the stage of formation.
And when we look at the Turkish case, we see that, starting from the Ottoman times,
young Turks, these secularist Turkish nationalist Social Darwinist and positivist young
Turks have been trying to build this Turkish nation by resorting to these Althusserian
ideological apparatuses of the state, so not only by force, but also by using these soft
power sources. So, yes, they paved the way for the massacre of Armenians. And also
they had a population exchange with Greece, so Greece sent to Turkey its Muslim population and maybe many of them were not ethnic Turks, but just because they were
Muslims they were sent to Turkey, and Turkey did the same, it sent its Christians to
Greece, and many of them could not even speak Greek, but they were sent by force to
Greece. So, as a result of these assimilation practices, Turkish population was made to
a great extent Turkish, but still these young Turks and their successors in the Republican era, Kemalists, were not convinced that all these guys were the best, the good
citizens. So, they tried to assimilate them into this secularist Turkishness. And in this
nation-building process, they believed that if the society was not homogeneous, it was
not monolithic, similar to the Ottoman times, it would be divided and the country would
be disintegrated. So, the solution was to assimilate everyone into the ‘best citizen’ ideal
type. And here they tried to articulate even a ‘best human’ type that I call ‘homo LASTus’, a new human type, a new human species. Here, in the phrase ‘homo LASTus’, the
acronym ‘LAST’ –which is similar to ‘WASP’ actually, the White Anglo-Saxon Protestanthere refers to Laicist Ataturkist Sunni Muslim Turk. So, in order to be best citizen, even
best human –in practice, I am not talking about the theory or legal paper work, laws and
so on, I am talking about the state’s practice in daily life, how it has been treating its
citizens who are first class equal only on the paper, but what happens in practice? So, in
practice, in order to be considered as first-class citizen one has to simultaneously meet
these four criteria: he has to be a laicist person, an Ataturkist person with an ideology of
Ataturkism, following the footsteps of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, and also a Sunni Muslim,
and he has to be an ethnic Turk. If you are a liberal, a socialist and so on, who is not an
Ataturkist, then you are not a good citizen. If you are a practicing Muslim, then you are
not a good Muslim. If you are a non-Muslim, a Greek, Armenian and so on, you are not
a good Muslim in practice. If you are a Kurd, who is not ethnically Turkish, then you are
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not a good Muslim. If you are an Alevi, who is a Muslim but belongs to a heterodox sect,
you are still not a good Muslim.
So, young Turks tried to create this ‘best citizen’ type, and the Kemalists continued.
When we look at the press in the 20th century Ottoman times and their literature, novels
etc, we see that these other guys have been vilified and marginalized in the coverage
of these works, in the press and so on. And this tradition has continued in the Republican times. So, when we look at their literature, novels, we see that, because we no
longer have these minorities, and Turkey is considered to be 99% Muslims, so they are
no longer actually dealing with the Christians and Jews and so on, because they are
a tiny fraction of the population. So they focused on the practicing Muslims, because
they thought that these guys were the biggest threat to them, having dealt with the
non-Muslims in the Ottoman times, so they thought that these practicing Muslims are
great threat. Why? Because Islam is the reason of the backwardness and the reason of
disintegration of the Ottoman Empire. So, they thought that if they secularize society
and modernize it and westernize it, then Turkey will join the European Club and so on.
So, in their literature in their press coverage etc, imam is always the villain, and the
teacher with clean shaved face, with westernized clothes, with a modern attitude and
so on, is always the hero. So, in the coverage you will see that an imam stole something,
imam is a criminal, imam is guilty and so on. In the novels you will see the imam with
dirty teeth and so on, this is how they have always depicted him in the Kemalist literature and in the Kemalist press. And all the ideological apparatuses of the state have
been used for this purpose, including religion. So, the Kemalist state has monopolized
religion. Today, all mosques in Turkey are owned by the state, all imams are state employees, one can not teach private religion lessons, they have to be taught by the state.
So, the state has full control over the religious affairs.
And Media has also been used for this purpose. And this bourgeoisie –Kemalists at
least tried to create their own ‘homo lastus’ bourgeoisie; so, properties and goods and
so on of the minorities who left Turkey were simply seized, by legal or illegal means, by
this new Turkish bourgeoisie. And this Turkish bourgeoisie also until recently monopolistically owned all Media outlets in Turkey, and in these Media outlets always these ‘homo
lastus’ individuals were employed as columnists, as journalists and so on. So, to a great
extent they were monopolistically representing the Media elite.
Even as of today, if you look at the Turkish army, for instance, you would see that it
is 100% ‘homo lastus’. You cannot find any person with a manifest open Alevi identity,
Kurdish identity, non-Muslim identity or practicing Muslim identity. If a person is caught
when he is praying in his office or in his home and/or if he has a head-scarf wife, he will
simply be fired from his position without any judicial process, and he doesn’t even have
any right to appeal. So, as a result, when you look at the Foreign Ministry, when you
look at the National Intelligence Services end so on, these are to a great extent, almost
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100%, our ‘homo lastus’. And the Turkish Media were like this until 1980s. So, they were
almost 90% ‘homo lastus’, so in their coverage religious issues were always negative.
So, they were all secularist. But when I use this word ‘secularist’, I use it in an assertive
secularism or even repressive secularism version, which means that they do not see
religion as a legitimate social force, they do not accept that religion could and should
play a role in society, it should be imprisoned into consciousness and into homes and
that would be it; so, this is repressive secularism. So, in their coverage religion always
played a role in a negative sense, as the role of the villain.
But after 1980s, as a result of the present export-oriented economy and the EU process of Turkey and so on, new Anatolian bourgeoisie started rising; these guys were
doing business, export-import business with other countries and so on, and these guys
were practicing Muslims, and they also started owning their own Media outlets. Initially,
these were very marginal; their circulation numbers and so on, their newspapers were
marginal. But increasingly, when they reached to other people, when they started establishing their private schools, when they started sending their children to universities and
so on, they emerged as both counter-hegemonic and non-hegemonic forces. I use the
phrase ‘counter-hegemonic’ here to refer to Islamist. In Turkey, today’s Prime-Minister,
President etc come from this Islamist tradition. And also I use the phrase ‘non-hegemonic’ to refer to civil Islam tradition represented by Sufi brotherhoods, some faith-based
Islamic movements such as Gulen movement, Hizmet movement and so on, who are
not political, who do not pursue political objectives, who stay away from establishing
political parties, but focus on social humanitarian and civil projects and who accept secularism and democracy and say that state, as long as it gives you freedoms, it respects
human rights, including freedom of religion, including practicing your religion in the
public space and the public sphere, then there is no need to challenge secularism, there
is no need to object to democracy, and there is no need to establish an Islamist state.
So, this is the civil Islam version of Turkey. And these guys are non-hegemonic guys, and
they established their own newspapers and Media outlets and so on.
But also we had Islamists who tried to come to power and implement their own
nation-building project, their own citizenship project. And after the elections in 2002,
former Islamist in Turkey came to power. Initially they said that they are not Islamist,
but after 2012 some of them started showing some signs that actually they are going
back to their Islamist times. And because they have been in power for 12 years, they
have their own Media outlets, and this time it is not only newspapers, but Media outlets,
TV channels and so on, and their new vision for citizenship is religious generation. So, by
using state power, but also their Media power, they are now trying to create their own
religious personality and so on.
At the moment, we can observe that there are several challenges to the monolithic experimentation of the Kemalists. So, in several newspapers, we have religious columns.
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So, private scholars talk about Islam, talk about religion in their private column, so they
challenge the monolithic hegemonic interpretation of the state. There are several private TVs. Initially, in these private TVs there were some religious programs, coming with
their private ideas on Islam, representing their own religious point of view. And most of
these private TVs are owned by different religious groups, different religious Sufi brotherhoods, Islamic movements and so on. And now, there are several TV channels that are
100% religious, so 24 hour a day they simply show different religious programs. So, they
are all either counter-hegemonic or non-hegemonic, but they are all simply challenging
the monopoly of the state on religious affairs.
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Church, community links
and social networks
Dr. Christos Tsironis, Senior Lecturer, Contemporary social theory, S
chool of Theology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

i. Introduction
Electronic social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn, Wordpress, Blogspot, Tumblr, YouTube, etc.) and their role in the daily lives and communications of
modern human beings are increasingly attracting the attention of the public and
scholars from various disciplines, like journalism, philosophy, theology, economics,
political science and, of course, all of the social sciences. Novel as they are, electronic social networks trigger ambiguous reactions. On the one hand, enthusiasm
and the intensive use of social media are for some people proof of personal and
social modernization; on the other hand, the effect of their virtual nature on empirical reality has been described in terms of a nightmarish invasion of the core of
human experience. The controversy is even stronger when it comes to the effect of
the development of social media on the discourse and the life of the Church. Let me,
from the outset, point out a paradox which may sound like an overgeneralization but
does have a factual base: intensive users of the social media argue that they can
give more visibility to the authenticity of Orthodoxy and its communal experience.
The opponents of developments in electronic communications tend to communicate
their views by means of intensive use of the social media. A simple search on a
search machine demonstrates that there is a large number of such webpages: conservative and less conservative voices within religious groups, proponents and opponents of contemporary communications technology, modernisers and traditionalists all use the social media in order to communicate their views to as large an
audience as possible. Nowadays, the social media are used by the Pope of Rome, as
well as by the Church of Greece, local dioceses, parishes and Christian movements.
At the same time, the blogosphere is full of institutional and non-institutional initiatives, mostly personal webpages, often accompanied however by the title of the
owner (e.g. professor of theology, archimandrite, lawyer, etc.), a fact which suggests
in itself much more than simply the expression of a personal opinion.
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ii. Social Networks and Modern Social Theory
Although the electronic social networks are obviously based on very recent technological developments, the analysis of the role of networks in the organization of society
and the nature of social interaction in human communities have been core analytical
patterns in social science. The “networks” are old analytical categories for the analysis
of social organizations and systems, but the electronic social networks as hubs of direct
and constant communication, grounded in virtual/electronic reality and based on computing system technology, are a brand new challenge.
In recent decades, attention has focused on the rise of the “Network Society”, to
use the well-known term coined by M. Castells. Castells points out that nowadays, on
a global scale, relations and interactions are shaped in a network of economic flows
where information and knowledge are the most valuable assets. He also argues that the
existence of the current techno-economic system is based on the operation of networks
and reproduces features and structures that ensure the unhindered continuity of their
electronic functions in time and space.
Networks, therefore, are a set of communication hubs on an inter-relational, virtual
and inter-local level. They include various aspects of communication and interaction,
they are interdependent to some extent, they express value references and serve data
exchanges and transactions. The interconnection of all of these functions appears to be
(or is presented like) an artifice of global reference, an outright challenge for the social
understanding of the spatial and temporal aspects of human experience, something
some scholars would not hesitate to call a universum technicus.
The meaning of social involvement in networks, in particular, has been studied by sociologist Z. Bauman. Bauman highlights the various changes in the field of electronic social
networks, considering them mostly negative, since according to his analysis the almost
exclusive focus on flexible networks tends to transcend the notion of society. For him, the
options of online communication and electronic social networking are a reflection of the
models of Consumer Society in the virtual world, since “people rehearse, change and correct
virtual selves or images of their personal identity, with the ultimate objective of positively
selling themselves in the virtual world, in the form of a best-seller” (Tsironis 2013a : 115).
With regard to the Orthodox Church in particular, the primary challenge is to establish
principles for the assessment of the role of electronic social networks in the lives, interactions and communications of the faithful, both individually and collectively. In other
words, understand the characteristics of community links in the Network Society and
clarify the concepts of “community”, “communion” and “communication” in this context.
iii. Church and social media
In order to analyze the relationship between Church and electronic social networks, one
needs to acknowledge an almost paradoxical condition: not only does the Orthodox
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Church have important institutional, regulatory, structural and functional references to
pre-modernity, but also in a number of areas it views various developments of modernity with suspicion, to say the least, if not opposition. At the same time, however, although somewhat belatedly, it appears to have largely incorporated itself into the world
of online social media.
Thus, local Orthodox Churches run official websites, use Twitter and Facebook either
for official or administrative posts, and many many Orthodox Christians use the social
media to post material intended –as they claim- for the electronic witness of the Orthodox Church. Such individuals include prelates, theologians, concerned Christians, faithful
with an interest in communication, etc. The most interesting research questions from
a sociological perspective are: On what conditions are the electronic social networks
used by different categories of faithful / users? What is the purpose and what are the
outcomes of their use in social reality?
These questions can be approached from the perspective of two key challenges, i.e.
exploring a) the attitude of the Church vis-à-vis ill-intended positions and attacks and
b) the attitude of the Church vis-à-vis its members who, while using the networks and
claiming for themselves the authentic Orthodox witness, launch attacks either within
or beyond their community, by voicing extremist positions, fundamentalist intentions
and/or divisive discourse. In any case, the greatest cause for concern is the rise of
extremism (in the form of intent or reaction) on a global scale and its correlation with
the conditions of anonymity and mob rule with a steamroller effect, which are often
the case on the Web, including on religious websites. Suffice it to take a quick glance
at the comments published under the posts of various webpages in order to see how
aggressively users express positions that are comparable to verbal abuse or even incite
physical abuse. Such comments would not be made that readily in a parish meeting, a
church assembly, an academic setting or any kind of face-to-face exchange. This situation could perhaps be associated with broader developments in Consumer Society: fiery
rhetoric sets the network on fire, the recycling of comments is maximized and, thus,
a blog may give its owner the pleasure of many visitors, plentiful likes! and numerous
followers, on a sui generis arena of constant race. Such pages may be “handmade”,
with limited technical knowledge and at a near-zero cost. This is why they are infinitely
attractive tools in this game of self-promotion and obsessive consumption of data and
pictures. However, the approach from the perspective of presenting personal identity as
a best-seller in Consumer Society alone is not enough.
This situation may, to some extent, also affect the functional relations and the institutional make-up of religious communities not just in virtual reality, but also in the offline
world. For instance, we do not know exactly to what extent such messages of religious
fanatic Internet users may decisively affect the manifestation of religious violence or
the course of their religious community in the world, by creating a climate of confron72
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tation. The former has more to do with civil law, whereas the latter with the teachings
and the life of religious communities.
The functioning of electronic social networks is based on the concepts of disclosure
and sharing of information and data. The creation of communication hubs is followed
by the creation of “electronic communities”, for the purpose of transmitting and sharing
with community members data that is “shared” and “liked”, as suggested so eloquently
by the emblematic Internet diptych “share-like!”. So, how is this kind of community understood? What is “shared” and “liked”? What are the principles and conditions for the
involvement of ecclesiastical and religious bodies in electronic social networks?
To start with, there are issues of identity and self-awareness for the Church as an institution and for the faithful as members of the body. How do the Orthodox themselves
perceive of Orthodoxy in the new millennium and what meaning does this perception
acquire on the electronic highways of the Web? For the sake of analysis, let us imagine
a researcher without any experience of or knowledge about Orthodoxy who visits the
websites, the blogs and the rest of the social media and reads both the posts and the
comments below. Can the comments in particular, as a spontaneous direct reaction
to the post, without any educational target, be considered to reflect the true pulse of
Orthodoxy, and what is that pulse? How many Orthodox Christians could relate to the
content, the style, the ethos, the aesthetics and the spirit of dialogue in online disputes
posted on a daily basis on religious and non-religious media?
Although similar characteristics can be found in the debates on moral/religious matters published in political newspapers and media with a broader content, let us nonetheless focus on electronic social networks with a stronger religious focus. What impression would a researcher get from the blogs? Is Orthodoxy about openness, self-sacrifice,
appeasement, calm loving spirit? Is Orthodoxy an experience of the humble and fearless
evangelical spirit, “for power is made perfect in weakness” (2 Corinthians 12:9)? Would
the researcher get the impression of a triumphant Orthodoxy, a religion with power
and state ramifications, competitive, assertive, with an institutional attitude and lust
for power? Is it an event of communion or a religionised proposal which is or ought to
be mighty, absolute, and combative in its interventions? The truth is that both of these
perspectives can be found. The problem is that all of these references are not classified
or prioritized in the ocean of online information. Since everybody speaks in the name of
the true spirit of Orthodoxy and in view of promoting the single true Orthodox Tradition,
how can the distinction be made? Who can speak to the body about the body on behalf
of the body of faithful, and how? What is the dividing line between views and witness
of faith?
In this respect, the greatest problem for Christians and the Church is the confusion
between private and institutional discourse and the relevant effort to give it legitimacy,
the weak relationship between social networking and sociability, and the vague/undis73
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cernible interaction between the virtual-online and the empirical–offline world. In light
of these questions, the use of social media by Church members may acquire ecclesiological dimensions in the world of theology.
As for the distinction between personal positions/posts and the discourse of the Orthodox Church, more specialist research would be required in the field of Sociology
of Christianity. The word of the Church in the Orthodox Tradition is the outcome of a
delicate and complex process, stemming from the historical fermentation of Tradition,
the present experience of the community, and its eschatological prospect. While on the
one hand in the world of the Internet and electronic social networks time takes on a new
dimension, on the other hand in the immediate, instant, immaterial, virtual present of
every comment, of every webpage, any user may appear to be presenting the unchanging, true, pure and eternal truth of Orthodoxy as a whole, opposing their position to the
positions of others who “betray” or “alter” the characteristics of Orthodoxy, and claiming full legitimacy as the voice of the body of the faithful in the past and at present. In
the past, the Church as a Body used to judge and discern between positions and counter-positions by means of time-consuming checks, dialogue and consensual decisions;
today’s posts, however, claim self-evidence through self-reference. It would be interesting to know if, from an ecclesiological perspective, a dynamic statement (even if it is
thorough, smart, scholarly) could replace the conscience of the body of the faithful as a
living expression of the community, or its ways of expression as an institutional function
of an organization like the Church, whose make-up is based on organized written rules.
Experience, interaction and the responsibility of the community for judging, choosing,
living, all of this together create such a dense network of relations and meanings that
the self-proclamation of a person as the holistic expression of the whole in synchrony
and diachrony, beyond time and beyond the community, is a challenge in itself for our
analytical understanding.
Let me make a special mention to cases giving rise to problems of a legal nature, e.g.
cases of libel, spread of false news, hate or antisocial speech. I strongly believe that
there can be no blanket ban or general punishment for the expression of opinion or the
reporting of news. Freedom of speech is one of the most valuable achievements of
modern world and should not be jeopardized by extremists of any kind. Still, it is a fact
that appropriate legal arrangements should always protect every citizen’s dignity and
life. In any case, there could be a broad debate that would lead to a number of initiatives
ensuring transparency and regulation of the discourse of the Church on electronic social networks. Such initiatives would not be unprecedented. International organisations
have voiced similar concerns as a result of similar problems, e.g. who is entitled to use
the UNESCO logo, to speak on behalf of an international organisation or to claim legitimacy of their personal views based on the organisation’s moral weight. A declaration of
moral principles and rules concerning the use of Christian and/or religious discourse on
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the Internet would be a step in this direction. Information and awareness-raising among
Church members and, of course, the ongoing, careful follow-up of developments in this
field by experts could shape a first package of measures.
iv. Concluding remarks
Finally, let me underscore that the use of the new media is necessary in the context of
modern communication and interaction. However, electronic social networks need to be
real channels for communication and dialogue, in view of disseminating news, information, proposals, teachings, comments and developing a mutual sense of responsibility
among participants. As far as the Church is concerned, some decisive steps in this
direction would be the following: a) a clear identity policy (who writes, what/who does
the position posted represent, etc.), and b) a relatively parsimonious use –as befits the
ascetic spirit of Orthodoxy- and intentionally slow reactions. If one speaks in the name
of the Orthodox Tradition and the Orthodox communities across the Ecumene, they do
not need to speak all the time or speak a lot and about everything and, most importantly, they do not need to hasten to react without weighing their words against the wisdom
of time and the truth of deeds.
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2016 Council of the Orthodox
Church – Politics – Media
Dr. Kostas Mygdalis, I.A.O. Advisor

The Sacred Synaxis of the Primates of the Orthodox Churches at the Phanar, Constantinople, from 6-9 March 2014, decided to convene the Holy and Great Council of
the Orthodox Church in the year 2016. Paragraph 6 of the Prelates’ Communiqué and
Statement reads as follows:
“6. This Synaxis of Primates is a blessed occasion for us to reaffirm our unity through
communion and cooperation. We affirm our commitment to the paramount importance
of synodality for the unity of the Church. We affirm the words of St. John Chrysostom,
Archbishop of Constantinople, that “the name of the Church signifies unity and concord,
not division”. Our heart is set on the long-awaited Holy and Great Synod of the Orthodox
Church in order to witness to its unity as well as to its responsibility and care for the
contemporary world.
The Synaxis agreed that the preparatory work to the Synod should be intensified. A
special Inter-Orthodox Committee will work from September 2014 until Holy Easter of
2015, followed by a Pre-Synodal Pan-Orthodox Conference to be convened in the first
half of 2015. All decisions at the Synod and in the preparatory stages are made by
consensus. The Holy and Great Synod of the Orthodox Church will be convened by the
Ecumenical Patriarch in Constantinople in 2016, unless something unexpected occurs.
The Synod will be presided by the Ecumenical Patriarch. His brother Primates of the
other Orthodox Autocephalous Churches will be seated at his right and at his left.”
This major event, this blessed decision, was announced with the usual propriety befitting the occasion, without fanfares or interviews. After great efforts, with complete
patience and condescension, obeying the will of its founder Christ the Saviour and the
dictates of the times, the Church fulfilled its duty. It rendered to society and history its
dues, thus confirming its unity. Now society, in turn, will have to embrace and understand this important decision, highlight it and defend it. It will have to build its future
through unity. This was no easy decision and took a long time. Fifty years of hard
and arduous preparation and inter-orthodox dialogue. I had the great fortune of meeting the dearly departed Most Reverend Damaskinos (Papandreou) of Switzerland, who
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honoured me with his friendship, and shared with me the hardships. I know first-hand
how difficult it was to overcome insurmountable problems. I also met late Metropolitan
Chrysostomos (Constantinides) of Ephesus. Or the late Catholic Bishop Pierre Duprey,
of blessed memory. I also met Philaretus, Metropolitan of Minsk, who dealt with issues
pertaining to cooperation. Others were fortunate enough to meet the great prelate of
the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Chalcedon Meliton (Hatzis), or Patriarch Athenagoras.
May they rest in peace, the Church and the entire society owes them a lot. Just think
of what our world would look like had these people made mistakes or lacked discernment, especially during the cold war. Because we know that it was during the cold war
when this effort to reach an understanding was reinforced. At a time when the Catholic
Church condemned communism and preached that communism and Christianity were
incompatible. At the time of the 1949 decree issued by the Holy See, ruling that being
a communist was not compatible with being a Christian and inviting the Christian world
to work together in order to respond to communism. If we had bought that, where would
we be standing today?
The foundation of many different religious communities during the first three centuries of consolidation of Christianity resulted in the need to establish organs that would
deal with the resolution of doctrinal and administrative issues. The Councils, which were
first convened back in the 1st c. AD, were in charge of addressing both local/regional
and ecumenical issues. Out of all those Councils, the Ecumenical Councils were the ones
that made decisions of fundamental importance for the body of the Church worldwide.
Ecumenical Councils could only be convened by the Emperor of Byzantium, who declared the opening and the closing of the assemblies. The Orthodox Church recognizes
Ecumenical Councils as the supreme authority in doctrinal, administrative, judicial and
legal matters. Specifically, both the Eastern Orthodox Church and the Roman-Catholic
Church jointly recognize seven (7) Ecumenical Councils, held between 325 and 787 AD.
Additionally, the Eastern Orthodox Church recognises the Council of St. Sophia and the
1341 Council as equivalent to Ecumenical Councils.
The Ecumenical Councils were large assemblies of bishops from across the Christian
ecumene, who jointly deliberated and ruled on important doctrinal, theological, and
other ecclesiastical issues of concern for the whole of the Church that recognised and
accepted their decisions. The Ecumenical Councils became the organ for the official
formulation and proclamation of the Church teachings, the common faith and tradition
to be followed by every local church community. They are the highest authority of the
Church of Christ. The main reason why the Councils were instituted had to do with key
doctrinal issues which were the cause of religious strife at the time. Patriarchs, exarchs,
metropolitans and plain bishops participated in such Councils, whilst priests, deacons,
monks and the laity could attend without a right to vote. The representativeness of the
participants and the acceptance of the Councils’ decisions are decisive factors for their
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ecumenical nature. At the same time, the Ecumenical Councils condemned the heresies
that would emerge from time to time as a threat to the unity of the Church. The society
has always followed deliberations in Ecumenical Councils with great interest, in spite
of the lack of access to digital technology. The faithful were directly informed by the
participants who occasionally, in order to defend their views more aggressively, were
in absolute need of popular support. On other occasions, the laity made a creative contribution to the resolution of great theological problems. There is a graceful account
of the Fourth Ecumenical Council which convened in Chalcedon in 471 to deal with the
major issue of the natures of Christ. According to the account, a bishop who participated in the Council went to a baker’s to buy bread. The baker asked him how were things
going and he answered “We find it hard to describe in a few words the two natures
of Jesus and how one partakes of the other”. And that ordinary man, who apparently
had an excellent knowledge of Greek, told him, to his amazement, that the two natures of Christ exist “ασυγχύτως, ατρέπτως, αδιαιρέτως, αχωρίστως”, “неслиянно,
неизменно, нераздельно, неразлучно”, “inconfusedly, unchangeably, indivisibly,
inseparably”. In other words, the human nature cannot be confused with the divine
one, the human nature cannot turn into divine nor can the divine nature turn into human
and, given that the two natures are united in the one person of the Son of God, such
union remains stable, without any possibility of division or separation. And this truth, as
an official doctrine of the Church, has remained stable and firm.
We are living in 2014 and 700 years have gone by since, whereas an Ecumenical
Council should be convened at least once every 50 years. This shortcoming, this omission, this weakness has resulted in problems piling up. Luckily, the problems have been
overcome. The decision in itself is already enriching our lives and our cultural environment. This decision was made in a climate of subversion. Over the past two decades, we
have been living in a climate of subversion, the greatest subversion since the creation
of the world. I am not sure we are all really aware of how fortunate our generation is
or of what we are experiencing in our times. We are partaking of a great technological revolution, which is turning lots of things on their head and will end up turning
everything on its head. Who could have ever imagined? A tool, i.e. technology, becoming a producer of policy, producing policy itself… Had Marx heard about that, he would
laugh his heart out. Yet, it’s upon us. The key features of this new environment include
full freedom of speech, thought, expression, action, and also full freedom of any citizen
expressing themselves in public, and at a very low cost. Thus, in order for a political,
social or spiritual organization to understand how this relationship functions, in order
to comprehend it and turn it to good account, it should have a clear and responsible
relationship with the concepts of freedom, equality, and human rights. This new society of new technologies will de facto redefine the framework of action of societal and
political institutions, as well as the institutions themselves. Even the frameworks of
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action of social groups and the rules governing them will be redefined. Every fallacious
political narrative based on which people are advancing at a painfully slow pace will
be revisited. This was our lot and the lot of the generation that follows. A more direct
democracy, based on new technologies, where people will express themselves on issues
of concern more frequently, in a more organized way, using state-of-the-art technology
through referendum-like processes. New technologies are a reality which, to my eyes,
will save our complex world. New technologies will undoubtedly highlight the personal
truths of each and every one of us, but they will also teach us how to make them work
together. In a direct way, over and above the soteriological-theological proposal of any
religion, the faithful will communicate with each other directly and will discuss issues
of common interest. This will inevitably bring about change and exert pressure on the
semi-official and official voices expressing purity. The result will be the launch of an
inter-religious dialogue which will lead us beyond tolerance, to an honest joint quest
for truth.
We need to make every possible effort to recompose, reinforce and highlight our collective conscience through the Council.
I cannot predict the visibility of this Council, nor can I preempt the attitude of the
international media, i.e. whether they will promote and report on it objectively and free
from international commitments or pressures. This conference, however, seems to me
an excellent opportunity to reach an understanding among ourselves about what the
two fields that have a decisive effect on social life across the globe should do, i.e. the
field of politics and the field of the media.
To highlight from here, from this conference as a first symbolic gesture, the importance of the decision made in Constantinople by the prelates. In giving it visibility, we
are reinforcing it and making it irreversible. All of us are aware of the looming dangers.
In the history of humanity, there have been great moments, great steps forward, great
decisions which have stumbled against, been undermined or at times revoked by conservative extremists, who appeared to be the conscience of history. There is no doubt
that the Orthodox Churches in the course of centuries, and particularly in modern times,
did make or refrained from making decisions about the present and the future of the
Church under the pressure of extremist views or under the threat of being seen as betraying the correct faith and tradition. Within every diocese, there are looming forces
ready to undermine any decision or action that sets things in motion and marks an end
to a stagnation some would rather call Tradition. All sorts of mentally disturbed individuals are on the wait, ready to present themselves as the strongest defenders of purity
and genuine faith and devour any modern voice within the Church. All of them would
of course continue to live and move on the sidelines, like shadows, in the darkness of
the history of humanity, and be counted as ideological trash, were it not for the media
and the press that promote their mad views. And this is where our own and your own
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responsibility lies. The Constantinople decision has a long way ahead before we reach
the blessed moment of the Council. Many will oppose to it, many interests will undermine it. I fear that the Church officials who will be involved in it will be accused of being
heretics, of giving in and of selling out the historic legacy of faith. They will be deplored
and corroded. I also fear that old nationalisms, skeletons and age-old false dilemmas
discarded in the rubbish bin of history, will re-emerge and claim their share in eroding
and undermining this major event.
The effort to organize the Council carries along all sorts of minor or major political
and economic interests. We are all aware of that. Such events of historic importance,
over and above anything else, have their own symbolism in the history of the world. So
if you, the media people, look at this effort in trivial terms, if you treat the course to the
Council in terms of ratings and lend a hearing ear to supposedly patriotic voices that
will appear as defenders of the sacrosanct of local Church interests, if this happens,
then you will have also contributed to weakening or cancelling this effort. You should
have a clear thought and conscience about your role in this regard. Give meaning to
your role and your function as a factor of normality and stability in modern world. You
need to inform the people of God and all people of goodwill about the importance of
this Council and highlight its world-saving aspects. Contribute to a return of the world
to Theology and Ecclesiology in modern terms. Contribute to reconciliation and mutual
understanding of peoples. And finally, contribute with your work to greater discernment
among members of our community, for this is a necessary attribute for its future course
in modern world.
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Seeking United Orthodox Christian
Witness through Mass Media
Mr. George Alexander, Secretary and Spokesperson of the Orthodoxy Cognate PAGE Society

I come from India. I represent officially Orthodoxy Cognate PAGE society, which is a
pan-Orthodox Indian movement founded in 2007. Also I represent Indian Malankara
Orthodox Church, the Ancient See of St. Thomas in the East, and my country, India. So,
it’s a triple representation.
So, let me go directly to the topic. I will try to give a very different perspective of
Orthodox unity to Mass Media. And I’ll be speaking not only of Mass Media, but beyond
the borders of Mass Media.
You can read a quote by St. Gregory about incarnation. I believe that any Orthodox
Media should have the language of Incarnation, which is very important. The Ultimate
Truth, the Word became flesh.
We have a great task to reach the unreached. The Church who produced the Bible,
who gave Bible to the world, is still unknown to a lot many people.
This is a small description about my organization. You can visit our website for more
details.
Coming together - the concept of conciliar unification of all Orthodox Churches. We
have been discussing this for a long time. Through dialogue and agreement within disagreement. Is it possible for us?
A common ground – Belief in the concept of creating a common platform for dialogue
by enhancing the phase of global Christian unity. Because the conciliar unification of
Orthodoxy will definitely boost the phase for global Christian unity.
To create a united witness for the Orthodox has a vital significance which is beyond
Mass Media. It has a catholic and universal significance.
So, the work we do is more of a practical attempt. Because, any unity and dialogue
will have two aspects. One is the high-level patristic theological dialogue, and the second one is the practical attempt. A practical attempt and experiment to reach global
Orthodox communities through Contemporary Orthodoxy developments, united Orthodox Christian journalism, Orthodox Christian projects, taking Orthodoxy beyond borders.
Witness – Taking positive Orthodox responses to non-Orthodox Christians and
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non-Christian communities through Media and personal approach. Because last month,
one of the Christian persons working with me, he is my colleague, shocked me with a
question. He asked me “George, in your Orthodox religion, do you celebrate Easter?” And
I was shocked to hear this question from a Christian person. So, I stood with him for five
minutes and I talked with him regarding our faith, what I know. Helping others to have a
better understanding of our Orthodox religion, getting to know each other more deeply.
We know the existence – both families know the existence of each other, the Eastern
Orthodox family and the Oriental Orthodox family. At the same time, we are alienated.
This is a minor comparison of two different spiritual centers. One is the Holy Monastic Republic of Mount Athos and the other is St. Mary’s Church in India, founded by
St. Thomas the Apostle. What I am trying to say is this: These historical and important
places of Eastern and Oriental Orthodox spirituality and worship still remain unknown
to several faithful in both families of Churches. If you come to my place and tell about
Mount Athos, they will blink their eyes, they will ask what this is. This is the hard reality.
Possible solutions:
- Media coverage on Eastern Orthodox and Oriental Orthodox events and communicating them to both families of Churches
- Creating a united platform for Orthodox events. Reaching the unreached. Creating
a voice of united Orthodoxy, and
- Taking the developments in Orthodox world to the outer world. Bridging any existing
gaps through information sharing. That’s what I said. The United Orthodox Media has
a greater role to play, to bridge the gap, to bridge the gaps in the information, to bring
people together.
Other example: These are three legends who lived in the Indian Sub-continent. I am
taking the Indian Sub-continent as an example, as I come from that place and I know
the case very well. You know Mother Teresa very well, I don’t need to explain this. The
middle person who is shown in the picture is Archbishop Alvrauz Julius –he belonged to
the Oriental Orthodox community. And the third one is the Mother Gabriela, and Greek
Orthodox Church people know her very well. All three of them lived in India at different
times. They did the same work: charity, preaching, looking after people. They had the
same legacy. But Archbishop Alvrauz and Mother Gabriela still remain unknown to most;
only Mother Teresa is known. If you come to India and ask “Do you know something
about Mother Gabriela?” who was there, who lived there, they don’t know; 99.99% of the
people do not know about these legends in India. That shows that there is a gap, there
is a huge challenge for Orthodox Mass Media to work.
So, the question: Where did the legacy of Archbishop Alvrauz and Mother Gabriela
go? Where is the history and the faith they taught us? We have a great responsibility in
communicating this legacy from the past to the present world.
The scope for United Orthodox Mass Media. There was a visit by Patriarch Kirill while
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he was a metropolitan and Head of External Church Relationships. He visited India on
an official package, and the Indian Church decorated him with the order of St. Thomas.
But both in secular as well as in Orthodox Media, it was a small event. At the same
time, a Roman Catholic newspaper dedicated actually the majority of its paper to an
interview with Patriarch Kirill.
The second case: the Byzantine “Orthodox” case in the Indian print Media. One of
the leading newspapers in my country, made a special historical analysis and history of
Byzantium. It was circulated all over the country. But when they spoke about the Christian Church in the Byzantine era, they avoided the term “Orthodoxy”. Who will question
this? How will we tackle these issues? We, from our side, we started questioning this,
we started to send them letters, because we found this as an insult to the whole Orthodox Eastern community. And this material was prepared by a Christian, that is the
most shameful thing. So, we have a big-big role to play, to take our message of United
Orthodoxy to the world.
Creating an alternative United Orthodox Christian Media to defend our rights. What
we have to say is what the others are not saying. Because the secular Media will be
communicating a lot of things; it may not be the truth, or it may be a falsified version, or
it may be a different version. But what Orthodoxy has to say to the world? Do we have s
scope of creating an alternative Media? Not to challenge the secular Media, but to help
them to speak the truth, to communicate other concerns and rights, different rights. We
have to convey our concerns to the language and vocabulary of those people who hear
it. Each news broadcaster should have a lasting effect, make people think and get their
interest, so that they will think about us, our concerns, our unity.
These are the two recent events that took place in both families of Churches. One is
the 1.500 year-celebration of the Edict of Milan, but this was not communicated to our
Oriental Orthodox Circles or many of the Oriental Orthodox Media; this event remained
unknown to the sector.
And the other one was the 100 years of Catholicate in India, which was a milestone
for the Indian Orthodox Church. And many of the Eastern Orthodox Media and faithful
remained unaware of this event. So, Orthodoxy Cognate PAGE, my organization took
the message to both families, and we played our part. It is a united effort to create a
common witness, to bring families of Churches together.
Seeking and creating a vision of united Orthodox Christian witness is an issue of
utmost priority in a world of Christian persecution by other religious fanatics and fundamentalists that is taking place very frequently. And you can see two bishops. One is
Patriarch Antonios of Eritrea who was the Canonical Patriarch of Eritrea, but has been
detained since 2007. The other one is Metropolitan Joan of Orchid. He is also detained.
But my concern is that many of the people in the Oriental Orthodox sector, as well as
Eastern Orthodox sector, do not have any idea about these people. If you tell to my
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people, the Oriental Orthodox community, if you come to India and tell about the Archbishop Joan, they will blink their eyes, they don’t know, because they are not informed
about this.
When these events remain unknown, people are least bothered on working or raising
their voice. We know several persecutions, but don’t you think that Orthodox persecutions
are undermined at times? And we have a duty as Mass Media, either written or print or
e-Media to take this message to the people, make them commence to work towards this.
Print and visual media are often biased at the atrocities extended to the Christian
community or obliterate the truth. Not always, but sometimes. I was talking to one of
my friends here from Finland. She said that in the Finnish Media they rarely speak about
persecution of Christians, that’s not interesting for them. This is where we have a scope
of building our Orthodox Media. If we have a presence worldwide, we can communicate
our concerns, make people think about that.
Taking the issues to the outer world and to different Orthodox communities who are
less informed. Information is very important, because information leads to knowledge
and knowledge leads to action, and action gives us result.
A united Orthodox voice against persecution and violation of rights for Christians in
the context of kidnapped Metropolitans and related events, any event that is just one
event, there are a lot of things happening. We need to create an alternative united Orthodox Media to defend our rights. What do the secular Media communicate and what
do we have to say to the world? Are we really communicating the voice of Orthodox
Christianity? This is the challenge.
The scope of enhancing Inter-Orthodox Witness. You can see three pictures there. You
can check out the middle one, that is a Greek document prepared by the Greek Church on
an Oriental Orthodox Conference in 1965. Only three documents exist. One is with Alexandrian Patriarchate, one is with the Archbishop of Africa, and the third one was gifted to
us when I visited Archbishop Petros. So, we have such documents, we have such past. But
this is not communicated to the present. So, we have a duty to communicate.
And you can see in the other picture a small gift which was sent to the Serbian Orthodox Church during the consecration of their Patriarch Irinej; one of our Bishops visited
the Consecration ceremony, and we sent a gift. The gift shows the old relation between
the two Churches. And fortunately, the Bishop pictured there is the Catholicos of the
East Geevarghese II plus one of the Serbian Bishops –I don’t know who he is. But the
Serbian Patriarch took this gift to his heart, and he was very sentimental. Because the
Serbian Bishop pictured in that gift was a person who was very close to the Serbian
Patriarch Irinej. So, what the world saw out there was a kind of historical connection
that existed between Churches. If we need, we can bring changes.
Focus on print Media – articles, news and events about common concerns of Orthodox Christianity. Do we write? Normally, we write our own concerns. I am from Indian
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Church, so I write about Indian Orthodox Church. No. What I feel is I need to write about
Serbians, I need to write about Coptic Orthodox Christians, I need to write about Ethiopian Orthodox Church. Because sometimes people ask me: “Why are you concerned
about my Church? Do your business”. I say “Kirill is my Patriarch, I see it like that, because he is my own family. This is the kind of attitude that we need to have, that’s what
I think. When a monastery is destroyed in Kosovo, I should feel the pain in my heart, that
this is my family being destroyed in Kosovo. If I don’t feel that, it’s a different story. Do
you really feel for your Orthodox brothers? This is a question.
And also the Travelujah Story. The Travelujah is one leading Travel Agency based in
Jerusalem. Once, their CEO contacted me and she asked me to prepare some documents
on Orthodox Christianity, because they are interested to learn more on Orthodox Christianity. I should have easily written details on Oriental Orthodox sector and published it.
But what did we do? I wrote on the traditions of both Churches, both Eastern Orthodox
and Oriental Orthodox, regarding the nativity, regarding the celebrations, regarding the
uniqueness. This is how we try to bring a change in the present world.
The United Orthodoxy in print Media. I have already mentioned it. But, at the same
time, we need to make sure that the secular Media is communicating the proper words.
For example, I would say, many of the Media used to print “Orthodox Mass was held
in so and so place”. We don’t have Mass, we have Divine Liturgy, right? Many times we
have to take care of this, we have to make sure. Are we using the authentic Orthodox
term in e- and print Media?
And you can see the pictures. His All Holiness Patriarch Bartholomew with Father
George – Father George is here, you can ask him; it was a blessed moment for us, Patriarch Bartholomew visited India in 2000, and Father George has already mentioned it.
And also, what is the scope of building a working alliance between all Orthodox Christian Mass Media? Because all individual local Churches have their own Mass Media,
their own TV Centers, their own e-print Media. But how can we correlate, how can we
connect, how can we network, so that we can share a lot of things to each other?
United Orthodox Mission work and Diaspora Movement. The challenge of creating a united Orthodox environment in Diaspora. I come from the Diaspora, because I am working in
Middle East. In the place where I live, I have different Orthodox Churches. I am telling this
of my own personal account. We have the Roman Catholic Church, we have the Protestant
Church, everyone is there. During the time of Nativity, Christmas, there is a huge carnival
of the Roman Catholic Church, a celebration for Nativity where a whole lot of people come
together, their cultures – there are Lebanese, there are Africans, there are Easterns, there
are Orientals, all of them come together and celebrate. At the same time, the Orthodox
Christians –we are 4 or 5 Churches nearby, but we don’t have a carnival like that, we don’t
get together like that, we are reserved to ourselves. Why should I go and write on them? I
am having a good relation with my sister Orthodox because they are not intervening in my
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jurisdiction, OK, I am happy. No. Because we are compromising the right of our generation
to know each other. Just imagine and think what you can do and what you can work on this.
We remain unexposed to our own brothers. We lose a great chance to know each other. At
least once in a time, we need to come together and drink coffee. We are here, many people
are here; we may not agree on certain things, we may not agree on certain other things, but
nothing will block you from coming and sitting here and having a smile.
Orthodoxy Utility projects. This is one project that we have created. Orthodox Christian Theological Seminaries, Institutes and Universities. This is the largest and biggest
on line. But if you access this website, you come to know what are the Orthodox Educational Institutions; even in Wikipedia we don’t have such a big list. So, we are helping
people to discover Orthodox Christianity through e-Media. You might have each individual Church have their own or the Eastern family will be creating their own Institutions,
list of Institutions; but this is a comprehensive list of Eastern and Oriental Orthodox
families. And we were also working on rediscovering the lost missions of Orthodox
Christianity in the Indian Sub-continent and in Sri Lanka. Many people think that there
was no Orthodox Christianity in Sri Lanka, but we do have; they had nearly 27 congregations there, but unfortunately we lost it.
The scope of social media to bring in a change and to create a sense of united Orthodox Witness. Because social media has given us an enormous stage, an enormous
area, chance to know each other. Even there is a lot of evangelism going through social
media. There are cases where people have talked, communicated and converted to our
faith. And it helps us to reach to individuals. Despite the challenges that we have in
social media, it has helped us a lot in coming together, in sharing ideas.
So, our challenge is transforming the virtual unity to physical unity. The virtual platform is to be transformed to the physical gathering, one-to-one platform, and it is a
dual role of Mass Media. Communicating to virtuality, at the same time helping the
virtuality to be real, physical.
United Orthodox Unity Cause. We all take part in ecumenical dialogues; we have a lot
of ecumenical activities going on. At the same time, are we really concerned about our
own rights? Because my Church is a living martyr of these problems. In the morning,
Mr. Valery Alexeev talked about the Uniatism. I totally agree with him, we have a lot
of challenges. In my country what happened was there is a Uniate group which tried
to grab the titles of the Orthodox Patriarch, the Orthodox Catholicos in India, and he
self-proclaimed as the true Orthodox, with the true Orthodox titles. We retaliated our
level best but we couldn’t get any help. We never compromise anything on the ecumenical dialogue, but most of the time we remain stripped of our rights and our concerns.
Creating a communal sense of belonging and identity. Reorienting ourselves for a united Orthodox media approach. So, this is the dream. You can see the details and picture
of all Orthodox primates. If you come and visit our website you can see; this is the only
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website featuring such a platform, a common platform for all Orthodox primates. This is
a dream that we are trying to work on. Can you work on this? Can you contribute in this?
Thoughts and reflections on United Orthodox Christian Witness. The coverage should
be global, it should be holistic, it should be inclusive and it should reach all people. The
coverage should be aimed at non-secular as well as secular readers. And also, we need
more Orthodox cinemas and presence in other Medias. Broader outlook, and absent
of personal agenda or intention. Because we have to serve selflessly. The scope of
developing Orthodox Christian journalism as a branch of study and occupation. United
Orthodox Christian presence in secular and other Orthodox media. The urge to respond
to the common challenges of Orthodoxy. Responsible approach to build a United Orthodox Witness through mass media. Sharing our cultures, faith, art and life. Communicating and orienting secular media for Orthodox Christian coverage. Scope for increased
apostolic visits and exchanges between both families of Churches with united media
coverage. Scope for inter-Orthodox educational programmes. Scope for inter-Orthodox
tourism and cultural activities. Extensive pan-Orthodox cooperation. Feel the power of
United Orthodoxy. It will be the most beautiful thing that we can do. It will change
the course of the world. The conciliar unification of the Orthodox world will definitely
change the course of the entire world. Can we work towards that? Invest your time,
money, charisma, enthusiasm and unconditional love for each other to bring a change.
The Orthodox Media should communicate and convince people to raise and take action.
United Orthodox media can work wonders bringing richness of faith and tradition of both
families to each other and to the outer world. When we come together on a common
platform, it will be a great opportunity for you to learn from each other the spirituality,
the richness, the tradition, the prayers. That will be fantastic. It can enlarge the horizons
of knowledge on our own brothers, accepting each other as they are, an agreement within
disagreement. And the Mass Media has an enormous role of creating virtual unity, the role
of helping people to come together, and can play the basic role of uniting our Churches.
And the Mass Media give us a new world of opportunities to think and to reflect.
Can we take this message back when we go back to our home? Can you take this
message with you? The United Orthodox platform. Not just through Mass Media. Can
we make it a reality? Because in 1959 His Holiness Patriarch Athinagoras received
Father Paul Varghese of India, the late Metropolitan of Delhi. And the Patriarch said:
“By the close of this year, we must achieve unity, we should not wait”. Now, it is 2014,
it is the 55th anniversary of this meeting. Can we take this message back and can we
work towards this? And are we focusing on what divide us and undermine what unite
us? Diversity is our strength and uniqueness. Let us make bridges of unity. Or do we
really prepare tall walls of separation? Let us work together. This is a call for us, a great
challenge for us. This is what Christ is looking.
Christ has risen and long live Orthodox Unity!
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Communication Rights, Ecumenical
and Inter-religious Dialogue
Mr. Philip Lee, World Association for Christian Communication,
Deputy Director of the Programmes and Editor of the international journal Media Development

The vision of the World Association for Christian Communication 1 (WACC), an international organization that promotes communication as a basic human right, is “Communication for ΑΙΙ”. Ecumenical by nature, WACC works with all those denied the right to
communicate because of status, identity, or gender. It advocates full access to information and communication, promotes open and diverse media, and seeks to advance
peace, greater understanding and justice.
WACC believes that creating meaning in common reflects the spiritual values at the
heart of human identity. Consequently, creating meaning in common is a journey that
Christians share with people of other faiths and none. It is a journey that sets out to
build relationships and a sense of connectedness.
Communication builds connectedness
Today’s globalized world is mired in multiple conflicts, ranging from ethnic and religious
tensions, to wide disparities between rich and poor, to the challenges of climate justice.
Contemporary media narratives, rooted in the conviction that polemic attracts bigger
audiences, tend to eχacerbate rather than assuage these tensions.
In today’s world, developing communication skills that flow from an understanding
of what all people have in common - their interconnectedness - is urgent. Building connectedness through communication affirms the uniqueness of each person and each
community: their faces, stories and experiences. Ιn this way “the other” is not merely a
set of sociological data, but a being who is valued and who deserves to be understood.
This implies giving ‘others” the space to be themselves, a space in which they are free
to say what they think provided it is not intended to harm or misinform. Connectedness
emphasizes human dignity, potential and creativity, as well as human vulnerability. It
persuades us to seek new forms of dialogue and action that transcend the boundaries
of religion and ideology and that empower persons and communities.
Communication that builds connectedness means establishing relationships of loving
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care with each other and the wider creation, acknowledging and taking responsibility
for humanity’s place within creation’s interdependent whole.
In 2005, the World Council of Churches held a conference titled “Critical Moment in
Interreligious Relations and Dialogue”. It was aimed at promoting debate about the significance of being in dialogue and at facilitating critical reflection on future directions.
The conference took the form of a bridge-building conversation between those who
focus on inter-religious dialogue and those who concentrate on social justice issues in
the midst of religious differences.
Calling for partnerships, alliances, interaction, and collaboration, His Holiness Catholicos Aram Ι identified the essential conditions for what he described as “credible
dialogue”. His Holiness outlined the following framework as a way of helping religions
take a coherent approach to crucial issues in the life of societies and a way of leading
towards healing and reconciliation. He said that:
• ΒΥ deepening knowledge of each other through inter-religious dialogue, we must
affirm, assess and respect the integrity and distinctiveness of each religion.
• Dialogue must be guided by a comprehensive approach and broader vision; at
the same time it must clearly spell out existing differences.
• If dialogue is to be credible, we must recognize its limits, its limitations, and its
risks.
• As an exchange of perspectives and experiences aimed at convergence, dialogue must take place in a concrete milieu and derive its agenda from its place
and be responsive to the particularities of that place.
• In dialogue we must not only talk with each other; we must listen to each other
in the spirit of belonging to a common humanity.
• Credible dialogue shapes and reshapes our attitude towards the other and enriches our identity in relation, not in opposition, to the other.
• Credible dialogue does not question the claims of other religions, nor does it
seek compromise. It enhances the common search for truth through awareness- building and education.
Recent thinking among communication experts and practitioners stresses the need
to reinvigorate the essential meaning of “to communicate”, understood as a process
of sharing, making common, and creating community. In other words, what might be
described as a conversational mode of communication that is not confined to providing
and imparting information, but in which people are listened to and have access to public
spaces where dialogue can take place.
Where does one learn such dialogue? ΒΥ and large, it is not taught in primary and
secondary schools. It may be an element of university education in the model of the tutorial, less so in the model of the debating club. And the mass media are not particularly
helpful, since traditional media structures have tended to be one-way and only recently
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have more interactive models appeared in the shape of digital platforms. Is genuine
dialogue taught in seminaries? It’s an open question.
And yet, when two ΟΓ more people experience a sense of common purpose and are
fully engaged with what is taking place and its potential for positive change - what
elsewhere might be described as being in communion - it is transformative. It becomes
the kind of engaged dialogue that is most democratic, in which everyone is listened to
and everyone takes part οπ an equal footing.
In this respect, ecumenical dialogue can be represented as a co-pilgrimage that must
remain open, fluid and dynamic. In other words, ecumenical dialogue is always οπ the
move, adapting to changing circumstances. Ι do not mean that it lacks substance or
depth, but that its resilience depends οn its ability to deepen knowledge, to celebrate
difference, to take risks, to listen, to seek truth, and to respond justly. But, in order for
ecumenical dialogue to become process, communication bridges must be set up where
there are none and warm encouragement given to people to cross them - people who
are concerned about issues of social justice and human dignity.
Ιn the New Testament, the Apostle Peter speaks of people as “living stones” and
exhorts them to let themselves “be built into a spiritual house” (1 Peter 2:5). Ι would
like to extend that metaphor to one of becoming “living bridges” constructed for the
purpose of ecumenical dialogue. These living bridges - people and communities intent
upοn communicating their understandings of oneness and solidarity – will connect the
world’s many different spiritual houses and allow everyone, no matter their race, gender, or religious belief, to meet, converse, and enrich one other.
Today’s communication technologies - digital platforms, community and social media
- offer a historically unparalleled opportunity to build bridges. People are able to tell
their own stories, to create understanding, and to exchange those stories and understandings rapidly and at relatively low cost.
Of course, there are problems. No technology comes without ideological strings attached and it was to be expected that digital media would raise many questions of
journalistic integrity, credibility and ethics. But there is still enormous potential for
communication technologies to help build bridges and to enhance social, cultural, and
ecumenical dialogue.
Communication for ΑΙΙ
In light of the above, and believing that communication embodies respect for the dignity, integrity, equality and freedom of all human beings and their communities, the World
Association for Christian Communication (WACC) recognizes communication rights as
underlying all other human rights.
Communication rights claim space in the public sphere for everyone to be able to engage in transparent, informed and democratic debate. They claim unfettered access to
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the information and knowledge essential to democracy, empowerment, responsible citizenship and mutual accountability. They claim political, social and cultural environments
that encourage the free exploration and exchange of creative ideas, knowledge and
cultural products. Finally, communication rights insist οπ the need to protect a diversity
of cultural identities that together enhance and enrich the common good.
The document Communication for ΑΙΙ: Sharing WACC’s Principles affirms the centrality
of communication - including mass, community and social media - to strengthening
human dignity and to promoting democratic values, social justice, and peace.2
It is the kind of communication identified by His ΑΙΙ Holiness, Bartholomew Ι, Archbishop of Constantinople, New Rome, and Ecumenical Patriarch in his address to the
17th Eurasian Economic Summit (4-6 February 2014) in Istanbul, Turkey: Communication that “draws people of diverse religious beliefs and differing cultural backgrounds
out of their isolation, preparing them for a process of mutual respect, understanding
and acceptance.”
His ΑΙΙ Holiness concluded that, “It is οµτ unswerving conviction that when we truly
desire this kind of encounter and communication and our hearts sincerely seek these,
then we will somehow find ways to coexist in spite of differences in our faiths and in
our cultures.”
Notes
1. http://waccglobal.org/home
2. http://waccglobal.org/who-we-are/our-organization/principles
Philip Lee joined the staff of the World Association for Christian Communication (www.
waccglobal.org) in 1975, where he is currently Deputy Director of Programs and Editor
of the international journal Media Development. His publications include The Democratization ΟΙ Communicαtion (ed.) (1995), Many Voices, One Vision: The Right to Communicαte
in Practice (ed.) (2004); Communicαting Peace: Entertaining Angels Unawares (ed.) (2008);
and Public Memorγ, Public Media, and the Politics of justice (ed.) (2012). In 2013 he was
conferred Doctor of Divinitγ (Honoris Causa) by the Academy of Ecumenical Indian Theology and Church Administration, Chennai, India.
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Worship in a secular environment.
Particularities of understanding
Archpriest Mikhail Dudko, Chief Editor of the “Orthodox Moscow” Newspaper

It is an open secret that these days even in the very Christian countries we are surrounded by a secular, irreligious society. People may call themselves Orthodox in spite
of not going to the Church, not following feasts, having no respect for religious holidays
and even not believing in God. Strictly speaking, such so called “Orthodox” are not the
members of the Church. They have just deluded themselves into calling themselves
Christians.
The objective of the Church is to make it possible and even desirable for the people to
fully participate in the church life. It is where a huge potential of our development lies.
The question is how to do it?
It seems to me that the issue of understanding should come first. Up to what extend
does the world understand us? How fully can we communicate the good news of Christianity, the Gospel, to the world which suffers from the information overload? It is an
especially burning issue for the mass media, church and secular press which publish on
the religious topic
To begin with, let’s consider key parameters of the society around us. It is crucial to
understand the key conditions of the environment where we have to act in order to select the levers ensuring protection of the individual identity and an adequate response
to external challenges and attract people.
The Russian secular society is often confused with an atheistic one. In fact, secularism is but a principle which holds that neither atheistic nor orthodox beliefs are to
define the state domestic and foreign politics.
As demonstrated the distinguished culture expert Michael Epstein in his book “Religion after atheism” there can be identified four different approaches to secularism.
The first and the second are as follows. You can be an atheistic secularist and a religious secularist if you do not accept the right of the state to intervene into the private
life, define which religious and antireligious beliefs are to be in favor, let’s say, at job
interviews, which scared symbols are allowed to be present in public space and so forth.
Among such Christians-secularists can be mentioned Sergey Avetitsev, Dmitry Li92
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hachev. Andrei Sakharov and Yuri Lotman are, in their turn, atheist-secularists.
In its turn, antisecularism can be present in two forms. First is religious fundamentalism which is usually connected with Islam due to the specific features of the religious
doctrine which implies no division between religious teaching and religious practice.
Yet, despite not emanating directly from the teaching of the Orthodox Church, fundamentalism can also be, if not so often, of Orthodox character.
Atheistic antisecularism is much more widely spread in Russia. It manifested itself not
a long time ago under state atheism which persecuted any dissent opinion.
Atheistic fundamentalism of such a kind also stands for no division between confession and domestic affairs. The majority of the Russian believers still bear in mind how
state atheism “ruined” their lives and the ones of their relatives, friends and acquaintances.
I, for one, was born in the family of a priest who twice – under the fierce Stalin regime
and the comparatively more moderate Brezhnev one - was sent to prison for preaching
the Gospel. Each time, however, he was accused of political crimes, not his beliefs.
This may be hard to believe but even charity, a part and parcel for Christians, was
strictly banned. An attempt to help those in sickness or the elderly could result in arrest
and conviction.
What was the most natural for those who bear in mind the Soviet past is to wish for
the state not to intervene into the church affairs, which, to put it another way, can de
described as religious secularism. The incumbent Patriarch of Moscow and all Russia
Kirill has repeatedly spoken about it.
So I see no tragedy in the fact that the Church is surrounded by the secular environment and that this is the right secularism which does not pursue to marginalize the
church and displace it to the margins of social life.
Let us proceed to the comprehension of the problem
The religious topic in Russia is comparatively new and it takes human some efforts to
process new material. Bluntly speaking, it «racks the brains». In opposite, if the event or
phenomenon is familiar to the subject which cognizes it, the comprehension comes with
almost no mental activity. Physiologists say that this kind of comprehension stands for
recollection, with embedded stereotypes coming to the fore.
Although for the last two decades the religious topic is not tabooed in the Russian
press it is still new and fresh.
However, two decades is a huge period with quite a lot of stereotypes having been
shaped. Many Russian colleagues encountered interlocutors who, in an attempt to discuss substantially the topic of religion, immediately came up with such questions as
“Why does your Patriarch have such an expensive watch” and “why do many priests
trade tobacco”, which makes the debates almost impossible.
Unlike such an approach, there exist enough people who treat the church and priests
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with respect and deem it obligatory to obey them unconditionally. The stereotype of
unconditional obedience only seems positive at the first glance. However, positive and
negative stereotypes alike deprive people of thinking capabilities. Such people become
the target for the abuse of the pseudo spiritual mentors, so called “young elders”.
Strange as it may seem, I would welcome that the church press and journalists writing
about religion shape such a stereotype. Yet, the stereotype must boil down to the habit
of thinking. Once you start talking religion, it is time to «rack your brain», reflect, think,
compare, analyze.
I would like to stress that you should not confuse sincere misunderstanding, where the
blame is on us, with the situation where nobody wants to understand us. Let me provide
you a couple of classic examples.
It is likely that all the participants, not only Russians, are aware of blasphemous
performance of the punk-group “Pussy Riot” in the church of Christ the Savior in the
centre of Moscow. During the trial, one actively debated what gives offence to religious
feelings and what does not.
It seems natural for believers to take offence when inside the cathedral, the sacred
place for them, a group of improper dressed young ladies are trying to seek attention by
shouting out anticlerical slogans in improper language to the improper music.
However, the group found a great deal of champions who held that under no way was
it possible to offend religious beliefs. The sacred space of the cathedral, designed for
worshipping the Lord, seemed these champions just the right place to express political
protest. “If I were a religious person – they say – I would not have been insulted”.
The backlash among believers – held the champions of the group – is but a mere
manifestation of hypocrisy which serves a leverage to expand the church space, the
common space where the Church claim legitimacy to issue laws and control the code
of behavior.
Prison sentences for the group members, harsh comments in the press by Church representatives, set up an environment where the issue of understanding was ultimately
put on a back burner. The reason for this is that comprehension is only possible when
there is a desire to understand.
Unfortunately, this negative environment has not been fully transformed and is to be
taken into consideration by each and everybody engaged into religious journalism.
To recap, I have to underline that when you bring a topic of worshiping to the press,
the main challenge is not to the rejection derived from misunderstanding of the language, idioms or ignorance of historical context. In the worst-case scenario, this is only
fraught with the lose of interest. What is a way more dangerous is the illusion which is
confined to statistics, sociology and a set of devout and scandal facts and which make
you believe that you understand the essence of ecclesiastical life.
This not only hinders the true comprehension of the essence of the church, but, most
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importantly, diverts a person from the way to his or her personal holiness mentioned
by the prelate of Moscow Pillared (Drozdov). «If you live with no effort and no hope for
becoming a saint, you are Christian only by name, not in essence, - said the prelate.
Without holiness nobody will see the Lord or, to put it in other way, will find salvation”.
Indeed, it is the objective of the church press to create conditions for such an understanding. We need to make the image of the church associated with the habit of
thinking rather than following stereotypes and, most importantly, be active in seeking
salvation.
Features characteristic to worshiping these days.
Experience of the Soviet atheism.
Worshiping per se is a private matter and needs no advertising. It is crucial to tell it
from the mission which is public by definition, with attracting new adherents as the
main objective.
Comparatively recently worshiping was characterized by seclusion and privacy even in
those cases when a lot of believers attended the service. Worshiping was not and must
not be the event of the public life, not to transcend the temple walls.
This is hard to believe but even such a natural for Christians practice as charity was
under a strict ban. An attempt to help, in the Christian manner, the elderly and those in
sickness could end up with an arrest and imprisonment.
Today worshipping comes out of temples. It became public. His Holiness the Patriarch
Kirill and his predecessor Patriarch Alexei repeatedly stressed the need to come out of
temples.
This, by the way, resonates with one of the recent interviews by the Patriarch Alexei
II “We can no more confine ourselves to the church fence, it is a must to come to the
public sermon”.
It is not a long time ago since I had to closely so-operate with secular journalists by
virtue of office in the Moscow Patriarch’s department of external relations.
Mission is not the objective of the secular press. Although the value of creed, crucial
for church members, is not questioned by secular journalists, it lies beyond their value
system. Any journalist needs in his job to attract attention, boost circulation, shape an
image of truth fighter. The cause of the protection and popularization of the church and
Christian apologetics only matters for a church journalist.
A classic example: a secular journalist calls me to find out whether we consider as
schism the fact that one of the former Soviet republic brought to the floor the question
about ecclesiastical independence from Moscow. The answer is as follows: such a desire
per ser is not crime. There is a churсh mechanism, a set of procedures allowing a part of
the church to become independent, autocephalous. Only self-proclaimed independence
that is an illegal church separatism can be called a schism. That is to say it is not a
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schism yet. This journalist thanks me and the next day issues the article titled “schism”
to describe the mentioned situation. This journalist thanks me and the next day he issues an article titled “schism” describing the situation mentioned above.
Unfortunately, such cases abound.
Features of the modern secularism. How they influence communication.
Worshiping in the mass media: church and secular press. Differences and common
features.
It is crystal clear that secular and confession press differ significantly in their approaches to the coverage of the church life, religious rites, actions connected with religious holidays and events. Target audience, i.e. readers, come first. Whereas the readers
of the confession press are mostly religious or sympathizing the church, in case of the
secular press the situation is more complicated. From the one hand, according to opinion polls, up to 80 percent of the Russian population considers itself Orthodox. On the
other hand, this does not prevent them from being skeptical about the real church life
and taking no part in it, being ignorant of service rules, ecclesiology, theology and social
church doctrines.
For these reasons the issues covered by the secular press writing about the church
and the church press are different in principle. The former tends to see no crucial difference between religious journalism and, say, economic, cultural and political journalism,
by ignoring mystical and sacred essence of the subject.
The latter misses the fact that their readers do not live in the monastery and among
the laity the most habitual forms to get the message through is similar to those of the
secular press. An attempt to change the format to adapt to the church topics encounters
misunderstanding, boredom and, as a result, readers lose interests and unsubscribe.
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Media, modern world and worship
Fr. Jivko Panev, Associate Professor in Canon Law and History of Local Churches,
St. Sergius Orthodox Theological Institute, Director of French Web portal Orthodoxie.com

Your eminences, your excellences, dear Fathers, Brothers and Sisters, Ladies and Gentlemen!
First of all allow me to express my gratitude to the supervisors of this conference for
inviting me here as one responsible for the site Orthodoxie.com, which has been serving
for nearly ten years the Orthodox Church in its activity among Francophones. Founded
in 2005 by Christophe Levalois (a priest in Paris, a journalist by profession, as myself)
our site issues more than 11000 articles and notes, translated from seven languages
(English, Russian, Greek, Romanian, Serbian, Bulgarian and Arabic) and 350 videos (reports, interviews, - among them by such persons as the Patriarch of Russia, the Patriarch of Georgia, Mgr Stephan of Tallinn and other Orthodox personalities), materials of
conferences and concerts. Our issues are broadcasted by major mass media of France
and the world at large (AFP, La Croix, Reuters, Interfax, Ziarul Lumina). We are also the
privileged partners of the French Catholic TV KTO and radio Notre – Dame. For further
development of our informational activity we opened in 2012- Orthodox books Saloon,
which conducted its second exposition on the 25 and 26th of April this year in the partnership with Mutuelle Saint-Christophe assurance company; then also expositions in
publishing house of Cerf and in the bookshop of La Procure de Paris.
One of the results of our activity is the publication of the book by Father Christophe
Levalois Prendre soin de l,autre (To care of another The Christian vision of communication), issued in the collection of «Orthodoxy» (publishing house Cerf), which I edited
together with Dominican Father Hyacinth Destivelle. In the opinion of French Orthodox
theologian Jean-Francois Colosimo this book is «the element of novelty, the unprecedented panorama in which most vital questions are discussed. It is notable that this
book is already translated into Italian and is undoubtedly worthy of being translated
into other languages.
The title of my report is «Media, Modern World and Worship» may indeed seem to be too
ambitious because of the depth and complication of its subject matter, and also because
other speakers may present more vividly other aspects of the problem under discussion.
The main issue, upon which I am going to dwell in the manner of rising questions rath97
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er than giving final answers, is - what are Orthodox mass media in the modern world?
But first I will try to outline the essence of the modern world, which in its utmost
development is presented in the western societies, which, in their turn, consider themselves as the universal model of human community; then I will comment upon the
Orthodox mass media in the modern world. And also how these media may serve the
Orthodox Church.
The world of today, which is sometimes called the postmodern one, is characterized,
first of all, by the new attitude towards the notion of time. We witness great change in
perception of time and place; premodern generations relied upon tradition, while the
contemporary people have lost former grounds, they rely only upon present moment.
The era of Prometeus is over, we are now in the time of Dionisus. The main values of
the past (such as the idea of progress, labor and ratio) are substituted by other values,
- among them: present moment, creativity, imagination and other popular totems. It
seems that we are no more than ordinary items in the notebooks, musical bands, chat
rom, reality show, esthetic codes, tattoo - all of that marks the great change. The only
thing of importance (for the world today) is that what is seen HERE and NOW, and this
is MY TRUTH equal to the truths of others.
Most characteristic for the postmodern world is the following change: the search for
the Upper Truth, which was the highest Value in premodern world, is now substituted
by other values, such as: the cult of the Present, the desire of well-being; good management of emotional sphere, both intimate and professional. This transformation is most
characteristic of the present world. The intensity of life is concentrated in the present
moment, both in personal and professional affairs. And so the key word now is «to live
in the present moment». As a result, life becomes «liquid», as states Polish philosopher
Zigmund Bauman: life is an incessant flow of movement and speed, the triumph of consumption. The young people do not anymore project themselves into the future.
They live only for the present instant, which is defined by the French historian Francois Hertog as «presentism». They live in the Present moment, which is simultaneously
euphoric and tragic.
The second characteristic feature of postmodernism is the desintegration of individual. The human being is split the same way as society is split into fragments, groups,
communes. The human being is placed between opposite entities: «a banker in the day
time, a raver in the evening», «a business lady in the morning, a perfect housewife in the
evening». A person is not a separate atom, and does not exclude multiidentification, he
sometimes tends to what is defined as «nomadism» by Michel Maffesoli and connected
to the notion of community. In his book «Notes of Postmodernism» M. Maffesoly justly
states that communication as such and the process of interrelations, supported by mass
media, stimulate the dynamics of social intensity among people, on the Earth at large
and in everything that surrounds them. Communication and, to be precise, new media
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become the sign of identification, besides being a sacred element, which forms communities and promotes their vital existence. In short, it is the main structural element
of postmodernity.
At last, postmodernism means new type of social and economic relations between the
partners. Thus, effectiveness replaces legitimacy; management replaces politics; direct
control plays the role of property. Human action is reduced to the mode of adaptative
behavior; human thought is dominated by the consideration of profit and risks; human
relations are modified by the rules of competition and rivalry. Mass media obey the law
of fashion, they function in the manner of some show or performance and are estimated by the scale of entertainment.
The era of post modernity is marked by the loss of great stories.
Their place is occupied by various advertisements, whose language mostly fulfils social needs.
In this disillusioned world, disintegrated and «liquid», where people desperately seek
- again and again - their unique EGO, - Christians are called, as always, to appeal to all
nations to be Baptized in the Name of Father and Son and Saint Spirit.
In view of whatever were said about the current world, mass media the most adapted
for interaction with that world, as we had described it, are those, which cover different
platforms and Internet services: websites, blogs, forums, discussion groups, Facebook.
As we all know, Internet with its immediacy, capability to build relations quickly, without
the medium of whatever authority, and thus it creates impression of the creation of real
communities. The future of communications belongs to Internet starting today.
Since 2010 in USA Internet is used as the source of information more often than
printed press, according to Pew Research Center. According to the same source, in
2013, 63% of Americans view online video. The study by Forrester Research, published
in May 2011 and titled «Understanding the changing needs of the European online
consumer» showed, among other things, that young Europeans in the age of 16 – 24
spent 13.6 hours on an average per week on the Internet against 10.5 hours in front of
TV. We have the same situation in France! Thus, according to one study, in 2012, French
teenagers (13-19 years) spend more time on the Internet than in front of TV, to be
precise they spent 12 hours 20 minutes per week on the Internet, as against 11 hours
30 minutes in front of TV and 5 hours 30 minutes listening to the radio. (10) The same
tendency is observed in the rest of the world: «Just like in the US, online adults in Asia
Pacific spend a lot of time online – from 13 hours a week for Japanese online adults to
21 for online metropolitan Indians».
Although we agree with Mgr Elpidophoros Lambriniadis, who in his speech «communications and technologies», delivered at the 2nd Youth Congress in Istanbul, organized
by Ecumenical Patriarchate in July 11 – 16, 2007, noted that this contribution of digital
technologies cannot replace direct and specific contact, manifested in «natural com99
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munications», where all feelings of a man take part and which allows «face-to-face
communication». Therefore the understanding, as reminded by item 15 of «Conclusion»
of the above-specified congress, is required: «In the age of communications and information society, Christians are called to use with care and trust all the possibilities,
provided by the new technologies for propagation of the New Testament word, always
striving to turn impersonal trajectories and forms of contact into the opportunity for
face-to-face communication and mutual enrichment. In the chaos of information, the
New Testament of Incarnate Word of God, […] invites us to the life of true face-to-face
communication, which alone can satisfy the spontaneous requirement of man to enter
into communications with other people, which is always welcomed by the presence of
Triune God».
In any case, Internet is the digital Agora, where the Christian messages shall sound
today. Being a «cross-media» platform, Internet gives the opportunity to combine different methods: audio, video and text communication with the world. This predicative
communication, although it passes through these new mass media, has three tenses,
the same as from the times of origins of Christianity.
The first is to inform, viz. kerygmatic dimension of evangelical communications. To inform both the Christians and Non-Christians what is Church, what happens in a Church.
To inform well is none other than interpretation of events, and this shall be made on an
impartial basis (check sources), with responsibility (be aware that information obligates
the church as well as the informer) and constructively (information shall offer pastoral
vision and be part of redemptive history, since Truth alone saves). Another aspect of
this information is the language, used in Orthodox mass media. We share the analysis
of Antoine Niviere, university teacher and chief editor of the Orthodox Press Service
(SOP) in France, delivered in his speech titled “Orthodox Ethos and ethics in journalism”
at the International Conference in Volos, Greece in May 1999: «Messages and official
speeches or even press releases of the church bodies are still quite often written in
rhetorical style, using stylistic and lexical forms, which do not touch the modern reader,
who is always in a hurry, lover of simplicity». This is especially true for online records.
The second aspect of orthodox communications is the «didascalic» dimension; the
first, kerygmatic dimension was there to announce and inform, and the second consists
of awareness and training. Access to digital information can be created or provided
through computer and Internet connection, through search engines, hyperlinks, and domain names to databases, web sites, blogs, by providing all patristic texts, liturgical
and pastoral texts, and audio and video podcasts of sermons and lectures. Sometimes
the websites are the result of individual initiatives of ordinary believers or clergy, who
voluntarily invest their time and skills; sometimes it is part of communication policy
in formative structure. In this context I should commend the faculties and theological
institutes of Russian Orthodox Church, which made sustained efforts for sending on100
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line wealth of Orthodox teachings not only in Russian. We can give the example of the
website of Moscow Ecclesiastical Academy Bogoslov.ru, which publishes articles also in
Greek, German, English and Spanish languages. The example given also reminds us of
the financial aspect of communications. Financial resources are similarly required for
effective and stable communications. If in the countries with orthodox traditions the
local churches have finances required for creating institutional websites and payment
to journalists and video operators, the situation is different in countries of non-orthodox tradition. Allow me to give our example; whatever we host online since 2005 is the
product of voluntary work of Father Christopher Levalois, your humble narrator (self),
and two employees. We do not get any assistance or grants; neither from the church
authorities, nor from civil authorities in France and abroad. We implemented online
subscription of some articles and video systems, but the number of subscribers is insufficient for further development of our activity. The Orthodox Internet users of France,
and probably all Internet users as well, do not understand that this work has its price
and free Internet is a mirage. Therefore, we are in search of solution.
The third dimension of Orthodox communications is the dimension of connection in
communications, creation of communities or simply «ecclésiation». The personal blogs
with possibility of placing commentaries, announcements there, Facebook, Twitter, forums and discussions are channels of these communications. The Orthodox Christians
are present there, but their presence shall be well advised and responsible. In our opinion, it is required to train orthodox «community managers», who shall ensure exchange
in accordance with Church ethics and principles.
In conclusion, I quote a piece out of the book by Father Christopher Levalois «This is
based on primary intention, arising from everyone’s heart. This shall lead to cognizance
of the other person, not for pulling him over to self, but for construction of the true
«we», by sharing what each has. Thus each gets assistance so as to enter in his turn into
this transfer, which is simultaneously acceptance and transfer, from The One, Who is
True Life, or continue to grow in Him and for Him (1 In 1, 3).. It is important to take care
about another for this purpose. The main idea is decisive and transformative action.
Communication shall then become, as a minimum, striving for association, thus striving
for achieving the common etymological basis of these two terms. It is completely executed in the face to face relations from person to person».
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Worship through Radio
and Unity in Facebook
Ms. Vlada Wahlstén, Chief Communication Officer of the Orthodox Church in Finland

Reverend Fathers, Brothers and Sisters in Christ,
I am Vlada Wahlstén, chief communication officer of the Orthodox Church in Finland and
I am really grateful that I have the honor to participate in this conference because the
theme is very important for us and we have a lot to learn in Finland in this particular area.
When I was asked to hold a speech on the theme “Information - Worship– Unity”, the
first impression for me was that this is how it should be: We provide information to our
parishioners and society, and through information we call people to worship and unite
in Church. This is our mission. It is often said that one of the most important part in our
church are worship and services.
The title of my speech is somehow provocative, maybe. It is called “Worship through
media and unity in Facebook”. Do I really mean that? In Finland, parishioners take part in
worship only through radio and unite in social media? Of course not, even though people
have feared that could happen during the last decades. I want to bring the old and the new
media together and show how they collaborate and how social media support the role of
Church. So, my approach will be very practical, not that theoretical.
A few words about my work, what I am doing in the Orthodox Church in Finland.
I am working part-time in the Orthodox Church in Finland and in the Orthodox Parish of
Helsinki. I perform website maintenance, including updating social networks, such as for
example Facebook, and planning the presence of the Church in the Social media. I am also
Contact person for Radio and TV services and programmes.
My responsibility is also to inform Mass Media on important events, what is happening
in our country in Orthodox Church.
I have marked that one of the most important part of our communication are the Radio
Services broadcasted by YLE, the Finland’s national public service broadcasting company.
The reason for this lay in our context in Finland, in the Finnish society and the role of the
Orthodox Church in it.
Now, a few words about the Orthodox Church in Finland. Of course many of you are
probably very familiar with it already.
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Orthodoxy in Finland is in quite different situation than, for example, in Greece or in
Russia. We are minority church with about 60.000 members: it is approximately 1 % of
the population of Finland. The Finnish Orthodox Church is the second national church in
Finland alongside the Evangelical Lutheran Church, and so our parishes have the right to
levy taxes. Today our church is divided into about 24 parishes and the center of our church
is located in Kuopio, and the biggest parish is in Helsinki, so it is in a way also the center
of our Church.
Finland is quite sparsely populated. More than one third of the parishioners live in the
area of Helsinki and about half (which is more than 30.000) live in the diocese of Helsinki.
Even though we have more than 24 Orthodox parishes and a large number of Churches,
there are quite many areas, especially in the Western and Northern part of Finland, where
people don´t have Orthodox Church nearby. And especially for those people it is not easy
to attend services such as Sunday Liturgy. Especially for those people, it is very important
to have services broadcasted on Radio and Internet.
So, luckily, even though we are minority church, we have quite good situation considering the media and the modern society. Because we are one of the national churches, we
have legal rights.
It has been stated that public service programming shall in particular:
- support democracy and everyone’s opportunity to participate by providing a wide variety of information, opinions and debates as well as opportunities to interact, and also
- support tolerance and multiculturalism and provide programming for minority and
special groups.
Public broadcasting company YLE has broadcasted our Orthodox Services since 1931.
Radio was established about 10 years before that in Finland. First, we had only five broadcasted services, later ten and now we have about thirty radio broadcasted services in a
year and we additionally we also have services broadcasted on TV. Additionally, we also
have about same amount of radio morning and evening devotions. This is quite large
amount of broadcasted services for a minority church like us.
In the 1930´s there was some fear that radio broadcasted services would drag people
away from church: if you can listen to the holy Liturgy at your home, you don´t have to go
to the Church. Also, there was fear that, because of the Radio, the Holiness and Sanctity
will disappear from the Services: People can listen to the Liturgy while they are eating or
even smoking.
But today we can see that those fears didn’t become true. We have still about the same
amount of people attending to the Services. Even passive members of the Church and
other people have an opportunity to get familiar with Orthodox Church and Services by
the Radio or Television. The services are also broadcasted by the Internet and they can be
listened or viewed afterwards by the Internet YLE´s webpage “Arena”.
Actually, I have marked that in opposite, broadcasted services are calling people to
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come to the church and they are uniting people. For example, in Helsinki we have quite
an interesting family that had become member of our Orthodox Church a few years ago.
Their daughter, who was approximately, if I remember correctly, maybe 5 years old, was
watching television on a Sunday, and there was a Sunday liturgy coming at that time.
And she said to her parents “this is so beautiful, why aren’t we there? I want to go to the
church”. So this little girl brought her whole family to the Orthodox Church. So, it is very
important that radio really can in a way or also unite people.
And actually, there is a new and interesting trend: people who attend the Sunday services, want additionally to listen to the Radio broadcasted Service afterward while they are,
for example, working. You can see the meaning of the Radio Services only when something goes wrong: For example this year’s Easter Service was downloaded to the Internet
only on the Bright Tuesday – many people were worried and disappointed because they
couldn’t listen to the Holy Easter Liturgy during Sunday and Monday – it is an important
part of their Easter traditions. This is something that our archbishop of Karelia and all
Finland Leo and metropolitan of Helsinki Ambrosius have always marked and understood
– the meaning of these Services to thousands of people. Metropolitan Ambrosius also is
a member of the supervising committee of radio services, which is very important for us.
The Unity in our Church is now revealing itself especially in social media but also
through Radio Services. People want to share the Services through Facebook, which is
also familiar for you.
Communication professor Leif Åberg from the University of Helsinki has told many
times that one of the most important aspects and functions in communication, and especially in the organizational communication, will be Unity: Media is supposed to tell stories
that make people feel like they were united. People and also organizations should create
the meaning for “Us”, the spirit and understanding of who we are. This is close to the
word “Identity”.
The secretary of the metropolitan of Helsinki, Michael Hjälm, has stated: “We will vanish, unless we create strong Orthodox Identity”. He meant especially the young generation
of Orthodox people in Finland. Social media has an important role in that mission. Today,
our Orthodox Church is particularly active in Facebook – it is the media that young people
and even old people are actively using in Finland. We have created Facebook page “Orthodox in Finland” and it has been popular forum since the end of 2012. But is the unity
performed and seen on the Facebook page and is it strengthening the Orthodox Identity?
For our communication team, it seems like we don´t have some important event if we
don´t tell about it in Facebook. So, it is also getting quite ironic in that way. It has been
important media to share information, stories and important links. Also there is place for
discussion and questions.
But there are many challenges in this type of media.
Nowadays people gather Information from Internet, they can worship through Radio
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and unite in Facebook. So, what is the future of our Orthodox Church in Finland? That is
something that cannot be answered but is worth discussion.
Here are some challenges I would like to bring up. In information, there is an important
question of validity and objectivity. Social Media are creating their own Orthodox websites, “web magazines”, blogs and news offices, that have nothing to do with the official
Orthodox Church and there is no guarantee that the information is valid. Of course it
can be valid, but sometimes I feel we have problems with this type of questions. Another
question is about the speed of the information: Should Church tell about everything and
how fast? Because we cannot compete with the Mass Media.
And also I would like to add here that also we have this kind of global challenge, because
we don’t have that many resources in our communication field in Orthodox Church in Finland. We cannot tell about everything for example in English or in Russian language. And
our Church is very multicultural. So, it’s not enough if we tell about some event in Finnish.
Also, I would like to add here that we have sometimes problem with the Finnish Mass
Media. Luckily, we are minority church, so if they have some kind of questions, they usually
ask the Lutheran Church of Finland. So, in a way, we get away with many maybe difficult
situations for us. But, on the other hand, Finnish Media think that we are some kind of curiosity, because we are minority church. They only know actually that we celebrate Easter
and we have beautiful services, but that’s it. For example, last year, in 2013, when Patriarch Bartholomew visited Finland, we sent many-many press releases, and only like a few
Media actually wrote news about it. And we were so disappointed. Why was it happening?
And later we understood that Finnish Media do not know who Patriarch Bartholomew is,
they are not familiar with him. So, this is a big challenge for us, to tell about Orthodox
Church.
When everything is happening through media, should the services be streamed to Internet and should all the services be somehow photographed? And at the end: What is Unity?
In the Church we understand Unity as the commitment Church has given to Christ: “I in
them and you in me, that they may become perfectly one, so that the world may know that
you sent me and loved them as you loved me.”
Is everything we are doing by media really helping the church to fulfill its holy mission
in the modern society? That is the most important question we are asking ourselves, especially now, when we are updating our communication strategy in the Orthodox Church
of Finland. And at the end, we should remember, as a communication specialist from our
Orthodox Church, deacon Heikki Korhonen, has stated, in fact communication is still failing in its mission, anyhow; because there are still so many people, who are not members
of our church and haven’t even heard from us and the Holy Gospel.
So, in that way, we have a lot of work to do.
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Preaching and Worshipping
in the Information Society.
Prophet Jonah and the Way
of the Magi
Mr. Sergei Chapnin, Chief Editor of the journal of the Moscow Patriarchate

The conference that has gathered us here is without doubt a historical event. In May 2014,
representatives of various local Orthodox Churches have met for the first time to share
their experience and discuss the problems that the Church encounters while preaching in
the context of information society. No, this is not a mistake – it is indeed the first time we
meet, since the last gathering of Orthodox journalists took place 15 years ago when there
were no social networks or multimedia formats and when most of the Orthodox Churches
had neither the experience of online presence nor even any information departments or
press offices to gain it.
I am grateful to the organizers of this conference, the Interparliamentary Assembly on
Orthodoxy, for inviting me and especially for letting me be the last one to speak. I will allow
myself a short digression and share with you my vision of what has been and what has not
been achieved within the given theme’s framework.
Firstly, I see a great desire on the part of participants to discuss the issues under consideration not only in the form of reports and short Q&A sessions, but also in the form of presentations and roundtable discussions, i.e. formats that are aimed on dialogue and sharing. I
hope that we will be able to continue our discussion.
However, it is with sadness and distress that I must note that we are considering Church
and media issues today from a deeply and I would even say hopelessly secular perspective.
The language of information society is used by the laity, clergy and episcopate to describe
our activities without any attempt to adapt it to the Church context or reflect on the reality
of the information society in the light of the Church teaching and practice.
Are we able to right this wrong? Being an optimist I am ready to say ‘yes’, but only if we
invest special efforts into developing such theological disciplines as theology of image[1],
theology of communication[2] and theological aesthetics[3].
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The world as we know it differs significantly from the world that was inhabited by many
generations of our ancestors. However, it is even more crucial to understand that our world
differs markedly from the world in which the tradition of the Church and the Christian culture in their broad sense were formed and developed.
Onrush of various technologies in the late 20th century has drastically changed our lifestyle and worldview. Home appliances have freed us from daily chores that used to take so
much strength and time over the history. We have lots of free time to communicate. And,
in response to our communication needs, new information technologies gave us means to
send instant messages to virtually any place in the world, to form and manage our circles
of contacts in social networks, to communicate anonymously or pseudonymously. All this is
very important, but it is not the key point.
The worldview of our contemporaries is formed not so much by personal communication
as by the information obtained in the course of indirect, media communication. This has
its benefits and drawbacks. However, the key problem that modern society faces but is not
aware of yet is the domination of theoretical knowledge over practical skills. The world perceived through the lens of media becomes fragmented, clipped. Emotions and ideological
attitudes become the absolute measure for the evaluation of events. Moral component is
usually ignored. Unprecedented ways to manipulate human conscience emerge. Christian
values are shelved.
These are not merely philosophical problems. It is equally crucial to reflect on their theological, pastoral and practical implications.
By now there is more than one generation of people who know a lot: how a nuclear plant
works, which songs made it to the tops of the charts last month, what was mentioned in the
recent statement of the U.S. Department of State and which zoo welcomed newborn koala
bears to the world yesterday…
However, our fellow human beings have more and more problems with showing compassion and love or helping their neighbours.
News, especially TV news, account for these changes in no small measure. It is much
easier to show events than to analyse or comment. In journalistic terms, a growing tree is
incomparably harder to ‘cover’ than a tree uprooted by a hurricane. One needs special skills
to see the event in its context, to observe an emotional upsurge and a deep feeling, to discern facts from comments.
News radically accentuate the key problems of Christian apologetics. According to the
news, the world consists only of wars, calamities, crime, political and social conflicts. Such
picture pulls the carpet from under the viewers and makes preaching the Divine love manifested in history an enormously difficult task.
News in their essence are a telling illustration of the Lord’s words from the Gospel of
Matthew: You will hear of wars and rumours of wars, but see to it that you are not alarmed. Such
things must happen, but the end is still to come. Nation will rise against nation and kingdom
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against kingdom. There will be famines and earthquakes in various places. (…) Because of the
increase of wickedness, the love of most will grow cold (Mt 24,6-7.12; NIV).
Eschatological character of TV news is amplified by their hourly repetition. Our contemporary doesn’t read the Scriptures every day, or listen to a good sermon every week, but he
or she sees a catastrophe, a tragedy or a crime presented as the main news of the day. As
a result, the world seems to be more frightening and dangerous than it really is. Beauty of
the world vanishes from the news. And by beauty I mean not an aesthetical category (from
that perspective TV does more than enough to set or even impose trends and preferences
on us) but one of the key notions of Christian theology, beauty that inspires us to long for
our Creator.
One of the most respected American journalists, Tom Fenton, claims that news media
focused on entertaining instead of educating is not just irresponsible but truly dangerous.
As an example, I can share a story of how information delivered by the ‘entertaining news’
affects our church life. Some years ago, on the first day of Lent, NTV channel in Russia aired
yet another spot of what has become a traditional series, ‘Lent time has arrived for Orthodox natives’. This spot featured some infographics on what foods fasting believers cut back
at this time of the year: here’s a slab of meat, and now you see it crossed with red lines.
Here are dairy products, and here they are crossed as well. Eggs follow suit. And then we see
carrots and tomatoes – again forbidden. Before I even had the time to raise my eyebrows,
the narrator explained: carrots and tomatoes are banned for being red, which is the colour of
Christ’s blood. At that moment, I could only give a hearty laugh at this naïve but provocative
dilettantism of the news writer.
However, this was not the end of the story. Couple of weeks later I delivered a lecture several hundreds of miles away from Moscow and witnessed an interesting discussion between
two priests. While they were sharing their pastoral experience, one of them said: “You know,
this year for the first time ever I heard people confessing eating carrots and tomatoes during Lent. And I have absolutely no idea where this comes from.” The other reverend, being
no less surprised, denied ever hearing anything similar or having any clue as to the origin
of this phenomenon. Had I not seen that news spot, I would have been as puzzled as those
fathers. Fortunately, I could explain it all: those old ladies must have watched NTV. And since
their habit of trusting what is said by The Box dates back to the Soviet times, it was hard
for them to believe that the newsmen were even less competent when it came to Church
rules than they were. However, the problem remains: any televised word, as irresponsible as
it may be, can influence Church practices.
In the information society, we find ourselves more alienated from the real world than ever.
In its biblical sense, the word to know means to communicate. Yet, impersonal information
on the world situation or even other people’s suffering does not make us look for ways of
communion, but rather turns us into outside observers. This bystander behaviour stops us
of from experiencing the presence and action of the incarnate Love of God in the modern
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world.
Media policy to air bad news that would entertain the viewers has brought about not
only the devaluation of words, but also the depreciation of the conventional visual images.
They are increasingly becoming mere tools to describe or illustrate the events, clichés that
support propaganda and ideologies. They do not help to understand or comprehend the
present. As Jean Baudrillard once said, we live in a world where there is more and more
information, and less and less meaning [4].
I will illustrate my point by comparing two images: Descent into Hell / Resurrection
of Christ fresco from the Church of the Holy Saviour in Chora, Istanbul, dating from the
13th century, and a caricature on the Resurrection of Christ by a contemporary painter. Over
the course of history faith has been perceived as an action that presupposes your active
involvement, participation, collaboration between God and man. The 13th century fresco
shows this in an incredibly expressive manner: the Lord reaches out to Adam – and through
him to the whole humankind, and Adam responds to the call of the Saviour by putting his
hand into the Lord’s hand. Today however even such an important event as the Resurrection
of Christ does not evoke the desire to partake. Present-day humans easily settle for external
observations – they opt for the role of bystander.
Unfortunately, the Orthodox Church could not help giving in to the bystander temptation and organised its life and activity based on the model provided by large corporations.
Instead of theological reflection on modern world challenges, the Church chose to concentrate its information activity on PR. It not only agreed to replace the words and ideas of the
Gospel with ultimately secular notions of ‘spiritual and moral revival’ or ‘traditional values’,
but also adopted the technique of conscience manipulation.
Such substitution would work successfully only if the message and core of what the
Church preaches is no longer a living faith but an ideology comprising of concepts, rules and
relevant practices serving as goods for marketing and promotion.
Reversing the momentum will require a lot from our side.
Prophet Jonah
Yet, the word of God is living and active. Sharper than any double-edged sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart (Heb 4,12; NIV).
When ten years ago, in 2004, I was involved in preparing and conducting the first Faith
and Word festival of Orthodox media, the organisers faced a dilemma: whom to choose as
the patron saint of the event. And the choice that was made may come as a surprise at first.
It was Prophet Jonah.
Each Orthodox Christian is familiar with the story of miraculous rescue of Jonah from the
whale’s belly. This powerful image, being a pre-image of Christ’s Resurrection, is used by
Christ Himself (e.g., in Mt 12,39 or Lk 11,30-32). The Lord Jesus Christ rose from ‘the belly of
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hell’ just as Jonah went out of ‘the belly of the fish’. That is exactly why we were reading the
Book of Jonah recently, at the Vespers of Holy Saturday. The same image firmly established
itself in the Orthodox hymnography.
However, I would like to draw our attention to another aspect of the story of Prophet
Jonah, which perhaps would be of great importance to those connected or dealing with
the media. “Jonah is a wonderful example of how the cooperation between God and man
in preaching the Word can be creative, intense and even dramatic. The prophet is called to
announce the Word of God to the people, yet he is no passive or will-less medium. He is to
be a conscious participant in the act of preaching through whose mind and heart the Word
passes on the way to others. At the same time, this is not the only thing God is expecting.
Or, in other words, He is ready for more than just that. He endures human feebleness and
resistance so that the Word of God would become entirely the Word of Man”[5]. Similarly,
the Old Testament prophets were preparing the World to welcome the New Covenant, the
Word that became flesh (Jn 1,14).
Jonah’s story gives us an image of serving the Word. The Word is difficult, hard to grasp,
it makes you want to run away from carrying its burden (and our emblem showed Jonah exactly this way – carrying a heavy load). However, neither can you throw it out of your heart
or blow out its flame.
It is noteworthy that Prophet Jonah did not remain the Faith and Word festival’s patron for
long. When in 2010 the responsibility for the festival was taken away from the journalists
(editorial team of The Church Messenger newspaper) and given to the PR team and officials
of the Church (the Synodal Information Department of the Moscow Patriarchate), changing
Prophet Jonah for Saint Paul was the very first decision of the new administration. They
had a hard time understanding and accepting that image. And that change has its spiritual
meaning and symbolism: ever-troubled, doubting and protesting prophet was not congenial
to the Church bureaucrats.
A linear storyline is much closer and understandable for many these days: yes, Saul used
to persecute Christ’s disciples, but since the Lord revealed Himself to the future apostle on
the way to Damascus, Paul became a relentless preacher and servant of the Word.
Way of the Magi
Our conference agenda has linked all reports and presentations with media and journalism.
However, I strongly believe that such a 20th-century approach is insufficient today, for it
imposes significant limits.
Let me reiterate this: in the information society, not only the words are essential, but
also the visual images. And those who create those images deserve very close attention
of the Church. I don’t mean just iconographers and church architects. I am also thinking of
artists, sculptors, designers, wide circle of film-makers, be it documentary or fiction, those
who work in theatrical production, those who produce musical shows, street performances,
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exhibitions, etc.
There’s another important question that we should ask ourselves: how will our time go
down in history of the Church and world culture? Will we be remembered for merely copying
(even if professionally and even virtuosically) the best examples from the past, or will we,
the Orthodox Christians of today, learn to create the new grace-filled images, styles and
movements that will be our unique contribution to the treasure chest of Christian culture?
This remains an open question.
Liturgical art is in crisis, for it is based on Divine Liturgy and Eucharist, which are only
entering the centre stage, as the Church is only beginning to discuss its understanding of liturgy and the role of bishops, priests and laity in liturgy. At least in Russia it is only beginning.
And there are more questions than answers. If we remain barely as passive participants in
the liturgy without much insight into its composition and content, then it would be quite
naïve to expect the liturgical art based on seeing and understanding the liturgy to flourish.
The questions that follow are even harsher: how much longer will the Orthodox Church
surrender to the onslaught of mass production of Church commodities? How much longer
will the manufacturers, in pursuit of better (lower) prices, remorselessly sacrifice not just
quality, but canon and the Orthodox Tradition itself? How much longer will the churches and
church shops sell this kitsch without giving it a second thought?
These very questions stem directly from the Church teaching. Can we say that problems
of theology of image and iconoclasm issues were successfully resolved at the Seventh Ecumenical Council? In a negative scenario, mass production of low-quality church goods can
lead to something bigger than just loss of reverence for the holy images. We risk losing
the very ability to read and understand the language of icons, Orthodox hymnography and
symbolism of church architecture. Do not be surprised if new iconoclasts knock on our door
sooner or later. I would like to be mistaken, but there are real forewarnings for that happening.
Moreover, quite a few artists and cultural professionals are ready to dialogue with the
Church. But does the Church extend the invitation for such dialogue? What tasks can the
Church entrust them with? What does she have to offer them?
Our experience in exhibiting Christian art in Moscow proves that the Orthodox Church
does have its own contemporary art. However, it takes a lot of courage, wisdom and sobriety
to rebut the claim that Church art consists purely of imitating the prototypes of the past.
Living tradition of the Church art is represented by a constellation of bright, accomplished
artists and iconographers, movie and theatre directors, musicians, composers, sculptors…
Unfortunately, it would be hard to mention even the most prominent of them within the time
given for this presentation.
Recent years saw the development of what Irina Yazikova, one of the leading experts on
Church art, has called ‘the original icon’. It is no longer an experiment, but a wide range of
signature styles of accomplished iconographers, sculptors and embroiderers whose work
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now adorns modern churches not only in Russia, but also in Georgia, Serbia, and the UK.
Besides the need for an international association of Orthodox journalists (its absence is
really a shame), the Church is also in need of a community of Christian artists and art experts. We need to join efforts in organising exhibitions of not just Byzantine or Old Russian
icons, but of contemporary Christian art as well – icons, embroidering, sculpture, paintings,
architecture and design projects.
In Russia, this task has become the mission of the Artos Fellowship for Contemporary
Christian Culture (www.artos.name). Despite being fairly young, this association established
in the fall of 2013 in Moscow is quite unique. It brings together not only artists but all those
who believe that the development of contemporary Christian art has no alternative.
Interaction of the Church with artists and journalists should be based on the well-known
verses of the Gospel of Matthew: On coming to the house, they saw the child with his
mother Mary, and they bowed down and worshiped him. Then they opened their treasures
and presented him with gifts of gold and of incense and of myrrh (Mt 2,10-11; NIV). In the
beginning of the collaboration, it is important to have the desire to bring one’s gift to Christ.
However, that alone does not suffice. Three Magi not only brought their gifts to the Divine
Child. As the Scripture puts it, they bowed down and worshipped him.
In other words, bringing the gifts is inseparably associated with worshipping the Saviour.
Is the artist, writer or journalist ready to bring his gift wholeheartedly worshipping the Lord
and confessing his faith? Only a positive answer to this question can pave a way to develop
Christian culture.
I am deeply convinced that the Church operating within the information society should
develop theology of image and theology of communication, along with designing a meaningful cultural policy.
[1] Theology of image could be developed, inter alia, based on Valery Lepakhin’s concept of iconicity.
[2] Theology of communication could be developed, inter alia, based on the articles by
Alexandr Filonenko and ‘The Church in the information society. Theology of communication’ course by the author.
[3] Theological aesthetics could be developed, inter alia, based on such works as The
Beauty of the Infinite: The Aesthetics of Christian Truth by David Bentley Hart and God
After Metaphysics: A Theological Aesthetic by Rev. Archimandrite John Panteleimon
Manoussakis.
[4] Baudrillard Jean. In the Shadow of the Silent Majorities, or, The End of the Social
and Other Essays. Translated by Paul Foss, John Johnson and Paul Patton. New York,
Semiotext, 1983, p. 95.
[5] Rev. Alexander Sorokin. Prophet Jonah. An unpublished essay from the private archive of the author.
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